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This is a partial list. Write for full tube listing catalogue

TYPE EACH TYPE EACH TYPE EACH TYPE EACH

1B3GT 1.25 6BK4C 3.35 6HS8 1.90 10G F7A 2.50
1K3 1.35 6BL8 1.50 6HZ6 1.50 10GK6 1.80
1S2A 1.35 6BM8 1.55 1OGN8 1.85
1X28 1.35 6JC6A 1.80 10JY8 1.85

6BN6 1.80 6JD6 1.85 10KR8 1.85
2AV2 1.25 61305 1.20 6JF6 3.90
2G K5 1.55 6B07A 1.50 11HM7 2.80
3A3A 1.95 6BU8A 1.90 6JS6C 3.45 11MS8 3.50
3AT2 1.90 6JT8 3.95

6BZ6 1.20 6JU6 3.50 12AT7 1.35
3AW2 1.75 6C4 1.25 6JU8A 1.90 12AU7A 1.00
3BW2 2.80 6CA7 3.40 6JW8 1.50 12AV6 1.00
3 BZ6 1.00 6CB6A .95 6JZ8 1.90 12AX4GTB 1.50
3CB6 .90 6KA8 2.00 12AX7A 1.35

6CG3 2.25 6KD6 3.95
3CU3A 2.90 6CG7 .95 6KE8 2.25 12BA6 1.05
3083 2.00 6CG8A 1.50 128E6 1.05
3DC3 2.60 6CL8A 1.60 6KG6 3.95 12BY7A 1.20
3DF3 2.80 6CM7 1.30 6KT8 2.50 12C5 1.55
3DJ3 2.10 6KZ8 1.80

6CS6 1.35 6L6GC 2.60 12D06B 2.25
3GK5 1.55 6CW4 6.25 6LB6 3.75 12DW4A 1.90
3HA5 1.85 6LD6 5.95 12GN7 2.00
3H05 1.90 6DJ8 2.10 6LE8 3.40
4AU6 1.55 600613 2.50 14GW8 2.00

6LF6 3.95 15008 1.60
4BZ6 1.35 6DT5 1.60 6LF8 1.85
4DT6A
4EH7
4EJ7

1.55
1.55
1.55

6DT6A
6DW4B
6DX8
6EA8

1.20
1.85
1.60
1.50

6U8
6LN8
6L06
6L18

1.85
1.25
3.35
1.80

17AY3A
17BE3
170F11

1.60
1.55
2.50

4HA5 1.55 6EC4 3.40 6LU8 2.75
5A05 1.25 6EH7 1.50 6LX8 5.85 17006B 2.10

6EJ7 1.55 17JN6 2.85
5C G8 1.55 6SN7GIB 1.90 17JZ8 1.85
5G H8A
5GJ7

1.85
1.95

6EM7
6E58

3.00
2.80 6U8A 1.25

17KV6A
17KW6

3.95
5.60

5GS7 1.85 6EW6 1.35 6U10 2.50
5GX7 2.70 6FM7 2.00 6V6GT 1.95 18GV8 1.95

6W6GT 2.25 19CG3 2.50508
5U4GB
5U8

1.80
1.60
1.60

6GB5
6GE5
6G F7A

3.50
2.25
2.15

6X9

6Z10

2.95

3.25

21GY5
21JZ6

3.15
3.20

6A F9
6AJ8
6AL3
6A L5

3.50
2.00
1.85

.90

6G H8A
6GJ7
6GK5
6GK6
6GM6

1.35
1.90
1.50
1.60
1.50

8AW8A
8138
8610
8BM11

1.85
1.90
2.90
3.75

23Z9
24L06

27GB5

2.65
3.50

3.35

6A05A .90 8CG7 .90 30AE3 1.70
6A08 1.55 6G U7 1.35 8DX8 2.55 30KD6 4.50
6AU6A .95 6GV8 1.95 8GJ7 2.25 31JS6C 3.95
6AV6 .95 6GW8 1.80 8JV8 1.85 33G Y7A 3.25

6GX7 2.80 8 LT8 1.85
6AW8
6AX3
6AX4GTB

1.60
1.70
1.60

6GY5
6GY6
6HA5

3.45
1.25
1.85

8U9
8X9

3.45
3.45

35W4
38HE7
38HK7

.90
3.50
3.506AY3B 1.60 9A08 3.25 40KD6 3.8068A6 1.25 6HE5 2.70 9GV8 2.90 40KG6 3.9560A11 2.50 6H05 1.80 9JW8 1.60 42EC4 3.85

613E6 1.20 6HS5 4.45 10DE7 1.85 50C 5A 1.35

ONE YEAR UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE

6DW4 - $1.55

Celebrating our 19th year
servicing the Electronics

industry.

FULL FUNCTION
CAL:ULATOR
for only 81.99
(including ca)

With special orders of $1)0. or more

FUL_ FUNCTION
CALCULATOP
* 8 Digit Display
* Includes % N:ey
* Add on and Disco ant

Features
* 2 Input Reg sters
* Constant Repeat

Calculation
PLUS MANY MORE
FEATURES

LIMIT 4 TO A CUSTOMER

TERMS & CONDITIONS: ABBEY pays full shipping
charges anywhere in Canada on all prepaid orders over
$25.00. C.O.D. orders, send 25°/o deposits, balance
C.O.D. All orders shipped same day. Minimum order
10 tubes.

306 Rexdale Boulevard, Rexdale, Ont. M9W 1148 745-9555



GLaDSTEME
ELECTROMCS

De
Quality

cLoudspeakers

4" DOME TWEETER
Suggested price 512.50

.95

Remarkable dome tweeter handles 40
watts in systems, provides response
1000-20, 000Hz. Superb wide disper-
sion, excellent transient response. (Use

Our volume purchases 2 for 80 watts) Available in 4 or 8
ohms -- please specify.save you money!

Gladstone's
Lowest Prices Ever!

5" SEALED

MIDRANGE
Suggested price $24.00

$ 1 1 .95

,,Housed in its own optimum
volume sealed enclosure, this
excellent mid -range handles fre-
quencies between 400 and
8,000 Hz. Handles 40 watts
in system. Use 2 for 80 watts.
Available in 4 or 8 ohms --
please specify.

UNBELIEVABLE!
Save Even More on a
Complete Matched
80 Watt Combination

SPECI FICATIONS
Power. 15 watts minimum

80 watts RMS maximum
(200 watt peaks)

Response: 18 Hz - 20 KHz
Cabinet size: 30x19x14"

(3.5 cu. ft.)
Enclosure type: sealed
Warranty: One year replacement
of any defective components

88

Each system includes.
15" Woofer (AD15240/W8)
Two 5" Midranges
Two 4" Dome Tweeters
Three -Way Crossover (AD3WXA)
Enclosure plans, wiring diagram

8" 40 Watt Woofer. 8067/W8
10" 40 Watt Woofer. 10100/W8
12" 40 Watt Woofer. 12100/W8

CROSS+CANADA

SUPER SALE
Mail Order
Use coupon
below

*Phone *Personal Shopping
1-(416) 1736 Avenue Rd.,

787-1448 Toronto

Visit our
Toronto store
for demonstration!
Hearing is
believing!

15" 80 WATT WOOFER
List $89.95

4"
A heavy duty high quality woofer for
super lows! Reproduces frequencies
from 18 Hz to 1000 Hz, handles up to
80 watts RMS, yet can be used with
amplifiers as low as 15 watts per chan-
nel due to its high efficiency. Rigid
paper cone with high flexibility foam
surround. 40 ounce magnet. 2" alumi-
num voice coil. 18 Hz is nominal reso-
nance, 8 OHMS. Requires sealed enclo-
sure.

NEW --100 WATT 3 -WAY CROSSOVER

$39.95
Use with Philips or other high quality
systems for better transients without
saturation effect. Features 5 air -core
coils for lower distortion and Philips
polyester film crossovers. Operates at
700 and 2400 Hz. 12db per octave
attenuation. Size: 51/2x8". Use in sys-
tems rated up to 200 watts per channel.

OTHER DEFOREST SPEAKERS AND CROSSOVERS
Suggested List Our Price

$39.60 $19.95
65.00 39.95
68.00 42.50

Ideal match for Deforest Midranges and tweeter!
5" Dome Midrange, Sealed Back

(4 or 8 ohm) AD0210/SQ

AD2WXB 2 -Way Crossover
1800 Hz - 40 watts

AD3WXB 3 -Way Crossover
500/4500 Hz, 40 watts

$39.95 24.95

10.00 6.95

23.00 15.95

imm
maosronc-f -ELECTROMCS

1736 Avenue Rd. , , Toronto M5M 3Y7 Ontario

( ) Please send FREE CATALOGUE
( ) Please send merchandise listed.

Enclosed is ( ) Cheque ( ) M.O.
Bill to ( Chargex ( Mastercharge

Expiry
Item Amount

If more space
is required, use a
separate sheet.

Name

Address

On t. Sales Tax 7% extra TOTAL ENCLOSED $
NMI MEM AMIE MIN Ma
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THE SINCLAIR PROGRAMMABLE 19
A look at a low cost programmable calculator

THE SONY ELCASET 22
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NEWS DIGEST

WHO NEEDS NICADS?
Sharp Electronics of Canada Ltd. re-
cently unveiled a solar battery -operated
calculator, the EL -8026, which carries a
suggested retail price of $99.95 (or less).
The solar batteries can be used 50 hours
continuously without receiving any light.
Recharging time is 10 minutes under
direct sunlight. The EL -8026 performs
six functions including square root and
percentage. Dimensions are 9 mm thin,
66 mm wide, and 109mm deep enabling
it to fit into the inside pocket of a jacket,
or a small purse.

Also new from Sharp is a new pocket
scientifice calculator with memory. The
EL -5801 has an eight -digit exponent and
two -digit mantissa, and an interesting
function is the cube root key. This
calculator weighs less than half -a -pound
and features separate command keys for
scientifice functions plus an indepen-
dently addressable memory and bright
fluorescent display, Degree/Radian/
Grad switch and power from AC (with
optional adaptor/charger), dry cells or
rechargeable Ni-Cad batteries (op-
tional). Suggested list price for the
EL -5801 is $29.95 (or less). Units are
available from Sharp dealers across
Canada.

SONY'S ELCASET
Sony of Canada Ltd. have just an-
nounced the introduction of two new tape
decks utilizing the jointly developed
Elcaset tape format. "We fully expect,"
said Sony of Canada President, Albert D.
Cohen, "that the Elcaset will provide an
ideal format for those people who wish to
upgrade the sound quality of their stereo
systems but wish to retain the conveni-
ence of a cassette -loading format." So
what else is new; see page 22.

THE CONTINUING SAGA ...
of the videodisc must be near the end
now. A small company called Magnetic
Disc Recording, in Luxembourg, has a
magnetic disc system planned for intro-
duction in July with a price tag of
$700.00 approximately. The magnetic
discs, which can carry up to two hours of
video on each side, cost about $11.00
each, and the unit is compatible with
PAL, SECAM and NTSC.

The problem is that the video disc, if
any companies ever seriously market it,
will probably go the way of quadra-
phonic records, because of the different
standards in use. In fact both these topics
have been more or less shunned by the
electronics press of late . . . 'Not another
system?' is the cry constantly being
heard.

Meanwhile, RCA has disclosed that
there is no possibility of its video disc
player being introduced in 1977, but it
may be ready in late 1978.

DOC NO -NO ON LINEARS
The Department of Communications in
Ottawa is apparently concerned about the
use by GRS licensees of RF linear
amplifiers, capable of boosting the
output of CB rigs to 1000 watts or more.
Accordingly, they are proposing
amendments to the Radio Interference
Regulations, so that anyone buying a
linear will have to sign a declaration that
they are aware that its use on GRS
frequencies renders them liable to a fine
of up to $1,000 or up to six months
imprisonment. Similarly, the vendor will
have to send a description of the
equipment, along with the declaration, to
the DOC. The Department is inviting
manufacturers, users, associations,
groups and interested persons to make
any submissions they wish concerning
these proposed regulations. Submissions
should be addressed to the Director,
Operations Branch, Telecommuni-
cations Regulatory Service, 300 Slater
Street, Ottawa, Ontario, K1A 008.
Comments received will be made avail-
able for public inspection at various
offices of the DOC whereupon you may
comment on the comments. Contact the
DOC for any further information you
may require, quoting Notice No.
DGTR- 001-77 .

XCR 30 MARK 2
The XCR 30 Mark 2 is probably the most
deceptive looking radio around; a regular
wolf in sheep's clothing. It is really an
honourable communications receiver
covering 500 kHz to 30 MHz continu-
ously, using the Wadley triple mix
design developed by Racal and used in
the RA 219 receivers. This gives superb
stability and dial accuracy; there are in
fact two dials - one sets the MHz, the
other kHz, using a phase locked loop
frequency synthesizer. Other features
include a BFO for receiving CW and
SSB, 21,IV sensitivity, ceramic IF filters,
S meter, external antenna earphone, and
power jacks, and steel case with die cast
aluminum front panel. At $299.00, it's
good value for a go -anywhere, listen to
anything radio. WSJ Sales Co., 18
Sheldon Ave. N., Kitchener, Ontario
N2H 3 M2.

ON A CLEAR DAY ...
Scientists at the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory in Goldstone, California are map-
ping the rings of Saturn using high -
power radar. The setup consists of a 64m
tracking disk, Cassegrain fed with
400kw of RF from two Varian klystrons.
The maps they produce will be used to
guide a space probe as it passes the planet
in 1980. Maybe those cruise missiles
aren't so "smart" after all. . .
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AT LAST

After several false starts, as long ago as
1968, Britain's Sinclair Radionics have
produced what is claimed to be the
world's first pocket T. V. Despite its tiny
size, the Microvision is quite sophisti-
cated; it is the only TV set able to receive
transmissions throughout the world. No
Canadian price yet, but the UK price is
roughly $300.00.

MICROFLOPPY

The ICOM division of Pertec is market-
ing a plug -compatible micro floppy disk
that works with the Altair 8800, Imsai
8080 and Poly 88 microcomputers.
Although Pertec competes with Shugart
Associates in the standard -size floppy
market, they are buying their drives from
Shugart.

The system comprises the disk drive,
controller/interface card, power supply,
cables and iCOM's FDOS-M software.
Pricing is US $1,096.00 in one-off. A kit
version will be available shortly.

ELECTRONIC GAMES

We noticed with interest that the well-
known game manufacturer, Milton Brad-
ley Co., of Springfield, Mass. are
advertising in an electronics trade journal
for people to work in Microprocessor
software development, as they are "ex-
panding into Microcomputer program-
ming of game ideas into video and
non -video units". Deduction: it's going
to be hell Christmas shopping with kids
this year.

CHOMP, CHOMP

Acoustic Emission Technology Corp. of
Sacramento, California have developed
equipment which listens for corrosion
before it is visible. The technique is
especially valuable in testing aircraft, the
sonic effects of rust having been discov-
ered by Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

HELLO ... HELLO? ... HELLO??

Philips Electronics Ltd. has introduced
two new automatic telephone answering
machines, Code -A -Phone 1400 and
Code -A -Phone 1200. These are the first
such devices designed for the home
appliance/consumer market from Philips
and certified by the Federal Department
of Communications. Units will initially
be available across Canada from major
department and stationery stores includ-
ing Simpsons and The Bay at the
manufacturer's suggested retail price of
$229 (or less) for Code -A -Phone 1200
and $395 (or less) for Code:A-Phone
1400. Code -A -Phone 1400 is a remote
telephone answering system offering the
user remote control message retrieval
from any telephone in the world. A
compact sonic coder (about the size of a

cigarette pack) beeps into the telephone
mouthpiece to trigger message playback.

Utilizing CMOS circuitry, the 1400
records announcement greetings and
incoming messages. If the user is home
but doesn't wish to take calls, he can still
hear the calls by turning up the volume.
The simple turn of a dial replays
messages. Both units record 20 messages
of 30 seconds each with variable length
announcement up to 20 seconds. Other
features include a call counter that
indicates the location of each message on
the tape, a fast -forward control button to
by-pass messages and a rewind button to
repeat messages. Both units are in a
plastic housing and operate from regular
AC ou:lets. Philips Electronics Ltd.,
Office Products Division, 601 Milner
Ave., Scarborough, Ont. MI B 1 M8.
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RELEARN
FROM ETI

FROM !HE PUBLISHERS OF
ELECTRONICS tODAY INTERNATIONAL

ET1

CIRCUITS

Not

from the puithshers of electronics today international

rrf- 40/1"\)-..

£1.20;

Take tho mystery
out of electronics with
this straightforward
logical course

CIRCUITS No. 1:
A brand new concept from the house of ETI
more than 100 pages packed with a wide
range of experimenters circuits. Based on
the 'Tech Tips' section carried in the over-
seas editions of ETI, Circuits 1 is the first of
a series of specials - produced for the enthu-
siasts who know what they want, but not
where to get it! Circuits 1 will also act as a
catalyst for further development of ideas,
ideal for the experimenter. The collection of
more than 200 circuits is complemented by
a comprehensive index, making searches for
a particular circuit quick qnd simple. Also,
similar circuits can be compared easily, due
to the logical layout and grouping used
throughout. Last and by no means least, Cir-
cuits 1 has no distracting advertisements in
the main section!

TOP PROJECTS No. 4:
A collection of 28 constructional projects
reprinted from ETI. This is the fourth in a
series published by the British edition (Nos.
1,2, and 3 are not available). Projects are
complete and include: Sweet Sixteen Stereo
Amp, Waa-Waa, Audio Level Meter, Expand-
er/Compressor, Car Anti -Theft Alarm, Head-
light Reminder, Dual -Tracking Power Sup-
ply, Audio Millivoltmeter, Thermocouple
Meter, Intruder Alarm, Touch Switch, Push -
Button Dimmer, Exposure Meter, Photo
Timer, Electronic Dice, High Power Beacon,
Temperature Controller, Electronic One -
Armed Bandit plus many more.

$5.00 FOR CIRCUITS No. 1
$2.50 FOR TOP PROJECTS No. 4

ELECTRONICS - IT'S EASY:
Volumes 1 and two of the best introductory
series to electronics ever published in a mag-
azine. Volume three, completing the series,
will be available in a few months.

Electronics - It's Easy! takes a fresh look
at electronics: it avoids the usual introduc-
tions to the subject which mostly seem des-
igned to frighten you away before you reach
page 10!

Volume one leads the raw beginner from
a gentle introduction, explaining circuits in
'black -box' form up to the use of operation-
al amplifiers.

Volume two deals with more advanced
techniques, and deals with digital and logic
circuits.

These books have sold extremely well in
Australia and in Britain. In Holland they
form the basis for a correspondence course.

$6.00 FOR BOTH,
$3.50 INDIVIDUALLY

THESE PUBLICATIONS ARE AT PRESENT ONLY AVAILABLE FROM ETI

Send your orders, with payment (not cash), to
ETI PUBLICATIONS

Electronics Today International
Unit Six

25 Overlea Boulevard
Toronto, Ontario

M4H 1B1
Please specify which publications you require, and print your name and address clearly.

'aftA LA R, P OT
EMERGENCY

.IT, LOGIC
EXT

t REMINDER
FL '4$1-t TRW:44'ER.

SUN Y. CAR FL
ME'TER: TEMP
ES. THERM

electronics
Volume 2 -it's easy
from the puedishers of electronics today internatoul
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NEWS ;
BASIC SOFTWARE
Attention, all you computer hackers out
there who speak BASIC! We've just
come across several volumes of what is
called the Basic Software Library. Vol-
ume 1 comprises Business & Personal
Bookkeeping Programs and Games &
Pictures. These are all good programs,
including some interesting things like
PERT network analysis, cash flow
predictions and a variety of not -so -well-
known games and pictures. Vol. 11, Math
& Engineering and Plotting & Statistics,
consists of some very heavy stuff indeed,
Gaussian Quadratures, Interpolations by
Spline Fits, T -Distribution, that kind of
thing. Both these volumes are $24.95.
Vol. III is entirely Advanced Business
Programs, i.e. Billing, Inventory,
Payroll, Shipping, and this volume is
$39.95. Vols. IV and V contain general
interest programs for experimenters and
are $9.95 each. The longest business
programs will run in 24K bytes, and
many will run in a lot less. The programs
are written in plain, simple BASIC and
will run on virtually any machine,
requiring only minor software
modifications. Your local computer store
may stock, or add $1.50 for postage and
handling and order from: Scientific
Research, 1712 Farmington Court,
Crofton, MD 21114.

A THREE-LEGGED CAP
A single ended, tubular aluminum
electrolytic capacitor that incorporates a
rigid third lead for mechanical support is
now offered by International Compo-
nents Corporation.

The construction of these PDA-T
Series radial lead capacitors minimizes
vibration problems associated with
printed circuit boards where higher
capacity x voltage radial capacitors are
required. An added advantage is that
where the rigid lead is used as a locating
lead, polarity insertion is accomplished
without error.

Delivery is from stock to 12 weeks.
Average price is $0.50 each in produc-
tion quantities.

For additional information, write or
call Mr. Mel Karasik, International
Components Corporation, 105 Maxess
Road, Melville, New York 11746, (516)
293-1500.

VIDEO CASSETTES
Although we lament elsewhere about the
non -standardisation of video discs, some
nice things seem to be happening in the
video cassette field. Sony, Toshiba and
Sanyo have jointly developed a two-hour
video cassette cystem called Dataformat,
so that cassettes will be interchangeable
between the different companies'
machines.

ANOTHER PROGRAMMABLE?
The new 26 -pound HP 9831A desktop
computer, priced at $8352, can be used
as a stand-alone, BASIC language com-
puter or linked with peripherals to form
systems. The 9831 also serves as the
heart of the new HP 9896 business
information management system also
being introduced.

The HP 9831 comes with 8K bytes of
memory, expandable to 32K bytes in 8K
byte increments. BASIC language com-
mands for String Variables, Input/Out-
put (for peripheral control), and Ad-
vanced Programming II operations are
built in. Optional Matrix/Plotter Flex-
ible Disk ROMs are also available.

The new desktop computer can work
with master and slave flexible -disk drives
for additional, fast access memory;
plotters; thermal- and character -impact
printers; and CRT terminals. It features a
built-in, high performance bi-directional
tape drive. With 90 ips search -and -
rewind speed and a 22 ips read/write
speed, the tape cartridge drive gives an
average access time of six seconds.

"The 9831 brings powerful com-
putingcapability at a reasonable price for
applications in structural and construc-
tion engineering, in clinical laboratories,
and in general statistics," Fred Bode,
marketing manager of HP's calculator
products division, Loveland. Colorado,

said. -An important part of the product
is a group of extensively tested software
we are able to offer for each of these
fields.

String Variables programming per-
mits handling of string arrays as large as
the total memory of the machine. Input/
output to a plotter and flexible disks and
other peripherals are provided. These
capabilities are built-in. The optional
Matrix ROM provides such standard
matrix operations as inversion, transposi-
tion and multiplication, and two -dimen-
sion array operators.

Through as many as three interface
cards, the 9831 will work with standard
HP peripherals, such as the 9866 B
thermal line printer, the 9871A character
impact printer/plotter, plotters, paper
tape readers, and the new 9885 flexible
disk.

The 9831 uses second generation
N-MOS (LSI) circuits designed by HP to
provide high speed performance. In
addition to the four bipolar chips for the
display, the desktop computer contains a
processor chip, an input/output chip, and
an extended math chip. ROM memory is
based on HP's 16 x 1024 -bit ROM.

Initial customer deliveries will begin
in March. Inquiries Manager,
Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Limited,
6877 Goreway Drive, Mississauga,
Ontario.

NEW CATALOGUE

Just arrived on our desk at ETI (what,
only one desk for all of you, we hear you
cry) is the latest catalogue from Canmos
Electronics. Listed is a good selection of
TTL, CMOS and linear ICs, transistors
and diodes, Rs and Cs, pots, LEDs, data

books, PCB gear, cases, transformers,
prototy ping hardware etc, etc. All good
stuff, but we still think the best page is
the one that mentions us!! . . .

CAN MOS, Box 1690, Peterborough,
Ontario K9J 7S4.
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Swyke PHILIPS

SaVca
Service

!!!!PP.!0000 000000000000000000 00000000000
LONG PLAY

PHILIPS

'A

As you can see by our logo our first objective
is service to Philips Consumer Products.
So - with 16 branches across Canada why shouldn't
we service you with our accessory lines?

See Back Cover for

PHILIPS CONSUMER SERVICE
Branch locations and telephone numbers

OUT PERFORMS OTHERS TWICE THE PRICE
State-of-the-art circuit design, incorporating
high -quality components, has resulted in a
professional, 31/2 digit instrument of out-
standing performance and reliability at a
realistic price.
A custom -designed MOS LSI digital process-
ing IC controls the auto -polarity dual -slope-
integration A to D converter. The circuit built
around this IC uses a MOSFET op -amp input
buffer with 0.1% metal -film resistors. The
result is excellent accuracy and stability with
a very high basic input impedance. The
instrument reads to ± 1999 and has a basic
accuracy on the 1 VDC range of 0.3% ± 1
digit. Four 8mm LED displays provide excel-
lent legibility and angle of view. Battery
operation allows complete independence of
mains supply.

The Sinclair DM2
Multimeter

Comprehensive, Accurate,
Portable and really rugged

AND ONLY... $149 95

TRY THE SINCLAIR DM2 MULTIMETER IN
YOUR WORKSHOP AT NO RISK! TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF GLADSTONE'S TEN
DAY TRIAL OFFER. IF NOT SATISFIED
RETURN DM2 FOR FULL REFUND.
[MINUS SHIPPING CHARGES]

GLaDSTOUE-TrELECTRonics
1736 Avenue Rd. , Toronto M5M 3Y7 Ontario

0 Please send more information.
C1 Rush Sinclair DM2 to me. Enclosed is 0 Cheque 0 M.0

0 Master Charge

NO.
OTY
_Sinclair DM2 & test leads $149.95@ NAME
- AC Adapter 7.95@

COMPANY- 9V Battery Pack 4.50@
- Leatherette carry case
_ Rechargeable Battery Pack 24.95@

Ont. Sales Tax 7% extra
TOTAL ENCLOSED $

19.95@ ADDRESS

 Chargex

ETI
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NEWS DIGEST
`TOUCH -HOLD' DMM

This new battery/AC portable 41/2 digit,
five -function digital multimeter from
Hewlett-Packard is low cost and has a
unique 'touch -hold' probe available as an
accessory. It lets the user 'freeze' the
reading on the display -a convenience
when probing closely -packed circuit
boards.

Called the Model 3465B, the $575.00
DMM has a DC measurement range from
I mV to 1kV with a mid -range accuracy
of ± (0.02% of rdg. + 0.01% of range)
for one year. AC measurement range is
10 V to 500V with a mid -range accuracy
of ± (0.15% of rdg. + 0.05% of range)
over a 40 Hz to 20 kHz bandwidth. AC
and DC current measurement range is
from 10 nA to 2 A. DC current accuracy
for the 10 mA range is ± (0.1% of rdg. +
0.01% of range). AC current measure-
ments are made over a frequency band of
40 Hz to 20 kHz with a mid -band
accuracy of ± (0.25% of rdg. + 0.25%
range).

Resistance range is 10 m to 20 M
with a mid -range accuracy of ± (0.02%
of rdg. + 0.01% of range). Open circuit
voltage on the ohms terminal when set to
its lowest range does not exceed 5V,
preventing damage to most solid-state
devices.

Input protection is provided to 1 kV on
any DC range, 500 V RMS on any AC
range, and 350 V peak on any resistance
range. A front -panel fuse protects the
instrument from overload when measur-
ing current.

The HP 341I2A touch -hold probe
accessory ($46), provides greater utility
by allowing the operator to focus his
attention on the point of measurement in
hard to reach circuits. The touch -hold
probe, which plugs into the front panel
input connectors, holds the DMM read-
ing at the touch of a button.

Inquiries Manager, Hewlett-Packard
(Canada) Ltd., 6877 Goreway Drive,
Mississauga, Ontario.

ANTI -THEFT DEVICE

The problem of care tape deck thefts has
prompted a Canadian company to come
up with a device to deter thieves. Any
unauthorized attempt to remove a tape
deck or similar device sets off a spring
switch, resulting in the destruction of
circuits in the equipment so that it is
unusable. Fortunately, decal warnings
are supplied to be mounted on the
windshield and the equipment itself, but
me, I'd rather not chance it on an
expensive CB, although the company
says destruction by attempted theft
would be covered by insurance policies.
Master Developments Ltd., North Van-
couver, B B.C.

HIGH -CURRENT THYRISTOR

The Toshiba Co. in Japan has ceveioped
a new thyris:or which can switch up to
600A at 1,300V. This is three firne.,,
better than the previous best of 200A for
gate -turn off thyristors. So if you have a
780kw load that needs switchir g. .

MINIATURIZATION?
A 12 -foot -high electron tube that weighs
half a ron is being developed by Valvo
Gmbh of Hamburg, West Germany. The
V75sk klystron is designed to supply up
to 600<w to a new positron -electron
tandem -ring accelerator being built in
Hamburg.

Fur size 91 x 64mne,

BOARDING PARTY.

Readers who bought the December issue
of ETI which was imported from the UK,
may have noticed the absence of the PCB
track pattern for the Heart -Rate Monitor,
ETI Project Number 544 (whaddya
mean, you didn't notice?). In case
you've been cursing us and messing
around with pieces of Vector board, we
apologise profusely and reproduce it
herewith.

LM379S
We have been advised as we go to press
thatjNational Semiconductor are now
shipping a part called the LM379S,
which has a different heatsink arrange-
ment and, more importantly, 0.3" width
rather than the 0.6'' in the version we
used in the ETI 444 Five Watt Stereo last
month. If you buy this part, it looks like
you'1 have to build a bit of a spider's nest
to get it in, or possibly modify the PCB
desigi.
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e Lthkit odulus' ...The totally flexible hi-fi
system for today...and tomorrow!
Heath solves the problem of obsolescence with the incredible
Modulus hi-fi system! Housed in a single unit, the AN -2016,
is a superb stereo/4-channel preamplifier with the features
and specifications of the finest separates - an advanced
AM -FM tuner with digital frequency readout, and first-class
AM too - complete sound control facilities and four peak -
responding output level meters. With one of its matching

1480 DUNDAS STREET EAST, MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO 14X 2R7

RETAIL OUTLETS LOCATED IN
Mississauga Montreal
Vancouver Winnipeg

Edmonton
Ottawa

amplifiers, it's a superb stereo system with your choice of
power outputs. With two matching amplifiers, it's deluxe
4 -channel. With :he addition of "build -in" modules, it's SQ,
Dolby FM and CD -4. No waste, no replacement, no "black
box" wiring hassles. It's all you need for a lifetime of listen-
ing! Find out about Modulus and the over 400 superb elec-
tronic kits from Heath in our new catalog. Send for it today!

Send Today!

NEW 600/60 MHz Frequency Counter
Now available in Canada

SPECIFICATION{

Frequency

Input Z
Sensitivity

Range

Max. Input Voltage
Time Base

Power

Size

Weight

MODEL CTR.2X

8 Digit Display

Large .3" LED Readouts
 Automatic Dp. Placement

Resolution to 1 Ha
High Input Sensitivity
Automatic Input Limiting
Input Diode Protected
Selectable Gate Times ten and 1 sec.
Provision for 10 sec.
High Stability 10 MHz Crystal Time Base
Plug.in Time Base

Plug-in Prescaler

BASIC WITH PRESCALER

60 MHz
1 Meg/20Pf

30.4,60MHz
10 mu @25 MHz
1 Hz to 60 MHz

120v RMS to 10 MHz

Mg%wc

800 MHz
50 ohm
15Orny at 600 MHz

10 MHz to 600 MHz
2.5V

117y 50/60 HZ 15W
8.8"x8-k2.8-
1223.5x203.2x71.12 mm)
3 lbs., 10 oz.
(1.64 k.g.)

KIT PRICES
Kit CTR.2X 60K 0339.00
Kit CTR-2X 600K $549.95

Assembled

CTR2X 60 5519.00
CTR.2X 600 5669.95

Ontario residents add 7% Sales Tax

Kits include all parts, drilled and plated PC boards, cabinet,
switches, hardware and a complete instruction manual includ
ing calibration instructions.

Factory assembkid units are tested and calibrwed to
specifications.

Send me Model
Bill my Chargex Master Charge
Expiry date Signature
Name Ontario add 7% P.S.T.
Address
City Prov.

ELECTRA ELECTRONICS CO.
7222 TORBRAM ROAD - UNIT 12, MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO L4T 3V2 - TELEPHONE 678.0562

SEE REPLY CARD FACING PAGE

POWER
l

,
.`

:

PROFESSIONAL

,,,:.

,-*
MODULES(

NEW*100W

AMPLIFIER

FEATURES
SHORT
OVERLOAD,
PROTECTION.
CONNECTIONS
FULL 2

& OPEN

YEAR

:

MISMATCH
CIRCUIT,

ONLY
REQUIRED.
GUARANTEE.

AND
5

.,

Amp
IMPEDANCE

THERMAL
EXTERNAL

MODEL
Power Output 70watts RMS

7.5 ohms
110 watts RMS

7.5 ohms
170 watts RMS

7.5ohms
Frequ. Response 10.30 kHz -0.6d13 10.30 kHz -0.6dB 10-30 kHz  0.5dB
Slowing Rate 7.3V per microsec. 8V per microsec. 8.4V per microsec
T.H.D. 0035% @ 1kHz 0.06% @ 1kHz 0.06% @ 1kHz
Damping Factor 200 400 400
Hum & Noise 115dB below 70

watts
115dB below 110

watts
115 dB below 170

Wa_t_gt _

Input Sensitivity OdB (0.775V) 70
watts

OdB (0.776V) 110
watts

OdB (0.775V) 170
watts

Input Impedance 47k 47k 47k
Power Requirement . 35Volts I- 45Volts -t 66 Volta
Overall Dimens. 5.8" Long x 3"

Wide x 1" High.
5.8" Long x 3"
Wide x 1' High

4.8" Long x 3"
Wide ic 1" High
Heat Sink 6" x

PRICES #60 - $89.95 #100 - $109.50 #150 -$139.50

Send me Model @

Bill my Chargex Master Charge
Expiry date Signature
Name Ontario add 7% P.S.T.
Address
City Prov

ELECTRA ELECTRONICS
Unit 12, 7222 Torbram Rd, Mississauga, Ontario L4T 3V2

Tel. (416) 678-0562 Telex 06-968653
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ETI Project 549

INDUCTION BALANCE
METAL DETECTOR
A really sensistive design operating on a different principle from that of other published
circuits. This Induction Balance circuit will really sniff out those buried coins and
other items of interest at great depths depending on the size of the object.

"ANOTHER METAL LOCATOR,"
some of you will say. Yes and no.
Several designs have been pub-
lished in the hobby electronics
magazines; some good, some
downright lousy but they have
invariably been Beat Frequency
Oscillator (BFO) types. There's
nothing wrong with this principle -
they are at least easy to build and
simple to set up. The design
described here works on a very
different principle, that of induction
balance (IB). This is also known as
the TR principle (Transmit -Receive).

First a word of warning. The
electronic circuitry of this project is
straightforward and should present
no difficulty even to the beginner.
However, successful operation
depends almost entirely upon the
construction of the search head and
its coils. This part accounts for
three-quarters of the effort. Great
care, neatness and patience is
necessary and a sensitive 'scope,
though not absolutely essential, is
very useful. It has to be stated
categorically that sloppy construc-
tion of the coil will (not may)
invalidate the entire operation.

IB VERSUS BFO
The usual circuit for a metal

locator is shown in Fig. 2a. A search
coil, usually 6in or so in diameter is
connected in the circuit to oscillate at
between 100-150kHz. A second
internal oscillator operating on the
same frequency is included and a
tiny part of each signal is taken to a
mixer and a beat note is produced.
When the search coil is brought near
metal, the inductance of the coil is
changed slightly, altering the fre-
quency and thus the tone of the
note. A note is produced continually

and metal is identified by a

frequency change in the audio note.
The IB principal uses two coils

arranged in such a way that there is
virtually no inductive pick-up
between the two. A modulated
signal is fed into one. When metal is
brought near, the electromagnetic

field is disturbed and the receiver
coil picks up an appreciably higher
signal.

However, it is impractical for
there to be no pickup - the two coils
are after all laid on top of each other.
Also our ears are poor at identifying
changes in audio level. The circuit is
therefore arranged so that the signal
is gated and is set up so that only the
minutest part of the signal is heard
when no metal is present. When the
coil is near metal, only a minute
change in level becomes an enor-
mous change in volume.

BFO detectors are not as sensitive
as IB types and have to be fitted with
a Faraday screen (beware of those
which aren't - they're practically
useless) to reduce capacitive effects
on the coil. They are however,
slightly better than IB types when it
comes to indentifying exactly where
the metal is buried - they can
pin -point more easily.

Our detector is extremely sensi-
tive - in fact a bit too sensitive for
some applications! For this reason
we've included a high -low sensitivi-
ty switch. You may ask why low
sensitivity is useful. As a crude
example, take a coin lying on a
wooden floor: on maximum sensiti-
vity the detector will pick up the
naills, etc., and give the same
readings as for the coin, making it
difficult to find.

Treasure hunting is an art and the
dual sensitivity may only be appre-
ciated after trials.

Table 1 gives the distances at
which various objects can be detect-
ed. These are static readings and
only give an indication of range. If
you are unimpressed with this
performance you should bear two
things in mind: first compare this
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L1

+=C8
47,

R7 R8
1Mb 4k7 01

0A91

CV1
500o F
TRIMD TY% j

03
2N5088

C6
5n6 Ig2A91

RV1
4k7 LOG

C7 (LEVEL)
5n6 20n  F

C9
20n

7:31
4V7

R9
1M8

E C11
100n

02 R3 01
2N2926G 150k 47k

C4 C3
3n3 100n TIS43

C5 R5 R4 R2
10n 1k 39k 2700

C2
100n

t C1

R6
1808

04
2N
5088

R15
1808

R10 R12 R14 x
4k7 4k7 1k

C13
C12
20n

20n J SENSITIVITY qgn
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2N2222 t strvi

R11
4k7

05
BC108

Fig. 1 Complete circuit of the metal locator. Note that though the
electronics is simple using very common parts, the whole operation
depends on the coils L1 and L2 which must be arranged so that

TABLE 1
Table showing sensitivity of the metal
locator in free air. (Buried objects can
usually be detected at greater depths.)

OBJECT HIGH
SENS

LOW
SENS

2p COIN 8" 6"
BEER CAN 17" 14"
6" SQUARE
COPPER 22" 16"
6" STEEL
RULER 12" 9"
MANS
GOLD
RING 8" 6"

wi h any other claims (ours are
excellent and honest) and secondly
bear in mind how difficult it is to dig
a hole over 1 ft of ground every time
you get a reading. Try it - it's hard
work!

COMPONENT CHOICE
The unijunction Q1 is not the

normal 2N2646; we found several
examples of these erratic in their
level - we are talking about tiniest
fractions of one per cent which
would normally not matter, but it
does in this circuit. Even some
examples of the TIS43 did not work
well - see the note in How it Works.
Secondly Q2 is deliberately a plastic
type. Metal canned transistors
Usually have the collector connected
to the case and due to the nature of
the circuit we noted a very small
change in signal level due to capaci-
tive effects when metal can types
were used.

R13
4k7

C15
20n

M
P

6

14

IC1
LM340

4k72 LOG
IVOLUMEI

0

41 CG17
470p

47pC-16

V
8 BATTERY I

OR
HEADPHONE
JACK SOCKET 8 OHM

-1-4 SPEAKER

1'

OS

IC1: PINS 2,3,4,5,7,10,11,12
ARE CONNECTED TO Ve

Design copyright; Minikits Electronics Limited
and Electronics Today International.

there is minimal inductive coupling between the two. Note also
that the leads from the circuit board to the search head must be
individually screened and earthed at PCB.

COIL

SEARCH
OSCILLATOR MIXER

10
0:D REFERANCE

OSCILLATOR

AMP

Fig.2a Block diagram of the common BFO type metal locator.

130Hz
OSCILLATOR

800Hz
MODULATOR

1511-15'

SEARCH
HEAD

AUDIO
AMP

RF
AMP

VOLUME

Fig2b Block diagram of our lB design.

DETECTOR

LEVEL
CONTRO

SENSITIVITY
SWITCH

ors.
GATING
AMP 2

AMP

GATING
AMP 1
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Fig.3 The PCB pattern. Most components other than the
meter circuitry is built on this.

HOW IT WORKS - ETI 549
Q1, Q2 and associated components

form the transmitter section of the
circuit. Q1 is a unijunction which
operates as a relaxation oscillator, the
audio note produced being determined
by RI and Cl. The specified components
give a tone of roughly 800Hz. RI can lie
in the range 33k to 100k if a different
audio frequency is desired.

Q2 is connected as a Colpitt's oscilla-
tor working at a nominal 130kHz; this
signal is heavily modulated by C3
feeding to the base of Q2. In fact the
oscillator produces bursts of RF at
800Hz. L I in the search head is the
transmitter coil.

L2 is arranged in the search head in
such a way that the minimum possible
signal from LI is induced into it (but see
notes on setting up). On all the proto-
types we made we reduced this to about
20mV peak -to -peak in L2. L2 is tuned by
C6 and C7 and peaked by CVI and feeds
to the base of Q3, a high gain amplifier.
This signal (which is still modulated
RF) is detected by DI, D2 providing the
bias for DI. The RF is eliminated by
CIO and connects to the level control
RVI.

The signal is further amplified by Q4
which has no DC bias connected to the
base. In no -signal conditions this will be
turned off totally and will only conduct
when the peaks of the 800Hz exceed
about 0.6V across R11. Only the signal
above this level is amplified.

On low sensitivity these peaks are
connected to the volume control RV2
(any stray RF or very sharp peaks beine
smoothed by C15) and fed to the
amplifier and so to the speaker.

The high sensitivity stage Q6 is
connected at all times and introduces
another gating stage serving the same
purpose as the earlier stage of Q5. This
emphasises the change in level in L2
even more dramatically. Note that RV1
has to be set differently for high and low

sensitivity settings of SW1.
Whichever setting is chosen for SW1,

RV1 is set so that a signal can just be
heard. In practice it will be found that
between no -signal and moderate -signal
there is a setting for RVI where a
'crackle' can be heard. Odd peaks of the
800Hz find their way through but they
do not come through as a tone. This is
the correct setting for RV I.

The stage Q6 also feeds the meter
circuit. Due to the nature of the pulses
this need only be very simple.

Since we are detecting really minute
changes in level it is important that the
supply voltage in the early stages of the
receiver are stabilised, for this reason
ZD1 is included to hold the supply
steady independent of battery voltage
(which will fall on high output due to
the current drawn by ICI).

It is also important that the supply
voltage to Ql and Q2 does not feed any
signal through to the receiver. If trouble
is experienced (we didn't get any) a
separate 9V battery could be used to
supply this stage.

ICI is being well underused so a
heatsink is unnecessary.

Battery consumption is fairly high on
signal conditions - between 60mA and
80mA on various prototypes but this
will only be for very short periods and is
thus acceptable. A more modest 20mA
or so is normal at the 'crackling' setting.

Stereo headphones are used and are
connected in series to present 16 ohms
to IC1 reducing current consumption.

Selection of Q1 and Q2
We found that Q1 and to a lesser

extent Q2 required careful selection. Q1
should be chosen for the minimum
possible 'crackle' - so that the transi-
tion from no -signal to hearing the 800Hz
is as definite as possible. Some transis-
tors for Q1 and Q2 can produce higher
odds peaks than others.

We have specified Q3 and Q4
types as 2N5088 (a high gain
type) for although lower gain tran-
sistors worked for us, they left
little reserve of level on RV1 and
really low gain types may not work at
all.

RV1 is the critical control and
should be a high quality type - it
will be found that if has to be set very
carefully for proper operation.

The choice of an LM380 may
seem surprising as only a small part
of its power can be utilised with
battery operation. It is however
inexpensive and widely available
unlike the alternatives (note it does
not require DC blocking at the
input).

Output is connected for an 8ohm
speaker and to headphones. Stereo
types are the most common and the
wiring of the jack socket is such that
the two sections are connected in
series presenting a 16ohm load (this
reduces current consumption from
the battery).

METER CIRCUIT
Since the circuit is basically

sensing a change in audio level, a
meter circuit can be incorporated.
For the very first indication from the
'crackle' (see later) to heavy crackle
your ears are likely to be more
sensitive than the meter but there-
after it will come into its own.

This part of the circuit is optional
and the components are not includ-
ed on the board.

CONSTRUCTION: CONTROL BOX
The majority of the components

are mounted on the PCB shown in
Fig 3. Component overlay and the
additional wiring is shown in Fig. 4.

Exceptional care should be taken
to mount all components firmly to
the board. The trimmer capacitor.
CV1 is mounted at right angles to the
board, its tags being bent over and
soldered firmly to the copper pads.
This enables it to be trimmed with
the box closed. A plastic trimming
tool should be used if possible. Poor
connections or dubious solder joints
may be acceptable in some circuits
- not in this one. Take care to
mount the transistors, diodes and
electrolytic capacitors the right way
around.

The PCB is fitted into the control
box by means of long screws and
pillars. The control box has to be
drilled to take the speaker, the pots,
switches, headphone jack and the
cable from the search head.
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ETI Project 549

D3

TO
SPEAKER

HEADPHONE
SOCKET

fl SW2

TO
BATTERY +Ve

Fig 4 The component overlay and wiring diagram to other parts.
of the circuit not on the PCB.

PARTS LIST -- ETI 549

Resistors Semiconductors
R1 47k '/4W, 5%
R2 270R 1/4W, 5% Q1 TIS43 Unijunction
R3 150k '/4W, 5% Q2 2N2926 - see text
R4 39k 1/4W, 5% Q3, 4 2N5088
R5 14 1k '/4W, 5% Q5, Q6 2N2222
R6, 15 180R 1/4W, 5% IC1 LM380 14 pin DIL
R7, 9 1 M8 1/4W, 5% D1, 2 3, 4 0A91
R8, 10,11 12 13 4k7 1/4\A", 5% ZD1 6.2 volt 400m W

Zener diode

Potentiometers
RV1
RV2

Capacitors
C1,8.16
C2,3,11,14,18
C4
C5
C6,7
C9,10,12 13,15
C17
C19
CV1

4k7
4k7

log rotary
log rotary

47jtF 16V electrolytic
100nF ceramic etc.
3n3 polystyrene 5%
10n polystyrene 5%
5 n 6 polystyrene 5%
20n ceramic etc.
470pF 16V electroytic

ji.F 16V electrolyric
500p trimmer
(Note 1n = 1000pF

MISCELLANEOUS
SW1 SW2, 2 pole, 2 way slide switches
Stereo jack socket
Miniature (2%in etc) Bohm loudspeaker
L1, L2 - See text and drawings
4 core, individually screened cable,
1.5 metres
Battery clip
Battery
Wood and laminate for search head
2 Control knobs, Nylon Nut Bolt
M1 Signal level meter, 150µA movement
Cold Water Plumbing (see text)
Bicycle Grip

RV1
LEVEL

CV1 MOUNTED ON
UNDERSIDE OF BOARD

TO
HEAD

THE HANDLE ASSEMBLY
The handle is made totally from

standard parts. The general con-
struction can be seen in Fig. 5. This
is made from cold water plumbing
available from many plumbing
shops. The hand grip is that for a
bicycle - also easily available and a
perfect fit onto the plastic pipe. A
right-angled elbow and two sleeve
connectors are specified. The elbow
should be glued firmly and one end of
each of the connectors should be
glued also. The reason for the con -

COMPONENT
SIDE

16

Diagram showing CV1 mounted
on copper side of P C Board
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Internal photograph of metal locator control box.

HAND
GRIP

Fig.5 The construction of the handle.
This is made from plastic
plumbing available from many plumbers
merchants.

GLUE THESE JOINTS

SLEEVE
CONNECTION

8.5 in

900 ELBOW

4°.

nector near the base is to facilitate
easy removal of the head and the
control box for testing and initial set-
ting up.

The control box is held to the
handle by means of two pipe clips -
again available from plumber's
merchants.

The connection to the search
head is by means of a 41/2in length of
tubing which has to be modified. Put
2Y2in of this tube into boiling water
for about half a minute to soften the
plastic, take it out and quickly clamp
it into a vice to flatten half the length,

at the same time bending the flat
to about 30'. This will now lie across
the top of the search head and is
glued into position and held by a
single nylon nut and bolt through the
top of the search head.

THE COIL
Remember this is the key to the

whole operation. The casing of the
coil is not so critical but the layout is.

Ii is best first to make the 6mm
plywood circle to the dimensions
shown in Fig. 5. A circle of thinner
plywood or hardboard is then firmly
clued onto this - it's fairly easy to
cut this after glueing. Use good
quality ply and a modern wood glue
to make this.

This now forms a dish into which
the coils are fitted. The plastic
con -lector to the handle should be
fitted at this stage.

You'll now have to find some-
thing cylindrical with a diameter of
near enough 140mm (51/2in). A coil
will then have to be made of 40
turns of 0.280mm enamelled copper
wire. The wire should be wound
close together and kept well
bunched and taped to keep it
together when removed from the
former. Two such coils are required:
both are identical.

One of the coils is then fitted into
the "dish" and spot glued in six or
eight places using quick setting
epoxy resin: see photogaraph of the
approximate shape.

L2 is then fitted into place, again
spot gluing it not in the area that it
overlaps L1. The cable connecting
the coil to the circuit is then fed
through a hole drilled in the dish
and connected to the four ends.
These should be directly wired and
glued in place, obviously taking care
that they don't short. The cable must
be a four -wire type with individual
screens - the screens are left
unconnected at the search head.

You will now need the built up
control box and preferrably a 'scope.
The transmit circuit is connected to
Ll The signal induced into L2 is
monitored; at first this may be very
high but by manipulating L2, bend-
ing it in shape, etc., the level will be
seen to fall to a very low level. When
a very low level is reached, spot glue
L2 until only a small part is left for
bending.

Ensure that when you are doing
this that you are as far away from
any metal as possible but that any
metal used to mount the handle to
the head is in place. Small amounts
of metal are acceptable as long as
they are taken into account whilst
setting up.
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ETI Project 549
Now connect up the remainder of

the circuit and set RV1 so that it is i

just passing through a signal to the
speaker. Bring a piece of metal near
the coil and the signal should rise. If
it falls in level (i.e. the crackling
disappears) the coil has to be
adjusted until metal brings about a
rise with no initial falling. CV1 should
be adjusted for maximum signal, this
has to be done in conjunction with
RV1.

Monitoring this on a scope may
mean that the induced signal is not
at its absolute minimum: this
doesn't matter too much. Now add
more spot gluing points to L2.

You should now try the metal
locator in operation, If RV1 is being
operated entirely at the lower end of
its track, making setting difficult,
you can select a lower gain transis-
tor such as a BC108 for Q4.

When you are quite certain that
no more manipulation of the coils
will improve the performance, mix
up plenty of epoxy resin and smother
both coils, making certain that you
don't move them relative to each
other.

The base plate can then be fitted to
enclose the coil, this should be glued
in place.

USING THE METAL LOCATOR
You will find that finding buried

metal is rather too easy. 95% will be
junk - silver paper being a curse.
The search head should be panned
slowly over the surface taking care to
overlap each sweep: the sensitive
area is somewhat less than the
diameter of the coil.

This type of locator will also pick
up some materials which are not
metal - especially coke and it is also
not at its best in wet grass.

Think very carefully about where
you want to search: this is more
important than actually looking. The
area you can cover thoroughly is
very, very small, but is far more
successful than nipping all over the
place. As an example of how much
better a thorough search is, we
thoroughly tried on 25 square feet
of common ground (5ft x 5ft); we
found over 120 items but a quick
search initially had revealed only
two!

Treasure hunting is growing in
popularity and those who do it
seriously have adopted a code;
essentially this asks you to respect
other people's property, to fill in the
holes you dig and to report any
interesting finds to museums.

Photograph showing coil being adjusted.

Fig.6 The construction of
the search head - the key
to the whole circuit.

COILS AND POWER CORD ARE
GLUED INTO POSITION WITH
FIVE MINUTE EPDXY
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THIS YEAR EVERYBODY is buying
scientific calculators, and it looks
like next year everyone will want to
buy programmable scientifics. Sin-
clair Radionics have scooped the
field by producing a programmable
for under $50 and ETI have had one in
operation for a while.

What is a programmable? Basi-
cally it is a standard calculator -
usually a mathematical or scientific
type with extra memory space -
which can memorise the sequence
of keystrokes needed to solve a

particular problem. Hence it can be
used to find the values of "x" which
satisfy axe + bx + c=0 for several
sets of values of a, b and c. The
sequence of operational keystrokes
needed is stored in the extra
memory. When the program is run
the values of a, b and c are fed in as
data (via the keyboard) and the
calculator replays the mathematical
operations required to extract the
roots of the equation. The same
program may be run many times
with different values for the varia-
bles. Thus many long and repetitive
calculations may be carried out in a
short time. The era of cheap
programmable calculators is now
with us, giving everybody access to
the powerful problem -solving and
decision -making machines that
were until now available only to the
privileged few in the computer
industry.

The program memory may be
either an interchangable magnetic
card, as found in the Hewlett-Pack-
ard HP67 ($575), or it may be a
separate IC as in other HP models
(HP55: $425; HP25: $179) and
National Semiconductor (Novus
4515: $39.95; Novus 4525:
$49.95). Several other manu-
facturers plan to introduce pro-
grammables within the next few
months. The basic difference
between the capabilities of the
various machines is the maximum
number of program steps that
may be stored. These range from

24 steps to 224 steps in the
machines mentioned. The ability of
the machine to make decisions
(x>O,x=O etc) and to make
branches and conditional branches
from the main program are other
factors to consider.

THE SINCLAIR
PROGRAMMABLE

Well how does the Sinclair fit in?
Being the cheapest programmable
calculator on the market at the
moment it lacks some of the
features of the more sophisticated
machines. The program memory
(which is a semiconductor memory)
has a capacity of 24 keystrokes
which although not as many as one
might desire still makes the Sinclair
a powerful machine capable of
solving quite complex problems.

The calculator is mounted in the
same case as the Oxford range with
the same keyboard layout of 19
keys plus the on/off switch,
mounted in five rows of four keys.
The display is a green, fluorescent
type having a total of nine digits
mounted at an angle to the plane of
the keyboard so that the display is
easily read over a large angle. The
basic calculator, is very similar to
the Sinclair Scientific with Reverse
Polish Notation on input and all
answers displayed in scientific
notation only (separate mantissa
and exponent). The display gives a
five digit mantissa and a two digit
exponent with signs for each.
Fifteen of the keys are dual function
with the following direct functions
available sin x, cos x, arc tan x, \,/x,
antilog x. log x,l/x, and x2. There
also are keys for the separate data
memory: store, recall, and x -me-
mory interchange. Because the
machine uses RPN there is no =
key but there is a "enter" key (the
second function of the zero key - of
which more later). There are also
four keys which will only be found
on a programmable calculator:

",B/E, EXEC, and VAR. Thus there
are several useful keys missing from
the usual scientific repertoire: arc
sin, arc cos, tan and the constant
.rr (ail to be found on the Sinclair
Oxford 300 scientific). The logar-
ithms are all to base 10 as in the
original Scientific, whereas in the
Oxford 300 the base is e. The loss
of arc sin, arc cos, and tan is
certainly a disadvantage. The hand-
book does give routines to find
them but these take between 9 and
12 keystrokes instead of the usual
one or two. All trigonometric
functions are in radians only and are
limited in argument range to 0 to
Tr /2.

APPRAISAL
As a standard scientific calculator

the machine was a little disappoint-
ing because of the lack of functions
and the compromises which had
to be made to the key layout to
incorporate the programming con-
trols. The lack of a separate "enter"
key means that a simple multiplica-
tion (2x3, for instance) requires 5
keystrokes: "2", "A", "enter",
"3" and "x" (although a key stroke
may be saved by using the "+" key
as an enter key). Any calculator,
even one with the additional feature
of programming must first and
foremost be a calculator. Why then
did Sinclair not make the "enter"
key a separate "first function" key
- perhaps combined with the
execute key as its second function?
After all they have a lot in common.
When data is entered the key
marked ./EE/- has an interesting
function. When first pressed during
number entry it will set the decimal
point in the mantissa. When pressed
again during the entry of the same
number it will set any further digits
in the exponent range of the
number. With the third or subse-
quent operation of the key it will
change the sign of the exponent.

As a programmable calculator
the Sinclair is good, although some
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features are rather disappointing.
With only a 24 step program,
memory keystrokes are at a pre-
mium. Yet any constants that may
be required to be entered must be
preceded, and followed, by a quote
mark: each of which counts as a
keystroke. Because only integer
constants can be entered (ie no
decimal points or exponents) there
are problems if the constants "e" or

Scientific
ratrirnable

°Won fac
Y

function is available as a single
keystroke on many scientifics. If the
function being tabulated is f(x)=
sinh x = e`-e-"/2 then there is not
enough program space to allow
direct calculation of sinh x. The
program given in the program
library first calculates e" and then
I/ex (=e-'). These are then sub-
tracted and then the sign of the
answer is changed. The last two

.17 are used in a program. The
constant "e" is entered as 878 ÷
323 and (because each digit counts
as a separate keystroke) this uses
12 steps of program space
(",8,7,8,", enter, "3,2,3,", -4- ) or
half the total program capacity.

The program to tabulate the
function e" for any x will occupy 14
steps of memory (B / E, enter,
",8,7,8,",x,',3,2,3, -,VAR). This

a

operations require double operation
of the '-' key and then finally this
intermediate answer is returned to
the control of the program (operate
the "Exec" key again) where it is
divided by two and the displayed
answer is at last "sinh x".

Thus by adding the programma-
ble feature to a fairly basic scientific
calculator Sinclair give the option of
having access to several functions

only available on scientifics several
times the price of the programma-
ble. However these additional
functions will have to be pro-
grammed in whenever required and
may still need several keystrokes
before they are evaluated.

PROGRAM LIBRARY

The program library supplied
with the machine covers a fairly
wide range of subjects and is
impressively printed on high quality
cards. The only criticism of the
library is that the given programs
are rather short on explanation. The
lack of program memory space has
been compensated for by some very
ingenious programs but the owner
will need to spend considerable
time with pencil and paper working
out the relevance of each program
step or he will feel like the "trained
monkey" just following the given
instructions knowing that at the end
he will get the reward of a correct
answer. If the calculator is to be
widely appreciated by its owners
then more explanation is needed for
program writers.

The handbook supplied with the
machine is reasonably good alth-
ough here again more program
examples would be welcome. The
machine is generally well con-
structed; the keyboard has a good
positive feel to it although the
on/off switch was almost impossi-
bly stiff on our example. The
machine is advertised as a

mains/battery device but the cur-
rent drain from a PP3 battery is
nearly 1 0 OmA. The handbook
statement that only occasional use
on battery is recommended must be
emphasised. Low battery volts show
up as either "rubbish" answers or
as a lock -up into the program mode
with data fed in never reappearing.

Summing up then the Sinclair
Programmable Scientific is a very
good attempt to produce a pro-
grammable at the lower end of the
price range. Because of the attempt
to stay under $50.00 some of the
facilities are rather limited and
operation can be somewhat incon-
venient. For all our criticism how-
ever, Sinclair are to be congratulat-
ed on this model which will no
doubt prove a useful introduction to
programmable calculators for many
people and it will act as a spur to
other manufacturers to produce low
price programmables (just as the
original Sinclair Scientific acted as a
spur to both sales and design of
standard scientifics). The year
ahead should prove very interesting
for observers of the calculator
market.
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Heathkit "Super -Amp"
The Heathkit AA -1640 is one powerful stereo amplifier
- 200 watts, minimum RMS, per channel into 8 ohms
with less than 0.1 % total harmonic distortion from
20-20,000 Hz.

That massive power virtually eliminates one of the
most common forms of distortion - clipping. Driving
low or medium -efficiency speakers (like acoustic sus-
pension) to a moderate listening level may require 20
watts per channel. But a momentary musical
peak twice as loud as the average level
requires 10 dB more power - that's 200
watts per channel. If your amplifier can't
deliver that much, the peak is "clipped"
off. That destroys the music's dynamic
range, making it sound dull, constricted
and unrealistic. It also produces rough,
raspy harmonics that can actually damage
tweeters. You won't believe how good "unclipped"
music can sound until you hear the AA -1640.

And what you don't hear sounds good, too.
Harmonic and intermodulation distortion are
under 0.1 % at any power level from 0.25 watts
to full power. We think that makes them ab-
solutely inaudible. Hum and noise are also inaudible -
100 dB below full output. And you can enjoy all that
quiet because the AA -1640 requires no fan. Even as a
PA amplifier, its massive heat sinks need only normal
ventilation.

Optional peak -responding meters monitor the power
output directly in watts from 0.2 to 200 watts into 8
ohms and in decibels from -30 to +3 dB.
Expanded scales provide a highly -visible
meter indication, even at low -power levels.
Special ballastic circuitry allows the
meters to respond to peaks as short as
a record click, making them extremely
effective overload indicators.

It almost takes an engineer to appreciate
the AA -1640's conservative, reliable de-
sign - direct -coupled, differential input
amplifier, 16 output transistors (8 per

channel) in parallel, quasi -complementary configura-
tion, 12 pounds of diecast heat -sinking, a 25 -pound
power supply transformer, dissipation limiting, auto-
matic thermal shutdown, and output compensation
make it unconditionally stable with any load.

A special relay prevents power on/off thumps from
reaching your speakers and protects them from DC

and extremely low frequency AC. Speaker fuses are
located in the primary feedback loop where they

don't degrade bass clarity by lowering the
damping factor -a Heath exclusive.
Its 1.5V input sensitivity is compatible

with most stereo amplifiers.

But it doesn't take an engineer
to hear how great the AA -1640

sounds. Its massive power and in-
credibly low distortion make a big

difference. For the first time you'll
hear how good your system really is-

solid bass, free from "boom" and distinct,
note for note...spacious, effortless mid-

range... realistic, high -definition treble. Combine
that with the exciting dynamic range that rivals a live
performance plus inaudible distortion and you've got
sound that's nothing less than spectacular.

And when you compare performance and reliability, we
think you'll agree that the price is spectac-

ular, too - just $639.95 in easy -to -build
kit form. The optional AAA -1640-1

meter accessory kit is just $99.50

Prices quoted mail order only - F.O.B. Mississauga

READ ABOUT THE AA -1640 AND
NEARLY 400 OTHER KITS IN THE

LATEST HEATHKIT CATALOG.
SEND CARD TODAY!
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THE COMPACT CASSETTE FORMAT
introduced by Philips some years ago
has been responsible for a number of
remarkable developments in the field
of tape recording. Major tape manu-
facturers have refined and improved
oxide formulations and coating proces-
ses, equipment manufacturers have re-
searched and developed new head
designs using improved materials, and
of course a number of noise -reduction
systems have come into being.

Even so, the Compact Cassette
has inherent restrictions. Even with
the finest heads and tape, it is still
not possible to record the highest
audio frequencies on cassettes to give
useful output levels; at extreme low
frequencies problems still occur with

This new tape format combines the performance potential
of open -reel with the convenience of the cassette.

replay equalisation and this gives
audible performance deficiencies. It is
clear the Compact Cassette is stretched
to its performance limits at the present
time, and whilst we can expect to see a
continuation of the present trend of
gradual improvement, it also seems
unlikely that any major breakthrough is
imminent that will solve the problems
still remaining.

Compact Cassettes therefore remain
a definite 'poor relation' to other signal
sources for listeners requiring highest
reproduction quality. Yet cassettes are
undeniably easier to use than records,
in the sense they are less easily damaged
by handling and playing, and this no
doubt accounts for a great deal of their
popularity. Realising this, a number of

MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF
SONY ELCASET DECK MODEL EL -7

+0
Frequency 20 Hz to 20 kHz -3 dB (-10 VU)
Response: 20 Hz to 15 kHz +0 dB (0 VU)

-3
Total Harmonic 100 Hz 1 kHz
Distortion OVU 0.6% 1.0%

-10VU <0.6% <0.8%
Noise: -52 dB (lin); -59 dB (A) Dolby Out

- 54 dB (lin); -64 dB (A) Dolby In
Wow & Flutter: 0.1% RMS Unweighted
(record to replay)

Sensitivity:
(for 0 VU)

Outputs:

Crosstalk:

Line
Mic

Line
Phones

100 Hz
-40 dB

66 mV
0.205 mV

830 mV
2.6 V

1 kHz
-46.4 dB

6.3 kHz
2.3%
<1.1%

Input Impedance
86 kS2
4.5 kS2

Source Impedance
3.3 kS2
136 SZ

6.3 kHz
-48 dB

4

C-3

manufacturers have researched the pos-
sibility of producing a new format
embodying the convenience of Compact
Cassettes with the quality potential
of open -reel. One such format, which
seems to have fallen by the wayside,
was BASF's Unisette. Another is the
Elcaset, the result of intensive research
by a consortium of interested Japanese
manufacturers.

THE ELCASET SOLUTION

The Elcaset uses standard -width audio
tape running at a speed of 9 5cm/sec.
Like the compact cassette and unlike
open -reel, the quarter track configura-
tion is used to give mono compatibility
- stereo pairs of signals are recorded on
adjacent tracks, not alternate ones. The
cassette itself looks basically similar to
the familiar compact and miniature
(dictating machine) types.

The differences, apart from size, are
confined mainly to detail design aspects
For example, erase prevention is by
means of retractable lugs rather than
break -off tabs, the spooling hubs are
fitted with ratchet locks to prevent
tape spillage when the cassette is re-
moved from the recorder. The hubs
are released by a recessed spring -loaded
linkage operated by an appropriate bar
fitted to  the machine. Pressure pads
are not used, tape being lifted out of the
full -width aperture by moving guide
posts.

The head assembly is fixed and, in
the instance of the sample Sony EL -7
machine supplied for examination, uses
a 'wrap -around' curved tape path.
Tension on the tape is applied by two
hinged guides on the cassette itself,
working in conjunction with pinch
roller/capstan assemblies to give inti-
mate tape -to -head contact.
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THE SONY EL -7
The drive system uses three motors;
Sony has incorporated its well-known
closed -loop dual capstan system for
constant -speed tape motion. All trans-
port control functions are carried out
using finger -touch push -buttons and
use of servo -control enables a remote
control unit to be added. Auto -stop,
memory rewind and memory rewind/
auto start facilities are incorporated
and unattended automatic record and
playback can be carried out using an
optional timer control.

Outwardly, the review sample re-
sembles a front -loading Compact Cas-
sette unit. The obvious difference is a
larger cassette compartment, fitted
with a hinge -down transparent window
with damped movement applied by a
mechanical governor. To the left of the
compartment is the power on/off
switch, a three position toggle for use
in conjunction with the optional timer,
a further three -position toggle covering
memory rewind functions and the
three -position digit tape counter with
push-button zero reset.

Transport controls are fitted to an
angled projecting strip below the com-
partment.

The Elcaset (shown here actual size)
is more than twice the size of the Compact Cassette

(and that's two -dimensionally - it's even bigger if we talk about volume).

REMOTE AND OTHERWISE

The optional remote control unit, also
supplied, duplicates all these functions
but does not render the built-in controls
inoperative. A feature of the remote
control unit is a 'record -mute' push-
button which, when depressed, re-
duces the level of a signal being re-
corded to zero - obviating the need for
operation of the machine's master level
control on completion of a recording.

The remaining controls are fitted to
the area on the right of the cassette
compartment. A pair of large VU met-
ers, calibrated from - 20 to + 5 VU, are
placed close to the top edge of the front
panel and are bounded on their right by
a master lever control effective on both
channels simultaneously and fitted with
an adjustable detent preset system.
Below this are dual concentric level
controls for microphone and line in-
puts, flanked to the left with a pair of
three-pos,tion toggles for bias and
equalization adjustment.

Next is a further toggle controlling
the multiple FM filter and alongside is a
three -position rotary covering Dolby
on/off anc calibrate functions. Screw-
driver presets are provided for Dolby

record level calibration, using an inbulit
400 Hz oscillator.

Remaining controls include a push-
button for eject, a microphone attenua-
tion control giving a choice of 15 or 30
dB reduction of level, an output level
control for use with headphones and a
tape/ source monitor switch. Front
panel sockets (standard jacks) are pro-
vided for microphone inputs (via tip and
sleeve plugs) with an auxiliary line in
socket and a headphone output - both
using stereo tip, ring and sleeve plugs.

BRINGING UP THE REAR
Rear panel complement includes
RCA -phone sockets for line inputs and
outputs, a standard octal valve -base
socket for connecting remote control or
timer units, a pair of AC outlets and an
output level preset. A screw -type earth-
ing post is also provided.

Standard of construction and finish
appear to be excellent, the front
panel having a brushed aluminium
overlay. The perforated metal cover is
painted grey; removal of the cover re-
veals easily accessible circuit boards
linked by slightly untidy wiring runs.
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The Sony EL -7 retails for $1,195.00 in Canada, with
EL -5 lower cost version at $795.00. 60 min. tapes are
$6.95 for SLH low noise types, $9.95 for Ferrichrome.
(All prices Canadian suggested list)

These graphs show
the results of tests
made in the labor-
atory of ETI acous-
tical consultants.

I
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TAPES AND CONTROLS
One aspect needing clarification was
the tape selector controls. Three types
of tape were covered - type I, type II
and type Ill. The sample tape supplied
was dual -layer ferrichrome and was
designated type II. We presume, there-
fore, but cannot confirm (no instruction
manual or relevant literature was sup-
plied with the machine) that type I re-
fers to low -noise tape and type Ill to
chromium dioxide.

The demonstration tape supplied
was recorded on one side with the
usual spectacular sounds we have
come to expect from such tapes. The
remaining tracks were left unrecorded.

DOLBY GIVES AN EDGE
Overall record/replay performance was
considered excellent, subjectively. The
Sony electronics perform extremely
quietly and with little audible distortion.
Recordings, by direct comparison with
source signals using the source/ tape
monitor switch, seemed only margin-
ally inferior to the originals. The chief
characteristic was a slight and barely
audible loss of high frequency detail -
a deficiency which we feel could only
be noticed by direct comparison. With
Dolby switched out, tape hiss was
negligible and audible only during
silences between musical sequences.
With Dolby in use, no tape hiss was
audible at average volume levels al-
though the sound became slightly but
noticeably edgy.

CONCLUSIONS
Assuming this sort of performance to
be typical, it would seem that Dolby
noise reduction is superfluous with this
machine; we preferred to tolerate the
small amount of noise heard with Dolby
switched out than the distortion heard
with noise reduction switched in.

No obvious frequency non-linearities
were observed during listening tests.
Even at low and high frequency tonal
balance was well maintained at all
levels except when incoming signals
caused severe record overload. There
was no evidence of diminished high
frequency response when high record
levels were used.

The Sony EL -7 was judged to be a
very good performer, and certainly
convinced us that the Elcaset format is
a welcome introduction to the hi-fi field.
Combining the performance potential
of good open -reel machines, and the
operating convenience of cassettes,
the Elcaset system is likely to have
enormous appeal to critical hi-fi en-
thusiasts.

Here are professional HP quality
electronic counters at prices that are
really affordable. Choose the one that best
fits your needs.

IIP's low priced "frequency only"
units .tse the highly desirable direct
counting method for I Hz resolution in

sec. Models 5381A to 80 MHz. 5382A to
225 MHz and 5383A to 520 MHz.

Modular capability is yours in the
5300B/5305B counter to 1300 MHz.
By simply replacing the lower
module, it can become any of 7 other
models including a DMM or battery
operttted model.
20708

Higher sensitivity? Add Model 10855A
Preamplifier and get 22 dB gain. 2 to
1300 MHz, $259.

They all offer high accuracy, high input
sensitivity, input attenuator. rugged metal
cases. They're built to the same high
quality standards as our most sophisti-
cated $9000 counter, and tested and
calibrated to the industry's finest fre-
quency standards. The 5383A and 5305B
have fused inputs. too. All this is backed
by HP's extensive world-wide sales and
service network.

Contact your nearby HP field engineer,
or write.

and taws extra where tpplicable.

HEWLETT PACKARD

Sales and service from 172 off ces in 65 countries.
Canada 6887 Goreway Dive, Mississauga, Ontario L4V 1L9

Other offices: Dartmouth, Montreal, Ottawa, Winnipeg.
Calgary, Edmonton & Vancouver.
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ETI Project 448/9

DISCO mixEn

Z, 4 te oe.ro/ 4 4,

2.

This is a general-purpose mixer project
that can be tailored by the constructor to
meet specific needs. This modular design
uses several boards:

Disco mixer board (448) (with stereo
mixing and power supply) mono headphone
amplifier (448A) for prefade monitor,
balanced microphone preamplifier (449) and
stereo VU circuit (449A). Also a simple
ceramic cartridge preamp is shown - so
simple it can be built on the input sockets!

Using the boards listed above
virtually any audio sources can be
mixed by the operator, to provide a
stereo signal suitable for driving
power amplifiers directly. The mixed
signals can also of course
be used to feed tape recorders etc.
The inputs from turntables, tape
recorders, microphones etc must be
correctly matched to the inputs of
the mixer board. To do this the
correct preamplifiers must be
selected and constructed.

Our prototype was constructed
for use with twin stereo magnetic
cartridges, balanced low impedence
microphone and stereo cassette
recorder. However, the permuta-
tions are virtually limitless!

Before beginning construction,
decide which preamplifiers you will
need (tape recorders do not need
any and connect direct to the

26

SPECIFICATION ETI 448

No. of inputs

No. of outputs

Tone controls

Output noise
(Mixer stage only)

Maximum outpu-. voltage 6 V

Nominally 4

2 main signal outputs
1 headphone amplifier output

Overall bass and treble

1 mV (mainly hum)

mixer) Decide what type of sockets
you want to use and how many
channels you want (although shown
as four input the mixer can be
expanded by adding extra control
pots and mixer resistors).

BALANCED MICROPHONE
PREAMPLIFIER

The beauty of this circuit is that it
eliminates a costly line transformer!
Although designed for 600 ohm
input and 40dB gain other impe-
dances and gains can be handled
R1 = R4 = input impedance
divided by two
R5 = R1 1 = voltage gain times the
value of R3.

The first equation works for
impedances up to about 5k. Above
this value R2 + R3 must be
included in the calculation.

As most people have only one
mouth, the output from this circuit
can be used to pan the output from
stereo by using two 10k
resistors or a 20k linear pot with
the wiper connected to the output
can be used to pan the output from
left to right.

MIXER AND POWER SUPPLY
Because of the high ripple

rejection of the integrated circuits,
used in the various modules, the
power supply requirements are
simple. A straightforward bridge'
rectifier, large smoothing capacitors
with a RF bypass capacitor and we
have an adequate power source.

(cont on P. 29)
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-HOW IT WORKS ETI

tNPU TS

0

BALANCED

MICROPHONE

PREAMPLIFIER

C2
33

R1
3305

R2
10k

C1

R3
10k

R4
3308

GI

03
b

R9
3k 3

R8
10k

iCE

511 912 C/
33k 10

01-Q4 ARE
2N5088, BC109C

(14

R10
33k

-Ve
0

Frequency Response

Gain

Equivalent Input Noise

Distortion

Max Input Voltage

Common Mode Rejection Ratio 60 dB

Maximum Common Mode Signal 3 V

10 Hz - 20 kHz (<5 V output) +03 dB

40 dB

-123 dB (0.5 µV)
0.05% 300 mV -5 V output

100 Hz - 10 kHz
100 mV

Connection of Cannon

plug for microphones

Pin 1 EARTH

Pin 2 BLACK INPUT
connect to R1

Pin 3 RED INPUT
connect to R4

FOR UNBALANCED
INPUT CONNECT PIN 1

AND 2 TOGETHER ON
MICROPHONE PLUG.

- PARTS LIST ETI 449
Resistors all 1 W 5%
R1
R2,3
R4
R5

R6,7,8
R9
810,11
R12

330R
10k

330R
33k

10k
3k3

33k
1k

OUTPUT
+Ve

Overlay of Balanced
Preamp board

/1
H121.co

tll
+

ra- r
1

Q2

b r1.6.4-1 13404 ov

2 R 6cr, 4 -6 ° c-Ue
"T" f-R 7"1. 0 cc

R 5 -IC e,4-1
C. 03

cc

2

TO MIC
SOCKET

Capacitors
C1
C2,3
C4
C5
C6
C7

Q1 Q4
ICI

PC Board

1 n0 polyester
33µ 10v
10p 16v
33p ceramic
100n polyester
10p 16v

2N5088, BC109C
LM301 A

ETI 449

A R4 (1R)

INPUT R1 11R)

IDEAL
AMPLIFIER

R5 19R)

`.)UTPUT

A "balanced" amplifier or differ-
ential amplifier has two separate
inputs and only the difference
between these inputs is ampli-
fied. To explain how this works
refer to figure, which is a

simplied version of the actual
circuit. To make the maths easier
we will reduce the gain to nine by
making RI = R4 = I and R5 =
R11 = 9. The actual units are not
important, only the ratio.

We will start the explanation
by looking at the case where
point B is at OV and A is at
+100mV. An ideal amplifier does
two things - it does not take any
current into the input terminals
and it adjusts the output to
maintain no voltage difference
between the input terminals. We
therefore must have 100mV
across R4 and consequently a
voltage of 900mV across RI I (it
has 9 times the resistance and the
same current as R4). This gives a
gain of nine. The output is
therefore -900mV.

In the case when point A is at
OV and point B is at +100mV,
point D will be at

R5
(VB x ) - 90mV

RI + R9
Therefore point C will also be at
+90mV. The voltage across R4
will be 90mV and voltage across
RI will be 810mV (9 x 90mV).

This means the output voltage
must be + 900mV. This is also a
gain of nine. Notice, however.
that the polarity (or phase) is
different.

Now suppose both inputs are
at, say, + I V, point D will be at
+900mV and so will point C. The
voltage across R4 is 100mV and
RI 1 900mV. This gives an output
voltage of OV. The common
signal is not amplified in any way.
If, however, one input (B) is at 1 V
and the other (A) is at 1.0IV the
difference is amplified and the
output will be -1V.

Getting back to the actual
circuit, we have used an LM301A
with two low -noise transistors in
the front stage. These transistors
are supplied with a constant
current by Q3 and Q4. A constant
current is needed as this allows
the inputs to move up and down
without changing the voltage
across R6 or R7.

The resistors R2 and R3 refer
the inputs to OV but are high
enough not to affect the opera-
tion in any way.
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DISCO MIXEIj

MIXER + PSU
CIRCUIT

R1
27k

SW1

- Ti- 120V/18V CT

RV3
R6 25k
5146 TREBLE

02.05 ARE
154001

C5
1000.,
16V

C6
1000

I"'

C7
100n

R8
274

OV

12V

R10
100

ONE CHANNEL
ONLY SHOWN

\ 
ZN
-0
C<

O

1

tJ

LEFT INPUTS

co -.AL--0-
C4

R V 4

C7

C4

I x,

-I J 1 100
rn - 33r- DO

m 11 0 0
--1 0 Im , -1 Overlay of Mixer and Power Supply board
DO 'r -

C2

iR 5 or

R7 1.

-1 R8

-C:3- C3
FIG

3:1

" wjA. c
coLro),

R V4

4"---741P.)

R9 fic

-HOW IT WORKS ETI 448.-

The inputs from the turntables,
tape recorders microphones, etc,
must be amplified, and if neces-
sary equalized, by a preamplifier
before any of the controls can
handle them. The output of each
of these preamps adjustable, by
means of a volume control or
fader, before being mixed in ICI.
The overall gain of the mixer
stage is adjusted by means of
RVI. if different preamps have
widely differing output voltages
the value of R1 -R4 can be
changed to make them match.

The output of ICI goes then to
the tone control stage, IC2, which
normally has a unity gain when
the controls are centered. How-
ever, this gain is adjustable, with
respect to frequency, if the tone
controls are not centered.
The output of the tone control
stage directly drives the main
power amplifiers. This output is
also rectified by DI to drive the
meter circuitry.

The mixer gives stereo outputs
- this is achieved by duplicating
the circuitry for the second
channel. The exception is the
tone controls which are dual
gang potentiometers. Note that
the volume controls are indivi-
dual units.

The power supply is simply a
full wave rectified supply with a
centre tap giving about +12VDC

-PARTS LIST - ETI 448

Resistors all Yzw 5%
R1 -R5 27k
R6 5k6
R7 47k
R8 27k
R9 5k6
R10 100R

Potentiometers
R V1 100k log single gang slide

45mm
5k trim

Capacitors
C1 33p ceramic
C2 22n polyester
C3 560p ceramic
C4 33p ceramic

IC1, 2 LM301A
D1 0A91
M1 VU Meter

Two of all the above components are ro
quired for stereo operation.

RV2 100k lin dual slide
RV3 25k lin dual slide
RV5-8 V8 10k log dual slide

C5, 6 100u 16V
C7 100n polyester

D2 - D5 I N4001 or similar

Transformer 120V -18V CT
pc board ETI 448
Fuseholder 250mA fuse to match
Switch 2 pole 2 position 240 V

toggle

'See text
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- HOW IT WORKS ETI 448A

TO V, 1
PRE AMP
OUTPUT

TO \
PHF AMP
OOTPI.I

PRE AMP
OUTPUI

TO No
PRE AMP
OUTPUT

1004

HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

-PARTS LIST - ETI 448A-
Resistors all Y2w 5%
R11 -R18 100k
R19 10k
R20 2k2
R21 27R

Potentiometer
RV9 100k log rotary

Capacitors
C8

C11, 12
C13
C14
IC3
IC4

SW2-SW5

pc board

33p ceramic
polyester

10µ16V
100n polyester
100µ 16 V
LM301A
LM380

single pole toggle

ETI 448A

TO RV9

TO COM
OF SW2-5

-12V

IC3
4 ..41111r a

.1 10

r -
9V

The Mixer is a conventional
summing amplifier with variable
feedback (ie gain), followed by a
Baxandall tone control network.

If input levels are not of the same
magnitude, the 27k input resistors
can be changed; to lower the high-
est signals, increase resistor value.
Don't reduce below 27k as this will
reduce overall sensitivity of the
mixer.

The VU circuit can be used, but
we recommend the alternative VU
board (see VU text).

UNIVERSAL PREAMPLIFIER
Response and gain can be

selected from the chart by the
components list.

HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER
The output from each preampli-

fier can be switched into this circuit,
so that you can cue signals before
mixing them into the output. It is

+12V

I
ci0" 4. C C12

IC4

k -r

4

C14

OUTPUT

Overlay of Headphone board

suggested that if headphones only
are to be used a 100ohm 1 watt
resistor be fitted in series with the
output. This is to protect your ears
and reduce the power dissipation of
the LM 380 - otherwise a small
heatsink would be required. The
volume control can be mounted on
the rear of the mixer as it is not
adjusted very often.

VU CIRCUIT
The meter circuit used in the

mixer board is very basic -
although suitable for some applica-
tions - distortion introduced into
the output signal is as much as 2%
THD.

We strongly recommend the VU
board. If used omit RV4 and D1
from the mixer board and connect
point X to the input of the VU board.
Calibration is by the preset on the
VU board, feed a signal through the
mixer until the output is just
distorting the amplifier, and adjust
the preset to indicate +3VU.

The resistors bridging
Left and Right channel
outputs are to provide a
composite mono signal,
without seriously degrad-
ing the main mixer stereo
separation. The signal is
selected by SW2-SW5 and
fed to a buffer with varia-
ble gain (IC3). The output
is then fed to a LM380
power amplifier which
drives the monitor head-
phones.

As with the mixer the
input resistors can be
increased, to reduce high
signals to the level of the
other channels.

CERAMIC CARTRIDGE

PREAMP

s,

TO

CERAMIC
CARTRIDGE

INPUTS

IV

d

2N54,-,0

100

1k OUTPUT

CONSTRUCTION

Assemble the boards with the aid
of the overlay drawings, for your
convenience we have put all the
PCB layouts together, on page 22.
The photograph on page 21 shows
the general layout we used, but this
is very flexible, ours was built into
a wooden box with metal front and
base but a metal box would be more
suitable in an electrically noisy
environment.

Interboard connections can be
worked out from the individual
circuits and overlays. All connec-
tions should be as short as possible
and kept away from the mains
wiring. We in fact moved the power
switch to the back panel to reduce
hum pickup (a metal box, with an
aluminium shield around the mains
transformer will ensure
hum pickup) If this
unscreened cable can
internally.

minimum
is done
be used
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DISCO MIXER

GENERAL PURPOSE PREAMPLIFIER

Cl
100n

0--1
LEFT
INPUT

POWER SUPPLY
+10V TO *40V dc

C13=lop

C11
10, LEFT

OUTPUT

R3
100k

CO
100n01

RIGHT
INPUT

C12 RIGHT10d OUTPUT

100k

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the
stereo preamplifier.

-PARTS LIST - ETI 445
Resistors
R1, 2 see table
R3, 4 100k 1/2watt 5%

Capacitors
C1, 2
C3 - C10
C11 -C13
IC1
PC board

100nF polyester
see table
10pF 25V
integrated circuit LM382
ETI 445

-HOW IT WORKS ETI 445-
Not much can be said about how the
LM382 works as most of the circuitry
is contained within the IC. Most of the
frequency -determining components arc on
the chip - only the capacitors are mounted
externally.

The LM382 has the convenient
characteristic of rejecting ripple on the
supply line by about 100 dB, thus greatly
reducing the quality requirement for the
power supply.

FUNCTION C3 4 C5, 6 C7, 8 C9, 10 R1, 2
Phono preamp
(RIAA)

330n 10pF 10µF 1n5 1k

Tape preamp
(NAB)

68n 10...ic 10µF - -
Flat 40dB gain - - 10µF - -
Flat 55dB gain - 10pF - - -
Flat 80dB gain - 10pF 10pF -- -

LEFT RIGHT
INPUT I I NPUT

Cf*-1 1t C
1,3_1

cboOiioR-1 31 ci

LEFT
OUTPUT

RIGHT
OUTPUT

Overlay of General Preamp board
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VU METER CIRCUIT
VU INPUT

C1

1001,

R

1M

SET VU
3

RV1
220k

IC1
301

C5
33p

4

R2
1k

C2

12V

R3
150k

R4
470k

R5
100k

+12V

R6
NOTE
THE RIGHT CHANNEL ONLY IS

4k7 SHOWN. THE LEFT CHANNEL
COMPONENT NUMBERING STARTS
AT R101, R102 etc.

C3

01
2N2222

R7
4708

D1
1N4148

 N  NAV-
D2 09
1N4148 4k7

C4 .--

100k

sa

7'M

OV

-12V

+12V

RIGHT
TPUT u

6"N FL

RIGHT
INPUT

7
RV101

177-41r"'

cq

R102 LEFT
ICIfait

tr)

111

ic101
st IL

INPUT

1

.1, -w
CC

+r-C21 rC1021
rR6} {-114-1. fR106_1 4R104.}

rC3-, R5F rc1031+ 8C7
4-R7}. -L, 8

DU 0

Overlay of VU meter board VU OV

0101
C t

R107

id -c;
LR10.10

-HOW IT WORKS ETI 449A' -
This VU circuit has an

input impedance in the
region of 1M and therefore
will not load the mixer
output by any discernable
amount. The IC has a gain
of 43dB, the signal is then
amplified again by Q1 to
get enough level to drive
the VU meter. Under no
signal conditions the vol-
tage at the junction of DI,
D2 falls to OV because of
R8. When a negative going
signal appears at collector
of Q1, C3 will discharge on
the negative peak. Differ-
ence between negative
and positive peaks is
transferred through D2 to
C4, and hence to the VU
meter.

-PARTS LIST - ETI 449A --
Resistors all 1/4w 10%
R1 1M
R2
R3
R4
R5,8
R6,9
R7

1k

1 50k

470k
100k

5k7
470R

Potentiometers
RV1 220k preset

Capacitors
Cl 100n polyester
C2,3 1µ 16V
C4 4,2 16V
C5 33p ceramic

1(21

G1
D1,2

LM301
2N2222
IN4148

M1 VU meter
Two of each required for stereo
PC Board ETI 449A

TO HEADPHONE
AMPLITIER BOARD SW5

TO BALANCED
PREAMP
(see text)

OUTPUT RIGHT
OUTPUT
PREAMP 4

R17

RIGHT
OUTPUT
PREAMP 3

I I

LEFT
OUTPUT

LEFT PREAMP 3
OUTPUT

RV3 PREAMP 4 RV8

TO LEFT
MIXER

TO LEFT MIXER INPUT 3
INPUT 4

TO RIGHT
TO RIGHT MIXER MIXER

I I

INPUT 4
INPUT 3

6
RV7

RT5

RIGHT
OUTPUT
PREAMP 2

LEFT
OUTPUT
PFEAMP 2

TO LEFT
MIXER
INPUT 2

TO RIGHT
MIXER

INPUT 2

SW3 SVV2

R14

RV6

R13

RIGHT
OUTPUT
PREATSP 1

LEFT
OUTPUT
PREAMP 1

512 1 1811

RV5

TO LEFT
MIXER
INPUT I

-.-"..TO RIGHT
MIXER

INPUT 1

\
COMM

Interconnection diagram of individual volume controls and headphone amplifier selector switches.
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DISCO MIXEIj

cotr$73)A4/

0 evETI 448A 0

0

HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

BALANCED PREAMPLIFIER

PCB DRAWINGS FOR THE DISCO MIXER.
CHECK WITH CANMOS FOR PRICE AND DELIVERY.

GENERAL PREAMPLIFIER

VU METER

32

MIXER AND POWER SUPPLY
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UNWANTED
AUDIO SIGNALS
Breakthrough of unwanted broadcasts into audio systems can be infuriating - here's how to stop them.

PERHAPS THE MOST infuriating
form of RF pollution is breakthrough
of unwanted broadcasts into audio
systems.

With the current proliferation of
broadcasting stations, radio amateurs,
taxi companies, walki-talkies etc the
problem is now a major headache to
manufacturers and users of hi-fi
systems, public address systems,
hearing aids - even electronic musical
instruments may be affected from
time to time.

The 'fault' that results in audio
breakthrough is almost invariably
within the 'interferees' audio
equipment. It is hardly ever caused by
a fault within the transmitter or even
faulty operational procedures.

The phenomenon is now becoming
generally known as 'audio
rectification'. In essence the unwanted
RF energy is picked up by some part
of an audio system - which acts as an
antenna. The energy is then rectified
by an element operating non -linearly

in the equipment. This can take the
form of a valve, transistor, IC - or
even a poorly soldered joint! The
rectified signal is then amplified by the
remainder of the audio system
(although in at least one instance
personally known to the author the
unwanted signal was picked up on the
leads between the power amplifier and
speakers on a large PA installation -
and then rectified by a faulty
connection on one of the speakers).

Hopefully audio rectification will be
only a short term problem because
cases are now becoming so numerous
that audio equipment may soon have
to be designed with suitable rejection
circuitry included.

In the meantime the USA's Federal
Communications Commission and the
Electronics Industries Association have
devised a number of procedures for
identifying the specific part of the
circuit into which the signal is
introduced - and a number of ways
by which the interference may be

50mH

0 'G O"
120 Vac

60Hz

50mH

00.0047µF0

0.0047µFI -i-

Fig. 1. Mains filter, available commercially or can be home -constructed. If you make It
yourself it is essential to use capacitors rated for ac mains operation.

Figs. 2/3. These simple filters, connected in series with the pre -amplifier input, will prove
effective in many cases.

eliminated or substantially reduced.
This article is based on these
procedures.

Ninety nine times out of a hundred
the offending RF content will be
introduced into the early stages of a
pre -amplifier, or will be picked up and
introduced by the mains power supply
leads. To check that this is in fact so
just turn down the volume control
next time interference occurs. If the
interference is reduced then it is being
introduced before the volume control
(which will be in the output stage of
the pre -amplifier - or its equivalent in
an integrated unit). If the level remains
constant - then it is being picked up
after the volume control.

VOLUME CONTROL AFFECTS
INTERFERENCE
Tie most common causes of this

type of interference are signals
introduced via the mains power leads,
via interconnecting cables between

amplifier and auxiliary
equipment, or via the speaker leads
themselves.

It may also be caused by a poor or
non-existent earth connection and this
should be checked before looking any
further.

Having checked out the earth
connections it is advisable to next
check the speaker leads. At first sight
it might seem that RF picked up by
the speaker leads would produce a
constant level signal - or that the level
itself would be very low because of the
low impedances involved. But this is

no: necessarily so, for the RF signal is
fet back via the negative feedback
loop. And whilst feedback is applied
after the volume control, some of the
RF signal may be radiated into the
earlier stages of the pre -amplifier.

I: is not unknown for speaker leads
to be of such a length that they
actually resonate at the interfering
frequency - in which case an instant
cure can often be effected merely by
lengthening or shortening them.
Murphy's Law can operate here
though. One person we know
eliminated interference from a local
TV station that way - only to pick up
his local taxi radio service at Strength
9!
Twisting the speaker leads or using

shielded cable is also generally
effective. Connecting a capacitor
across the amplifier output terminals
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Fig. 4. Although more complex than the circuits shown in Figs. 2/3 the RF filter shown
here will almost invariably eliminate unwanted signals. We regret that it is impracticable
to show component values as they depend totally on the circuitry of the amplifier to
which it is to be installed. Note two similar filters are required - one for each channel.
The filters should be wired in series with the input to the power amplifiers.

or from each terminal to earth is also outlined, the RF signal is still finding
effective. Note that high frequency its way into the pre -amplifier, more
response will not be degraded as drastic treatment will be necessary.
impedance is very low at this point in Firstly check that there are no
the circuit.

A capacitance of about 0.1 pF is
generally sufficient to remove most
RF. Use the smallest value that fixes
the problem and always use a ceramic
capacitor for the purpose.

If the above checks don't cure the
problem the next thing to check is
whether or not the signal is being
introduced via the signal leads. Here
the quickest check is to disconnect all
externally connected units - such as
the turntable, cassette recorder, radio
tuner etc. If disconnecting a unit
eliminates the interference then the
cable connecting that unit to the
amplifier is not properly screened
Lastly check for mains -borne
interference by connecting a line filter
in series with the incoming power line.
These Filters are made commercially
by several companies and are availa-
ble from distributors or some retai-
lers, or can readily be made as shown
in Fig. 1. If you make this filter your-
self do not under any circumstances
increase the values of the capacitors
shown - and make absolutely sure
that the capacitors are rated for at
least 120V AC operation, preferably
more.
In areas where the strength of the

unwanted signal is very high (as it may
well be if, for instance, you live close
to a TV transmitting antenna) the
signal may still find its way into the
input circuitry despite the precautions
suggested. This is particularly likely if
the amplifier has a non-metallic case -
or if it has a metal case that is not
earthed satisfactorily. The cure here is
obvious - aluminium foil makes a
good shield - make sure it's earthed
correctly.

If, despite all the precautions

poorly soldered joints - for a dry joint
can act as an almost perfect rectifier.
Resolder any joints that look at all
suspicious.

Electrolytic capacitors tend to have
high inductive reactance at RF
frequencies thus preventing them
by-passing unwanted RF to ground.
Check them out by temporarily wiring
an 0.01 pF ceramic in parallel. Wire in
permanently if this cures the problem.
If the problem still remains it will be
necessary to modify the amplifier as
outlined below.
VOLUME CONTROL DOES NUT
AFFECT INTERFERENCE

Sometimes unwanted level signals
will be heard at a constant level - not
affected at all by volume control
settings. If this is your problem (or if
unwanted signals are breaking through
in the manner described in the last
paragraph) it will be necessary to use
RF filtering at the input to the power
amplifier. Figure 4 shows one way of
doing this that has proved very
satisfactory. Unfortunately it is

impossible to quote actual component
values as these will be determined by
the circuitry of the individual
amplifier. The main thing to remember
is that the components should be
selected so as to cause no significant
change in audio frequency response.
(In really severe cases however it may
be necessary to trade off frequency
response against interference removal).

The capacitors used for this purpose
should be ceramics - not paper types.
Inductor Ll may be a ferrite bead.

If despite all the foregoing you still
have problems there seem to be only
two remaining solutions.

Dynamite the offending source - or
move!

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

RATES

Have something you want to
sell, buy or swap? Try our
classified columns. Minimum
size 1 column by 1 inch.

Cost $27.00 per ad.
Price includes typesetting.

Allow 9 lines of type this size to
1" depth. Cheque or Money Order
must be forwarded with copy.
Typewritten copy is preferred,
otherwise print or write clearly
to avoid mistakes.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Use this form to be sure you
get your copies.
allow
6 weeks
for changes
to become
effective.

Send classified copy or
address changes to:

ETI Magazine
Unit 6
25 Overlea Blvd.,
Toronto, Ontario
M4H 1B1
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ETI DATA SHEET

WHEN CMOS CRACKLED its static -laden
path onto the market, the demise of TTL
was widely forecast indeed eagerly awaited
in some quarters. Well CMOS is still around,
but so is TTL. The ease of handling and
operation seem to have ensured a reasonably
bright future for the old boy.

The idea of this Data Sheet Special is to
provide the man at home with some useful
information in a storable form. Quite often

SN7400 QUADRUPLE 2 -INPUT
POSITIVE NAND GATES

C11110111111:111

[

M IS De 24 21 IY GND

SN7402 QUADRUPLE 2 -INPUT
POSITIVE NOR GATES

V ay 48 4A 3Y 38 3A

IY IA 18 2Y 2A 28 GND

lagic diagrams and circuits are given in
articles, ours included, with no reference to
pin connections etc. These four pages
should make most circuits buildable, if
taken with a good dose of the notes at the
end!

Only the pin -outs are provided, we
didn't intend to get any deeper than this -
although we may well do so later. Next
month's Data Sheet will provide similar

SN7401 QUADRUPLE 2 -INPUT
OPEN -COLLECTOR NAND

GATESAa
4A ly 31 34

SN7404 HEX INVERTERS

IA I 2A 2Y 3A 3`1 GND

information on the newcomer, CMOS, and
will be presented in a uniform manner.

Our thanks to Texas Instruments (they
invented TTL you know!) for permission to
reproduce the drawings for their 7400
series. All ICs are shown from a top view, as
is standard, and no reference is made to
either the low power 74L series, or the 74S
Schottky Clamped series. These are not
really of concern to the home constructor,

SN7410 TRIPLE 3 -INPUT

POSITIVE NAND GATES

II M 28 X 2Y GND

SN7420 DUAL 4 -INPUT
POSITIVE NAND GATES

CLELE111.131111

[ 1-r1-441

[ mit
11111111131311

IA M NC IC

TTL to CMOS. Functionally Equivalent Types
TTL CMOS TTL CMOS TTL CMOS

7400 4011 7475 4042 74150 4067
7401 40107 7476 4027 74151 4051 4097
7402 4001 7477 4042 74152 4051 4097
7404 4009 4049 7478 4027 74153 4052
7406 4009 4049 7483 4008 74154 4514 4515
7407 4010 4050 7485 4063 74155 4555 4556
7408 4081 7486 4030 4370 74156 4555 4556
7410 4023 7490 4518 74157 4019
7411 4073 7491 4015 4394 74164 4015
7420 4012 7493 4520 74165 4021
7425 4002 7494 4035 74166 4014
7427 4025 7495 40104 4)194 74167 4527
7428 4001 7499 40104 4)194 74173 4076
7430 4068 74100 4034 74178 4035
7432 4071 74104 4095 74179 4035
7437
7440

4011
4012

74105
74107

4095
4027

74180
74'81

40101
40181

7442 4028 74110 4095 74,82 40182
7445
7446
7447
7448
7449
7450
7453
7454
7470
7472
7473
7474

4028
4511
4511
4511
4511
4085
4086
4086
4096
4095
4027
4013

4055
4055
4055
4055

74111
74121
74122
74123
74125
74126
74132
74136
74141
74145
74148

4027
4047
4047
4098
4502
4502
4093
4030
4028
4028
4532

4398
4)98

4)70

74.90
74'91
74 94
74 95
74'98
74200
74251
74279
74283
74290
74293

4.510
4516
40104
4035
4034
4061
4051
4044
4008
4518
4520

40194

4097

TTL PINOUTS-
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SN7413 DUAL NAND
SCHMITT TRIGGERS

VCC

14

2C

12 11 10 t

NC 28 1A 2Y

1

14 NC

ST

ST

IC ID I Y GND

SN7425 DUAL 4 -INPUT
NOR GATES WITH STROBE

STROBE

VCC 20 2C 2G 26 2K

IA 18 STROBE IC 10 IV
1G

/V

0

SN7430 8 -INPUT
POSITIVE NAND GATES

SN7470 EDGE -TRIGGERED
J -K FLIP-FLOPS

221,1 UDC% 81 K1 3

SN7432 QUADRUPLE 2 -INPUT,
POSITIVE -OR GATES

1

v cc

14

38

10

A 3V

I F1 I I

-ft-ft 4 1 -±1
18 IY 2/1 2B 2V GND.

SN7472 J -K MASTER SLAVE SN74104 GATED J -K MASTER -
FLIP -FLOPS

Vcc PRESE,CLOOKK K3 K2 61

SN7473 DUAL J -K
MASTER -SLAVE FLIP-FLOPS

GND

13 12 11 ft_

SN7474 DUAL D -TYPE
EDGE -TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOPS

1141.113 12 11 X10

p

2(7

t

5.14i 6-'..4

SN7476 DUAL J -K MASTER -
SLAVE FLIP-FLOPS WITH
PRE-SET AND CLEAR

1 1J VCC 2 2 2

CLOCK PRESET CLEAR CLOCK PRESET CLEAR

SN7427 TRIPLE 3 -INPUT
POSITIVE -NOR GATES

12 11 *_-91_-1-1

1A 1B 2A 2B 2C 2V GND

SLAVE FLIP-FLOPS

SN7447A BCD -TO -

SEVEN -SEGMENT DECODER/
DRIVE

'Pots

01111111_11011111
NWT v-E

el

mar21111110
Ern-n-cra-cra
hi y TAMP IS RE GND

TETT 0,
hit

SN7481. SN7484 16 -BIT

ACTIVE -ELEMENT MEMORIES

11 II 10 9

LI

SN7480 GATED FULL ADDERS

SN7485 4 -BIT MAGNITUDE
COMPARTORS

DATA INPUTS

V cc 7,3 B2 2--'Al=77E7
16 15 14 13 12 11 10

3 02 A2 Al1 A

83 BO

A BA -B A BA B A=B A B
IN IN IN OUT OUT OUT

1-12-121 4 5 6 1 11
B3 A B A -B A 13 A B A -B A B GND

INPUT
CASCADING INPUTS OUTPUTS
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a

I

U

SN7475 4 -BIT BISTABLE
LATCHES

CLOC A
1-1 C,440 J. 3G d4.,

3-4

SN7486 QUADRUPLE 2 -INPUT
EXCLUSIVE -OR GATES

SN7489 64 -BIT READ/WRITE
MEMORY

SEI. EC INPUTS 0TA SENSE OATA UNSE
INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT

4 4

..,uS IP 044 f AT 0S: TuAr SS14,SE N

ENABLES

SN7490 DECADE COUNTERS

SN7491A
REGISTERS

0

8 -BIT SHIFT

CND Nc

SN7492 DIVIDE -BY -TWO
AND

COUNTERS

SN7492
COUNTERS

14 17, IT II 10 91 I

4 -BIT BINARY

A D G.40 I

NC

SN7495A 4 -BIT RIGHT -SHIFT

LEFT -SHIFT REGISTERS

vCC
0BOUTI.:;UT 00S ,C,t1T.soC.,,4,(T1 CLOCK

SERIAL A B Co MODE GND
INPUT INPUTS CONTROL

SN74121 MONOSTABLE

MULTIVIBRATORS
TIMING PINS

"CC NC

101100111:1
NC Al R2 8 O ONO

SN74122 RETRIGGERABLE
MULTIVIBRATORS WITH
CLEAR

SN7445. SN74145 BCD -TO -

DECIMAL DECODER/DRIVERS
OUTPUTS

A

OUTPuTS

8 7 

6 GND

SN74160 THRU SN74163
SYNCHRONOUS 4 -BIT
COUNTERS

SN74160, SN74161 SYNCHRONOUS
COUNTERS WITH DIRECT CLEAR
SN74162 SN4162 FULLY
SYNCHRONOUS COUNTERS

SN74164 8 -BIT PARALLEL -
OUT SERIAL SHIFT REGIS-
TERS

OUTPUTS

VCC QH aG 08 CIE CLEARCLOCK

1.41 5i1.-111 10 0

GH G0 OF GE CLEAR

CLOCK

B GA B GC GO

1 3 4 1 5:1 6A Op OD GNO

SERIAL INPBUTS OUTPUTS

SN74165SN74165 PARALLEL -LOAD

8 -BIT SHIFT REGISTERS

AAA 44
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--..

SYNCHRONOUS RATE
MULTIPLIERS

SN7497

SN74167

SN74190,
SN74191 SYNCHRONOUS

UP/DOWN COUNTERS WITH
MODE CONTROL

Oil nal
a LI 04 rLoi, Miry Van C D

,,14, , NAM DOAN/ 0, 0

0,11, OUTPU 15 INP111, 001,LIT5

SK74181 ARITHMETIC LOGIC
UNITS

04PUIS DU1MITS

. 6 A.4 P AA FI

ELLID-11121.11.21.11,1541-CLEI

AI A: II? Ill 11 C,,

AO 52 52 51 60 Ln ro F I

OTWO11111171111311.1
BO AO SI 10

SN741954- BIT PARALLEL
ACCESS

SHIFT REGISTERS

CL AN CD, AND
SERIAL INPUTS APARALLEL INPUTS

SN74175
FLIP-FLOP

GHO

QUAD D -TYPE

SN74174
FLIP-FLOP

HEX D -TYPE

SN74176 & SN74177 PRESET
DECADE & BINARY COUNTER

CND

SN74184,
SN74185A CONVERTERS

BINARY SELECT
ENABLE OUTPUT

Vcc G E D C 8 A VS

OUTPUTS

USING TTL:- SOME NOTES ON THE 7400 SERIES

MAXIMUM RATINGS
Temperature Range 0 " 700C (7400) : -55 i 1200C (5400)
Supply voltage Absolute max. 7V. Never use on more than
5.5V, or on less than 4.5V.
Input Voltage Max. 5.5V, best kept below 5V. To make
sure a gate recognises the level, keep to 'LO' states below
0.4V, and 'HI' states above 2.4V.

UNUSED INPUTS ON 'AND' GATES & 'NAND' GATES
Don't leave these floating, if you can help it. Switching
time and noise immunity are both helped greatly by either:-
(i) connecting any unused inputs to a used input - but
watch that the drive capacity of the preceding gate is not
exceeded.
(ii) taking the unused terminals to Vcc through a 1k resistor
(this is so that any incoming step which exceeds the max.
input voltage meets a high enough impedance to protect the
gate). One resistor will tie up to 25 such inputs.

DRIVING INPUTS WITH OUTPUTS
At low level each standard TTL output can sink current
from 10 standard loads, and at high level can source into 10
or 20 standard loads.

Certain devices have special inputs/outputs and as such
have a different drive capability to that mentioned.
Generally though, a figure of 10 is safe to assume.

Since low level input current is a function of the internal
base resistors (nearly!), at a low level up to four inputs of
the same NAND/AND gate can be taken as one load when
tied together.

DECOUPLING
On the layouts with quite a few chips involved, it is helpful
to decouple the supply rails every three chips or so, just to
keep things stable. A 0.1uF will do.
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Is that you?
-a computer that checks signatures
A growing need to check people's identity automatically has led to the develop-
ment of a computer that verifies signatures by the speed and sequence of pen
movements as well as by the finished sample - this report by R. S. Watson &
P. J. Pobgee of Britain's National Physical Laboratory.

MODERN TECHNOLOGY HAS,
ironically, increased the opportunities
for crime and its rewards. Easier and
more widespread facilities for getting
goods on credit and the introduction of
electronic fund transfer systems have
made it possible to make money
directly by fraud.

Nowadays, too, there are many places
where people cannot be allowed to
enter unless they are authorised.

There are two ways of tackling the
problem. First is the method of
providing tokens such as credit cards or
pass cards or even secret codes. But
tokens can be lost or stolen or lent to
other people. The second method is to
make use of some human property such
as fingerprints, body weight, or other
physical dimension. Unfortunately,
people often object to such things being
used and, in any case, measurement can
be expensive to automate. Together
with voice 'prints' these visible
attributes can still be imitated, another
drawback.
PEN MOVEMENTS

Signing is the traditional method for
authorising documents, and signatures
represent a well practised human
behaviour pattern. Although the visible
mark can be easily copied or traced, the
way in which it is written is also
characteristic of the writer. This means

Identity or
credit card

Writing
instrument

Identity
code reader

that additional information can be
obtained by measuring the speed and
sequence with which the pen is moved
across the paper.

It follows that, in any automatic
system for recognising signatures as they
are written, the first requirement is for
an economic way of obtaining this
hidden information without upsetting
the writer's natural rhythm. This was
obtained by inventing a simple
electronic notepad that produced a

sequence of electrical signals
corresponding to the signing action
without being connected to the writer's
pen. This pad has been further
developed commercially and is

marketed by Quest Automation as a

data entry device under the name
Datapad.

The second stage was the study of a
great number of signatures to choose a
method of measurement that could
ignore minor variations between samples
from the same writer, while preserving
his distinguishing features. Over 10 000
signatures were collected from more
than 500 writers from all walks of life.
When we examined these with a view to
isolating the variables, four rather
obvious factors emerged. These were
name, style, context and noise.

The name forms the basic structure.
It may be short, such as B. Nye or long,

2

7

I Sign please

Rejected

Sign again

User
reference

files

with 30 letters or more - Sir Frederick
Marmaduke Bertwhistle. The name may
be written in different languages, or
scripts such as Roman, Russian, Arabic,
Japanese, Hebrew or for that matter any
well practised group of symbols. In
some cases a person's initial are
acceptable.

3y style we mean the variations
about the name form. Many people have
a repertoire of styles wf.a.± they use on
various occasions. A number of
common examples which we met were a
'working or everyday use'style, a

'cheque book' style and what might be
called an 'impress the boss' style.

Context is the modification to a given
style caused by what the individual is

doing at the time. The rhythmic
properties of a person's signature can
vary according to his attitude to the
transaction. The signing of an important
document will affect the way he writes
more than a trivial event such as the
receipt of articles worth a few cents.

All the other influences that may
affect the signing behaviour we have
called the noise factor. The weather
may be included in this category and a
number of signatures were collected
from people arriving at the laboratory in
midwinter. Other samples were obtained
from people in various states of health.
In one case drugs were being taken to
alleviate the symptoms of a nervous
condition. Then there is the 'after
business lunch effect' which can
influence the signing rhythms!

Our large data bank of signatures was
supported by other experiences of
interaction between man and machine.
This enabled a team led by Dr J. Parks
of NPL to develop powerful techniques
to overcome many of the difficulties.

5 Peter Hawkes of the UK's National
Research Development Corporation and
Stephen Dennis of Inter -Bank Research
Organisation had been following
progress with interest, and a joint
venture was formed between NRDC,
IN RO and NPL to construct a

prototype machine for VERIfication of
SIGNatures (VERISIGN).

Diagram 1 illustrates the basic
building blocks of the Verisign machine.

user first enters his personal identity
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Fig. 1. Basic signature validation machine. The numbers are referred to in the text.
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fFig. 2. Simplified flow chart of operation.

'NPL Verisign"

'Insert card'

No Yes

'User's name'

No

'Sign again'

Please sign now'

No

Yes

Remove card'

'Press -help-

Intervention by
an authonied user

Yes

'Remove card

Door open

Door unlatched
for 30 seconds

code either through keyboard or badge
reader(1). The code, which in our case is
a four digit number, is used to extract
the user's reference file (2) containing a
set of 10 reference parameters
(R1 -R10). These are passed to the
decision mechanism (6) and a request
flashed to the output display (7) for the
person to sign his name on the Datapad
(3).

The Datapad has an electro-sensitive
surface on which movements of the
writing stylus are converted into a

'string' of interleaved x, y co-ordinates
showing how far across and up or down
particular points are. This 'data string' is
then processed (4), to remove artifacts
such as marks made accidentally by the
user.

Analysis of the 'cleaned up' data
occurs at (5) in which measurements are
made on certain properties which
characterise the signing pattern.
Examples of possible measurements are
the number of crossings made by the x
or y co-ordinates over a datum line or
the total time spent in writing. Many
other functions of position and time
may be chosen.

The properties or parameters can be
selected 'locally', that is within certain

areas, or 'globally', with the
measurements taken over the whole
signature.

Over 100 measures were tested for
their ability to discriminate between
writers, while remaining insensitive to
each person's own variation. From
these, ten measures were selected and
used to generate the values M1 -M10
which are passed to the decision
mechanism (6). Here a comparison is
made with those obtained from the
claimed reference set (R1 -R10). The
degree of similarity or closeness of fit in
relation to a set threshold value
determines one of a number of
decisions (D1 -Dn). A close fit, that is

below the threshold value, is accepted.
A poor fit causes the signature to be
rejected and displays a request for
further samples.

A hierarchy of decision procedures is
used allowing 'context' factors such as
customer importance or the value of the
transaction to be incorporated. The
decision mechanism can be easily
organised in a number of different ways
to suit individual requirements.

Anyone who will be using the
machine is first asked to submit five
specimen signatures. The spread of this

group is then examined by the machine
for any gross inconsistencies. Signatures
tnat lie outside a given tolerance band
are rejected and further samples
requested to make up the number. The
variation in the reference group
(variability factor, VF) provides a useful
means of assessing what the chances are
for successful impersonation by
unauthorised users. The lower this
factor the higher the security and, of
course, the reverse is true.

The basic flow chart of the Verisign
machine is shown in diagram 2. Three
attempts at writing a signature are
permitted before some form of alert is
given.

The computer program, apart from a
few modules, is written in standard
Fortran IV language and occupies about
12 000 words of core store. Twenty
words are required for each person's
reference parameters plus an extra 10
for performance logging.

We used a 16K mini -computer which
provided reference file space for up to
120 people. The time to verify a

signature was less than 100 milliseconds.
This meant that a complete transaction,
including the entry of a personal
identity code, could be completed
inside 20 seconds.

The system was tested in various
situations including remote operation
over public telephone lines. In addition,
two full-scale experiments were carried
out. For the first, in the entrance hall at
our laboratory, the participants
identified themselves as they entered
and left the building. The 71 people
who took part included typists, security
officers, members of the services,
professional engineers and scientists.
Out of 2000 attempts made at
identification by signing, 96 per cent
were successful.

It is, of course, one thing to ensure
that the genuine person is identified
correctly with the minimum fuss or
bother. It is another to prevent the less
scrupulous their practising art! With this
in mind, at the end of both experiments
we displayed a number of target
signatures and invited everyone to try
his hand at copying them. With the first
experiment at NPL, although one or
two came very close, no-one was able to
obtain a 'signature valid' signal. A lower
threshold was used for the second
experiment and the decision scores were
displayed as an incentive. No limit was
placed on the number of attempts,
allowed and under these less rigorous,
unrealistic conditions a few people were
eventually successful.

No security system is perfect but the
hierarchy of this one allows the degree
of security to be balanced against the
possibility of rejecting an authorised
user.
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COMPUTERS FOR
SMALL BUSINESSES
We look at

THE LAST DECADE'S ADVANCES in
computing technology have had two
effects. Firstly, in the ease with which
large volumes of data may be handled,
and secondly, in the accuracy with
which calculations may be performed.
Although these effects have been in
evidence for ten years, it is only now
that a final factor is combining with
these to fire a revolution. Recently
MOS LSI technology has begun to
bring down the price of processing
power and make it available to every-
one.

Although large companies have long
used computers, (the corporate com-
puter centre is almost a cartoon
character), these monolithic monsters
have always been screened from the
user by a staff of programmers, oper-
ators, analysts and other staff who to-
gether with the costs of special air-
conditioning would place such a sys-
tem beyond the financial reach of the
smaller organization. Then along came
the minicomputer, and things started to
change. But for a long time, the mini
was regarded mainly as a scientific tool
and not developed to handle large
databases. The need was there, how-
ever, and so such systems have been
developed and refined to the point
where they are now efficient and sim-
ple to use.

SMALL BEGINNINGS
The next development was a generally
unforeseen one - the simple pocket
calculator. Although the computer can
digest vast quantities of data, the calcu-
lator is the tool which has affected
accuracy so much. If you are offered a
14% discount on $600.00, the chances
are that you don't say "around
$500.00"; you take your calculator
from your pocket and say $516.00 ex-
actly. The pocket calculator is an
instant -access, simple to operate, tool
for decision making. It can give you
instant, accurate figures wherever you
are. Fairly sophisticated analysis can

Fig. 1 The Altair 8800b is a well-known
microcomputer.

Fig. 2 This Altair business system can perform a wide range of accounting tasks.

be performed on a pocket calculator,
such as mean and standard deviation,
curve fitting, linear regression, trenc
line analysis etc. Some financial or
business calculators are pre-
programmed with these functions as
well as can repayment and investment
functions.

The programmable calculator can be
used to solve all of the above prob-
lems. In addition, the programmability
feature may be used to solve optimiza-
tion problems. For example, a mode`
may be prepared which relates costs to
certain variables, such as raw mater-
ials costs, production volumes, ware-
housing etc. This is then programmed
into the calculator and run repeatedly
until a combination of var ables which
minimizes costs is found. This trial and
error method of solution is both simple

to use and intuitively helpful.
The pocket calculator is the best

value in computing power available
today. Used to its full capability, even
the simple four -function machine can
perform amazing feats.

MICROCOMPUTERS
The next step up from the calculator is
the microcomputer. The micro has
been in use by hobbyists and engi-
neers for around two years now, but it
is only beginning to appear in small
business systems. One of the most
popular microcomputers is the Altair
8800, which uses the Intel 8080 as
CPU. Because this computer uses a
standardised card size and bus struc-
ture, it can carry a wide range of mem-
ory and interface cards made either by
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MITS (who make the 8800) or other
manufacturers. The latest version, the
8800b (shown in fig. 1), costs $1,100
(US price), plus extras such as mem-
ory, terminal interface, etc.

MITS have set up a new subsidiary
company, the Altair Software Distribu-
tion Company, to provide Altair users
with quality applications software.
Their first product is a set of software
packages for the small business sys-
tem market, covering accounting, word
processing and inventory manage-
ment. The software may be licensed for
use in individual packages to accom-
modate the needs of retail stores, small
wholesale distribution centres, and
other commercial and industrial users.

The hardware required for the sys-
tem is fairly straightforward. The cen-
tral unit in fig. 2 is the computer, and to
the left is a stack of floppy disks, each
of which (depending on formatting) can
hold around a quarter million bytes of
data. On the right is a CRT terminal
which is used to control the system,
and just visible on the far right is a line
printer which is used for all printed
output.

The important part of a business sys-
tem is not so much the hardware as the
software. It is fairly easy for any pro-
grammer to write code which will per-
form the desired calculations - the
important point is the apparent sim-
plicity of the system to the user. At this
point we should point out that, though it
is possible for a computer hobbyist to

Fig. 3 This beauty contest photo shows General Automation's LSI-2 minicomputer
which is typical of the types finding their way into business systems.

buy the hardware and sit down to write
his own business software, the
chances are that he will be the only
person who could use it. If a clerk, or
any non -technical staff will have to use
the system, then considerable thought
should be given to prompting
messages, output formatting etc. This
is really what you are paying for when
you buy business software.

ACCOUNTING
The Altair Business System Software
consists of modular packages which
allow the user to select the compo-
nents of a system that will most closely
fit his needs. There are four modules in
the accounting package - general

Fig. 4 NCR's 499 is a purpose-built office system.

ledger, receivable, payables and pay-
roll. The General Ledger module is the
central part of a financial reporting sys-
tem for a small business. It allows a
firm to keep a detailed monthly general
ledger of all its transactions by generat-
ing a monthly balance sheet and in-
come statement. The Payroll module
prepares periodic payroll for hourly or
salaried employees while accumulating
the necessary information for tax re-
porting. The Receivables module is a
complete invoicing and monthly state-
ment generating system that keeps
track of the current and aged accounts
receivable. The Payables module per-
forms the same function for accounts
payable and incorporates a cheque
writing feature.

WORD PROCESSING
Another important function which can
be performed by computer is Word
Processing. The Altair Software Dis-
tribution Company have available a
text editor system that allows large
volumes of text material, such as con-
tracts, to be stored, easily edited or
updated, and printed. Documents can
also call for inserts from other files, so
that repetitive letters and complicated
documents can be produced. The text
material is stored in a file without re-
gard to pages or margins so that addi-
tional text material may be inserted
later and page heading, number, mar-
gins, spacing and other format may be
specified at the time of printing. A draft
copy may be corrected and then a final
printed with different margins.

A single document may contain up to
120,000 characters (that's about 35
single-spaced pages), and documents
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may be linked for longer text. The text
editor allows simple in -line corrections
and extremely powerful global editing
to be accomplished. As we mentioned
above, this system contains a complete
set of prompts so that even an inex-
perienced operator can use the system
with only minimum instruction.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
The Inventory Management package
offered by Altair is a flexible system
which can be configured by the user to
store, and present, the information in
the form required by the particular
business. In its off -the -shelf form, it is
structured for a typical retail store who
reorder when quantities reach a
minimum.

These packages, like much business
software, are available under a one-
time fee licensing arrangement, which
includes three years of software
maintenance.

TIP OF THE ICEBERG

Things are only beginning to move in
the microcomputer end of the business
systems market. Many computer stores
are now arranging to provide their own
software, and a variety of packages will
be available in the near future. In par-
ticular, we can expect to see commer-
cial computer languages like COBOL
and TOTAL implemented on micro-
computers, as well as hardware de-
velopments such as multi-user sys-
tems and larger disks.

TIMESHARE
While we're on the subject of multi-user
systems, there is a possibility open to
firms who do not have to perform much
in the way of invoicing, or other paper -
handling, but want to use the computer
as a high-level decision -making tool,

Fig. 6 Note the paper -handling hardware on this NCR 299

by generating reports and models on a
grander scale than on the calculator.
General Electric, for example, offer a
time-sharing computer service which
enables you to use a larger computer
with vast applications software without
investing in hardware.

Fig. 5 This Hewlett-Packard HP9896 Business Information Management System is
especially attractive to small engineering companies.

Typical of this software is FAL II, a
financial analysis language which can
be used to prepare forecasts, cash flow
and capital structure analyses, tax
analyses, operations summaries, in-
vertory reporting and analyses, sales
reporting, expense budgeting . . . the
list could go on and on. GE's Mark III
Information Services, as the whole
intercontinental set-up is called, sup-
ports various languages, including
FORTRAN, COBOL, ALGOL and
BASIC.

Another big advantage is that the
network extends over 500 cities in four
continents so that a local sales office,
for instance, could rent a terminal with
modem for around $300.00 per month.
do all their local computing, generate
reports and these would be instantly
available to head office. Charges for
the system are based upon the amount
of computer time and storage used.
and will generally be in the region of
$3C-$40 per hour.

ALL IN A BOX
Another type of system, if you have got
a lot of invoicing and accounting to do.
is the business machine which is built
into a single desk, perhaps with an
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additional cabinet for some of the
hardware. These often incorporate
sophisticated paper handling hard-
ware. For example NCR's 299 system
incorporates a multi -forms handler
which can process invoices, ledgers,
cheques, journal rolls - you name it!

Programming on the 299 is not in a
high level language - instead it's in a
form of assembly code, done on spe-
cial forms and then transferred to a
program assembly card which is read
by an optical scanner. Higher perform-
ance models such as NCR's 399 and
499 have considerably more power,
incorporating such peripherals as disk
units (10 million bytes of storage),
punched card I/O, paper tape I/O,
magnetic ledger reader, and tape
cassette.

Manufacturer -supplied software at
this level is very sophisticated. For
example, Nixdorf Computer offer, for
their 8870 computer, a system called
NIDAS (Nixdorf Integrated Distribution
Accounting System). This system can
generate 54 different reports, including
some graphic analyses. These system
is rather larger than the NCR's men-
tioned above; the basic memory is 48K
bytes and it can support up to nine
terminals.

OFFICE SYSTEM 6
This is IBM's latest offering in the small
business market. Primarily an informa-
tion processing system rather than an
accounting machine, the basic console
is a desk -styled unit with a central CRT
terminal which displays six lines of text
and two lines of status and prompts.
Extensive use of prompts and options
guides the operator through each task,
and in fact initial operator training is
mainly conducted by the machine itself.

Text editing is very simple with the
CRT display; text can be easily ac-
cessed for revision by character, word,
line or paragraph. Segments of text can
be moved from place to place, line
endings and page lengths can be ad-
justed automatically to accommodate
revision. Addition of headers, footers
and page numbers is also automatic.

REPORTS
But word processing is only one appli-
cation for this system. Another impor-
tant use is in the maintenance of tabu-
lar files of data - sales reports, etc.
System 6 can be programmed to work
through a file, looking for any, say,
sales figures below a certain value. It

will then compile these into a report.
In fact we should not have used the

word "programmed" above, as no pro -

Fig. 7 IBM's Office System 6.

gram has to be written. It already exists
within the system and is selected and
run by responding to the system's
prompts, so that no programming skill
is needed.

RECORDS PROCESSING
Personnel and inventory records, lists
of customers and suppliers, schedules
and reports, project or case records
and many other kinds of information
generated by an organization can con-
veniently be kept on floppy disks. Once
in the form, System 6 can change,
select, sequence, qualify or reformat
records automatically to generate list-
ings, reports and documents.

The printer on System 6 is IBM's
high-speed ink jet printer, which can
operate at up to 92 characters per
second. Three pitches are available,
with electronically changeable type
styles. Up to five fonts can be installed
at one time, with three being standard.
Automatic paper handling makes pos-
sible continuous operation, so that jobs
can be queued to the printer while the
operator utilizes the keyboard and dis-
play for other assignments.

A magnetic card reader is available
on System 6, and various sources in
the industry regard this as a strategic
move by IBM to keep magnetic card
typewriter business going. A version of
System 6 is available without the ink jet
printer; in this case output could be on
magnetic cards for print-out on a type-
writer. The top -line IBM 6/450 would
set you back over $37,000. and
$28,000 for the printer.

ENGINEERING DESIGN
If your business is involved in engineer-
ing design of some kind, such as

mechanical engineering, you may with
to have some kind of computational
facility available for design, such as
stress analysis. In this case your best
bet is to go for a microcomputer based
system with a high level language such
as BASIC, or perhaps a desk -top cal-
culator computer like IBM's 5100, HP's
9831 or the Tektronix 4051. The latter
is extremely interesting in having
graphics capability, which enables the
use of charts and graphs for
computer -aided design. The system
can then do double duty, by doing
accounting or stock control part-time,
and scientific work at other times.
Avoid compromise situations, however.
If either facility can't get enough
machine time, you need another
machine, and the chances are you can
afford it.

ADVANTAGES
Because this world is encountering
what can only be described as an in-
formation explosion, it is impossible for
human hands and eyes to handle all of
it. The routine work now has to be done
by computer, and this can be used to
advantage in the preparation of re-
ports, so that information is condensed
and presented in a readable and intel-
ligible form. Stock level control can be
much tighter, and fairly rigorous pro-
cedures can be adopted. The general
feeling is that introduction of
computer -based systems results in a
"tight -run ship" - good systems today
are not so tight as to be constricting!
They are also more affordable - there
are going to be some interesting de-
velopments in the next few months.
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electronics today
What's in the April issue

50/100W
AMP

A couple of really powerful ear -drum bashers!
This project is only one in fact but the output
power can be chosen by selecting the output
transistors and the transformer.

And the performance ain't so bad! Total distor-
tion at 60W in the 100W circuit is only 0.1% with a
very wide frequency response.

Proper protection and stability circuitry is inclu-
ded to look after it once it's built.

VE3RPT Repeater Extraordinary
With the rapid growth of two metre FM,
and the importation of some lovely little
boxes from the East, it seems that
repeaters have sprung up all over the
place. But they don't just spring up, of

course, and this is the story of a re-
peater that just won't stop growing. It
seems that now it's so complex it's
going to have to be computer con-
trolled..

BEAT
THE

BURGLAR
The average house has about

$20,000 of removable valuables; don't
believe us, add it up: color TV, broad-
loom, stereo - the list doesn't end.
The financial upset of a burglary is only
part of the story: the emotional distur-
bance is far, far worse and you can't
insure against that.

This article is not on the electronic
circuitry but about how to instal burglar
alarms - it's not nearly as easy or as
obvious as it sounds. Both mechanical
and electronic aspects are discussed.

LOGIC TESTER
This well thought out piece of equip-

ment will test both TTL and CMOS IC's
enabling you to sort out duds easily,
quickly and reliably.

Digital IC's are difficult to test nor-
mally but our Logic Tester will solve the
problem.

± 40 page );;TivlOgJER 7631 rell)

SHORT CIRCUITS:
BIOFEEDBACK

Biofeedback is the art of controlling you body by know-
ing exactly what it's doing! Put like that it sounds simple.
But it isn't. Your brain generates several sets of 'waves',
all at different frequency, and all with totally different
meanings and functions. Yoga may be an old-fashioned
idea - but biofeedback is a modern method achieving
those aims - instantly! Or so its advocates claim. Make
up your own mind in next month's ETI.

Temperature AMarm:- an ingeniously simple circuit to
sound an audible warning (or trip a relay) when a preset
temperature is exceeded or fallen below. Will work super-
bly as a deep-freeze alarm, process temperature control-
ler, etc., etc.

Function Injector:- we refuse to call this a 'signal'
injector, simply because these are usually sine or square
wave only. Well ours does both and triangular functions as
well, and is packed in a compact hand-held box to make
life easier when you're crawling around inside that ampli-
fier you've been meaning to fix for ages.
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SHORT CIRCUITS
ETI's series of straightforward projects, not necessarily simple
in their operation but presenting few problems in building.

LED DICE
THIS SIMPLE DICE PROJECT IS
based on a CMOS (Complemen-
tary Metal -Oxide Semiconductor)
integrated circuit counter which is
stepped by the output of a 555
timer integrated circuit connected to
run as an oscillator at approximately
6500 Hz.

When the button on the unit is
pressed the 555 oscillates and the
6.5kHz pulses which it generates at
pin 3 are fed to the input of IC2 (pin
14). The integrated circuit, IC2 is a
decade counter in which each of the
count states (0 to 9) are brought out
to separate pins. By connecting the
seventh count output (pin 5) back to
the reset input (pin 15), the counter
is made to reset after every sixth
count. The six count states of the IC
which are used are each connected
to a light -emitting diode (LED). As
the IC counts it will switch on each
of the six light emitting diodes in
turn. Whilst the button is pressed
the LEDs will be switched at a rate
of 6.5 kHz and thus all LEDs will
appear to be on due to the limited
frequency response of the human
eye.

When the button is released the
oscillator stops counting leaving
one only of the LEDs alight. As the
IC cycles through its six states the
LEDs will each be on for the same
interval. Thus the probability of
being on when the button is
released is the same for each LED.

as.
0 0

eel

R1
>10'

Cl
22,,

2
ICI6 555

7

3

The LEDs may therefore be num-
bered from one to six and the device
can then be used as a dice.

CONSTRUCTION

Whilst CMOS devices are fairly
rugged in -circuit they are liable to
be damaged by static discharges
when handled out of circuit. For this
reason they are supplied in either
conductive foam, aluminium foil or
specially -coated plastic containers
which short all the pins together for
protection. The CMOS should only
be removed from its protective
packing when you are ready to
insert the device into the board. All
other components should be
mounted to the board first and the
CMOS inserted last of ail. Handle
the pins of the device as little as
possible and solder in place quickly
and cleanly with a light -weight
soldering iron.

The integrated circuits are
marked by a small notch or dot at
one end of the body. When
inserting the IC make sure that this
mark is aligned with the orientation
mark provided on the component
overlay. Make sure also that the
electrolytic capacitor C2 in inserted
with the correct polarity.

The light -emitting diodes will
have their cathode terminals (k)
marked in some way. Usually this is

14

LED
1-6

15 5 16

IC2
4017

3 2 4 7

13

8
1

ALL COMPONENTS
MARKED WITH A CIRCLE

R2 ARE MOUNTED OFF THE
1k5 PC BOARD

0
SW1

C2
4p7

9V
BATTERY

LEO -DICE

*00000
I 2 3 4 5 6

(41)

,lioW it works-
The output of ICI is connected to the

clock input of 1C2 and every time there
is a pulse from IC 1 the output of IC2
which was high, will go low and the next
output will go high (providing that the
reset input is low). Thus the "high"
shifts through the ten outputs of IC2 in
sequence at the same rate as the input
pulses from ICI. The sequence of ten
outputs recycles whilst there are input
pulses.

However a dice has only six surfaces
sc. we require IC2 to count to six, rather
than to ten. This is easily per-
formed by connecting the seventh
output of the IC back to the reset input.
Now when the counter is clocked from
output six to output seven, seven goes
high and resets the counter. Once the
counter resets the high is removed from
output seven and the counter, back at
output one, is free to count again. The
time taken to do this is only about 100
nanoseconds (0.000 000 1 sec).

The outputs one to six of IC2 are each
connected to the anode of an LED. The
cathodes of the LEDs are all connected
ir. parallel, via a common current -limit-
ing resistor, to 0 volts.

For checking purposes the action may
be slowed down by putting a high value
resistor across the terminals of the push
button (even just the finger across the
terminals will do). This will cause the
oscillator to run at a low speed so that
tne changing of the LEDs can be seen.
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Short Circuits
by means of a small flat on the
plastic body of the component
adjacent to the cathode lead or the
cathode lead many be shorter than
the other. Make sure that the leds
are inserted the correct polarity - if
any LED fails to light when the
button is pressed it is most likely
that it is the wrong way round.

Fig. 2. Printed -circuit board layout
for the LED dice. Full size 55mm
35mm.

RESISTORS
R1 10K
R2 1K5
All I/2W 5%

Parts List

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1 555
IC2 4017
LED 1,2,3,4,5,6 TIL 209 or similar

CAPACITORS
C1 22n ceramic or similar
C2 4 7 16V electrolytic

SWITCH
PB1 =

SW1 =

MISCELLANEOUS
PP3 battery
PP3 battery clip
Board spacers
Nuts, belts, etc.

push to make type
single pole /
Off -On rocker

16

1C2

LED a

PUSH
BUTTON

1+

16000000 11
k {- R27.

TO 9V
BATTERY

Cl

Fig. 3. How the components are mounted to
the printed -circuit board.

TWO ftTONE
DOORBELL

P41:1;PitiPPP.
fPlekr&frerffleirf`ep

fee

THIS ELECTRONIC DOORBELL IS
based on the 555 integrated circuit.
The device is widely used in many
types of timers and as a simple
oscillator. In this project both
operations are used. When the
button is pressed the 555 oscillates
at one frequency (tone), when the
button is released the tone changes
and the IC continues to produce this
second tone for a predetermined
period. Thus by pressing the control
button once a two-tone doorbell
sound is produced by the speaker
driven directly from the integrated
circuit.

CONSTRUCTION
Assemble the components as

shown in the component overlay
diagram. Note that in this diagram
the copper tracks are shown dotted
as they are on the opposite side of
the board from the components and
therefore cannot be seen.

The integrated circuit, diodes,
and the electrolytic capacitors, must
be mounted the correct way round.
The overlay shows the distinguish-
ing marks on each component, and
the component must be placed so
that the marks on the component
are the same way as on the overlay
diagram.
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-11oW it works
Operation of the doorbell may be

described as follows: The capacitor C2
initially charges towards plus nine volts
via resistors R2, 3 and 4. However, the
top of the capacitor is connected to both
pin 2 and pin 6 of the 555 timer IC. Hence
when the voltage on the capacitor
reaches 6 volts both comparators will be
above threshold and the output of the
555 at pin 3 will go low and the internal
transistor will switch on, shorting pin 7
to ground. However pin 7 is connected
to the junction of R3 and R4 and C2 will
therefore now be discharged via R4
When the voltage on C2 falls below 3
volts the output will go high again, the
transistor will turn off, and C2 will
commence charging again via R2, 3 and
4. This sequence continues thus pro-
ducing a triangular waveform across C2
and a pulse train at pin 3. The pulse train
output from pin 3 is coupled to the
loudspeaker via C3 which prevents the
dc component of the voltage from
reaching the speaker.

The triangular waveform is produced
by C2 charging from 3 to 6 volts and
then discharging from 6V to 3V.

If a different pitch tone is required R2.
3, 4 or C2 may he altered in value.

CAPACITORS
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

4u7
22n
100u
1000u
470u

SWITCH
PB1 Bell push type

SPEAKER
LS1 2%" 8S2 type.

PUSH
BUTTON, 0

IN4001

D2 11,
IN4001

6

Cl

R5 22

e

f 16V
1 C5

470u

C4

1000uF
16V

ICI
555

Circuit diagram of the two-tone doorbell.

Parts List
16V electrolytic
ceramic or similar
16V electrolytic
16V electrolytic
10V electrolytic

RESISTORS
R1, R2, R3, R4, 33K
R5 22R
All at YAW 5%

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1
D1, D2, D3, D4 IN4001

555 timer

TRANSFORMER
T1 115V-6/0/6 100mA

MISCELLANEOUS
F1 fuse holder 250mA fuse
3 -core mains flax
2 -core bell flex
panel grommet
4 board spacers
Nuts, bolts, etc.

3

TO
BELL
PUSH

Internal layout of Doorbell

D3 1N4001

D4
IN4001

C3
100p

8- 0012
SPEAKER

T1
117V
6-0-6

J_38 5104)6), ITS

TO
SPEAKER

Overlay for Doorbell
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Short Circuits

BENCH AMP

THE AMPLIFIER TO BE described
here differs in one major respect to
most others - it can be used as an
accurate millivoltmeter! One of the
most awkward things to measure in a
lab is an audio signal of less than a
volt. Specialist meters are expensive,
and rarely justifiable for an amateur:
hence this project. This provides at
least an 'order of magnitude' reading,
and in most cases an accurate value
can be assigned to the signal.

The circuit is basically an audio pre -

and power amplifier combination,
with switchable preamp gain. Depend-
ing on which sensitivity is selected, the
gain of the 741 is so adjusted as to
produce the specified input to drive
the LM380 to the point of clipping.
This voltage in turn is just sufficient to
cause the LED to light.

To measure an A.C. signal, turn the
volume control to maximum, and
apply the input to the socket and
work down from the lowest sensitivity
until LED just comes on. The value of
the input is now indicated by the
switch. We tried several 380s and

Ri
10k (10mV)

R2
22k (20mV)

CI R3
4P7 47k (50mV)

10M ro_nmAm_piV)

R5 (150
150k mV)

R6
270k (250mV)

several dozen LEDs to see if our
results were repeatable: they were. In
all cases we were within 10% of the
value of the signal!

R7
220k R9

100k

R8
220k

mow it works
The gain of 1C1 is set by the ratio R9/RI - 6
resistors RI - 6 vary this from X20 to J.5.
Thus to produce 100mV across RV1, inputs
from 5mV to 200mV are required. R7 and
R8 bias the non -inverting input to 4.5V and
R10 is included to protect the chip. Since
D.C. gain of the circuit is unity, the output
will set at +4.5V D.C., providing maximum
swing capability. To minimize output offset
due to bias current, the value of R7 and R8
in parallel should be approxinately the same
clue as R9. Bear this in mind it uw intend

to alter the supply voltage.
RI I and C2 provide decoupling for the

741 rail. as C6 does for the LMAO. This
capacitor can he increased in value to
advantage v. ith a supply not entirely stable.
If another value of impedance speaker is
employed. R12 will have to he altered to
maintain the conditions.

T1000,,

1

=-C4

E

0

F

0

0
G

SIN7

PINS 3,4,5,7,10,11,12
ARE CONNECTED TO OV

Circuit diagram of the Bench Amp

9V
BATT.

SW3

9\/_t_
BATT

8 OHM
SPEAKER

R12
180R

LED 1 Z.
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Construction is not critical, but a
metal box is a good idea to help screen
the amplifier from extraneous radia-
tions etc. Ours came from Doram, and
very nice they were too. Battery
power was chosen so as to leave as
much bench supply free as possible.

Further sensitivities can be easily
added by using a larger switch with
more poles, and adding the approp-
riate resistors. The quality of the cir-
cuit is good enough to feed an external
loudspeaker, and a socket is provided
to enable this to be accomplished.

RESISTORS
91 10K
R2 22K
R3 47K
R4,9 100K
R5 150K
R6 270K
R7,8 220K
R10,11 100R
R12 180R
All Y2W 5%

Parts List

POTENTIOMETER
RV1 100K Log rotary

SEMICONDUCTORS
IC1 741 op -amp
IC2 LM380 power amp
LED1 0.2" type

Ouse Cr::
ETI
BENCH AMP

MISCELLANEOUS
Phono socket
Nuts, bolts, etc.
3.5mm jack socket
CAPACITORS

4u7 16V electrolytic
C2 47u 16V electrolytic
C3 10n ceramic or similar
C4 1000u 16V electrolytic
C5 470u 16V electrolytic
C6 1000u 25V electrolytic

SWITCHES
SW1 1 pole 6 -way rotary
SW2 single pole / Off -On toggle
SW3 single pole / Off -On rocker
SPEAKER
LS1 2'/" 8S2 type

INPUT
TO RV1 A IL

+ C2

TO RV1

Component overlay for the Bench Amp

1.Ve

+
o

(A)
$595

(B) $795

(C) $995

(D)
$260

(E)
$340

(F) $510

(D) 1 795

(1171995

LIETAL EtIJIPTAVIT ta

(G)

H)

FOR MORE DETAILS ON THE ABOVE
UTILITY BOXES, MIXERS, PANELS

PUNCHED AND UNPUNCHED
WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE

eadtoot Zoo4
AUDIO MIXERS
MODEL TRAINS
LIGHTING
INTERCOMS

DOMINION RADIO & ELECTRONICSCO,
535 YON GE STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO. M4Y-1Y5
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en offer you can't

refuse"

Ell
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t401
TAKE OUT YOUR SUBSCRIPTION BEFORE
MARCH 30th AND WE'LL SEND YOU THIS FREE

"OK. Blue Eyes, a knows da
situation. Mc and da boys
would just //we ya to sub-
scribe. Now Senga, dats de
broad who's handling da sub-
scriptions we afready got,
been complainM' 'bout how
fast you've been sendin' dem
in so far but, she's kinda
attached to the work: we've
nailed her feet to de floor'

OFFER OF
CIRCUIT BOOK

DEFINITELY ENDS
MARCH 30th 1977

$5.00 2.1-

- Use this coupcn if somebody's already used the card
To: 3/77

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL, Unit 6, 25 Overlea Blvd, Toronto, Ont. M4H 1B1
O Send me ETI for one year (12 issues) for $12.00 0 Send me ETI for two years (24 issues) for $20.00

For U.S. add $3.00 per year for postage, outside U.S. and Canada add $5.00 per year.
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o Cheque enclosed. DO NOT send cash.

O Bill Mastercharge. A/C No Signature

O Bill Chargex. A/C No I Expiry Date
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011 eta microfilel 11

MICROPROCESSOR
AT WORK
This article, by Tim Hendtlass of the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology,
follows on from our Introduction to Microprocessors published last month.

BY NOW IT WILL BE CLEAR THAT A
microprocessor can do many things
other than just the logical and arith-
metic operations of the hardwired logic
it may replace. To be able to do all
these things it has to be quite complex
internally. It will consist of thousands
of semiconductors which can be divided
into a number of sections and Table

One lists the names and features of
some of the more common sections.

A specific operation
To follow this example you will need to

The EBKA Familiarizor on
the right of this photo is a
single -board micro-
computer based on the
MOS Technology, Inc.
MCS6502 micro-
processor (the large
white chip at the centre
left of the board). Also on
the board are 1024 bytes
of RAM and a 256 byte
monitor program stored
in a 1702A EPROM. This
chip can hold 1024 bits of
information indefinitely
without power, or until
erased by ultra -violet
light. The larger, add-on
board carries 4096 bytes
of RAM, a programmer
for the 1702A EPROMs,
2048 bytes of EPROM,
parallel and serial inter-
faces and a dual cassette
interface.

refer to Table One for explanations of
new terms like accumulator, register,
program counter, etc. When first used
these terms will be in bold type. The
example will show the step-by-step
approach of the MPU and show how
useful mnemonics are in programming.

Three instructions in the program
Let us assume that the MPU is executing
(running) a program and has reached 3
point at which it is to add a binary.
number stored at memory location
1000 Hex (or base 16) (this is a short

way of writing the binary number
0001 0000 0000 0000) to the number
in the accumulator and save the result in
the temporary register C on the chip.
This needs three instructions (for an
Intel 8080 MPU) which are written:

First instruction: LXI H, 1000H;
(load the 16 bit index register con-
sisting of register H and L together
with 1000 Hex)
Second instruction: ADD A, M;
(add the byte found at the memory
location specified by H and L to the
accumulator)
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TABLE ONE MICROPROCESSOR MICRO -DICTIONARY

Central Processing Unit (CPU): A
group of registers and other logic
that form the arithmetic/logic unit
plus another group of registers with
associated decoding logic that form
the control unit.

Accumulator: A register that adds an
incoming number to its own contents
and then substitutes that result for
the original contents. This register is
accessible to the programmer.

Register: Logic elements (gates, flip-
flops, shift registers) that taken to-
gether, store 4, 8, 12 or 16 bit
numbers. They are essentially for
temporary storage in that the con-
tents often change from one instruc-
tion cycle to the next.

Temporary Register: A register used
for very short term storage by the
CPU and over which the programmer
has no direct control.
Program Counter: A register whose
contents normally correspond to the
memory address of the next instruc-
tion to be carried out. The count

usually increases by one as each in-
struction is carried out, since pro-
gram instructions are usually drawn
from sequential locations. This
register is accessible to the program-
mer.

Instruction Register: A register used
to store the binary code for the
operation to be performed. This
register is not normally accessible to
the programmer.

Storage Register: A register used for
storage which is totally under the
control of the programmer.

Status Register - Flag: The status
register consists of a series of flags
each of which is a flip-flop that
indicates some aspect of the status of
the central processor. Individual flags
often occur which are not grouped
together into a register.

Stack Pointer: A register whose
contents correspond to the memory
address of the top of the stack. It is
under the control of the program-
mer.

Index Register: A register used to
hold an address. An instruction may
either use the contents of this
(specified) register directly or add an
offset (part of the instruction) onto
the contents of the specified register
to produce an effective address and
then use this effective address. Use-
ful, for example, for addressing
tables.

Address Bus: The collective name
given to a group of signal paths along
which the voltage levels of the
desired address are distributed
throughout the system.

Data Bus: The collective name given
to a group of signal paths along
which the voltage levels that make up
data words are distributed from the
CPU to all points in the system or
from any point in the system to the
CPU (but not both ways at once).

Direct Memory Access (DMA): A
technique by which a peripheral
device enters or extracts blocks of
data from the microcomputer
memory without involving the CPI

Tnird instruction: MOV C, A;
(move what is the accumulator (A) to
storage register C)
(the instruction mnemonics are in
capital letters, the brackets contain
explanatory comments)
You should now see why mnemonics

are useful - imagine writing a program
if you had to write the full description
in the brackets every time. The
mnemonics vary from one MPU to
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WAIT
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Figure 1. This is the pin diagram of the
Intel 8080 microprocessor chip. Do to D7
are the eight parallel lines of the data bus.
A0 to A 15 are the sixteen parallel lines of
the address bus. The other pins are used for
timing, control and power supply.

another, the manufacturer can provide
you with a list for any particular
machine.

How the MPU handles these
instructions
Assuming that the MPU has finished
processing the previous instruction and
as a result the program counter is point-
ing to the start of our first instruction
(in other words the program counter
register contains a number which is the
address of the memory in which will be
found the first byte of our first instruc-
tion) the MPU does a fetch cycle. First
this puts the contents of the program
counter out on the address bus. Then
the unique memory cell which has that
address responds by putting its contents
onto the data bus along which they
return to the MPU. When the MPU gets
the data it puts it in the instruction
register. While the MPU was waiting for
the memory to respond it incremented
(added one to) the program counter so
as to be ready for the next fetch cycle.

Internally the instruction register is
inspected to see what kind of instruc-
tion is to be done this time and if it is

complete (a one -byte instruction) or if
there is more to come. In our example
the first byte is the LXI H part so the
MPU knows there are two more bytes to
get and that when they arrive they are
to go into the H and L registers. So two
more fetch cycles are done similar to

the instruction fetch except that when
the data is received it is put into a
temporary register (instead of the
instruction register) and then into the
final destination register. The program c
counter has been incremented after each
fetch so that now the first instruction
has been completed the program
counter is pointing to the start of the
second instruction.

Again an instruction fetch is done
(and the program counter then incre-
mented) but, of course, the instruction
which arrives into the instruction
register is not the same. In this case
when it is internally inspected it is seen
that it is a complete instruction in one
byte, as there is no further byte to get
the MPU can start implementing the
instruction. The instruction requires
that the data stored in the memory
location whose address is in the H and L
register combined should be added to
the contents of the accumulator, so first
this data must be brought to the MPU.

The contents of H and L registers are
put out on the address bus and the data
returns as usual on the data bus and is
put into the temporary register. This
then is added to the accumulator. You
might think that this would be the end
of it, but no - one further operation
takes place. Depending on the result of
the addition, various flags are set or reset
in the status register. If the result of the
addition had been zero the zero flag
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would be set - if not it would be reset.
If the result was too big to fit into the
accumulator so that a carry out
occurred then the carry flag would be
set and so on.

(The main use of these flags is for those
jump on condition' types of instruc-
tions we invented back crossing the road
in the Introduction to Microprocessors
article. Had the next instruction been
jump if zero to 2000 H for example, as
soon as the instruction had been re-
ceived the zero flag would be checked.
If zero the MPU would do a jump -
replace the contents of the program
counter with 2000 H and carry on. If
the zero flag was not set, the rest of the
jump instruction would be ignored and
the next instruction fetched. The carry
flag is also used in multibyte arithmetic
- if there was a carry out then this
carry is added onto the result obtained
from the two next most significant
bytes.)

The MPU has set the flags and
finished the second instruction of our
little program. The program counter is
already pointing to the start of instruc-
tion three so a normal instruction fetch
is done. Again, when inspected, this is

recognized as a single byte instruction,
and, even easier, in this case no further
reference has to be made off chip at all.

contents of the accumulator are
copied into storage register C replacing
whatever was there. The contents of the
accumulator remain unchanged by the
way.

END OF PROGRAM

Our three -instruction program is

finished - it took quite a few words to
describe what happened (about 550!)
but the 8080 would do this in twenty
two machine cycles (little bursts of
activity on the chip) and take about

Figure 2(b). More detail on
the internal organisation of
the microprocessor. All the
elements described in the
Microprocessor Micro -
dictionary can be located on
this diagram.

eleven millionths of a second over it.
You don't have to understand what is
going on blow by blow on the chip to
use an MPU as long as you know the
overall effect each instruction has (the
sort of thing I wrote in brackets in the
example program). The reason I took
you through this example. though, is

that it helps understanding to have at
least a general idea of what is on the
chip. The example was constructed to
introduce you to almost all the "private
parts" of an MPU. The only common
one missed was the stack pointer and
now that we have met flags and how
they are set I would like to add one
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Figure 2(a). The main functional units of the Intel 8080.
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Figure 3. How the buses connect the main
parts of the computer.

fourth instruction so you see what use a
stack pointer has.

And now a subroutine
Our fourth instruction is going to
involve a subroutine, so perhaps I had
better explain what a subroutine is. A
subroutine is a small program that is so
useful it is going to be used very
frequently. An example might be a

routine to multiply two numbers. In a
longer main program there might be two
or three hundred times when it is
required to multiply two numbers
together. Obviously it would be very
wasteful to repeat the same block of
instructions so many times so we find a
way to use the one block of code in
different places in the program.

This is done by jumping to the block
in such a way as to enable us to come
back to the next instruction in our main
program when the subroutine has been
finished. Instead of an ordinary jump,
we first save the address of the next
instruction in the main program on the
top of the stack and then jump to the
subroutine. At the end of the sub-
routine is a return instruction which

Figure 4. The lines from the 8080 instruction
set used to write the program described in
the text.

INSTRUCTION SET

Summary of Promisor Instructions

causes a jump to the address on the top
of the stack. The stack is like a pile of
cards, you can vary the number in the
pile but only have ready access to the
card on the top.

Our fourth instruction might be:

Fourth instruction: CNZ 3000 H;
(Call if not zero the subroutine start-
ing at location 3000 Hex)

meaning if the zero flag is not set,
go and do the subroutine which starts at
location 3000 Hex, and then come back
and do the next instruction. If the zero
flag is set do not bother with the sub-
routine but go immediately to the next
instruction (after all, there is no point
in multiplying by zero - we know the
answer will be zero).

The fourth instruction would be
processed internally as follows: An
instruction fetch would get the first
byte (CNZ) and put it in the instruction
register. The zero flag would be
checked; if it were set there is no point
in fetching the next two bytes (which
contain the starting address of the sub-
routine) and so the program counter
would be incremented twice to point to
the start of the next instruction and
operation would continue with that
instruction.

Had the zero flag not been set the
sequence after testing the zero flag
would be different. The next two bytes
(the starting address of the subroutine)
would be fetched and temporarily
stored. The stack pointer (which
contains the address of the top of the
stack) would be consulted and the
contents of the program counter (which
has already been incremented by the
last fetch to point to the start of the
next instruction) would be put onto the
top of the stack. It takes two bytes to
hold an address so the stack pointer
would be changed by two to point to
the new "top of stack". Having saved
the address to return to, the address of
the start of the subroutine would be

Instructren Code Click
Mennen.. DeseripNen DJ De Ds Oe 03 02 Ds Do Cycles

OP.

MOV M. r
MOV r,M
NIT

OUT

I. X1 8

101 0

IP et ti

Lx, SP

Move 'erste, to t elem.
Moot relate, to memory
Mow memory to tryntet
Malt

Output
Low) irnmechate relater

Pan B BC
Load ,rnmeMete redone,

Parr 0 8 E
load ,mrnidtate minter
Parr MB L

Load .mmedlate stack punter 0 0 I 1 0 0 0 I 10

0 I 0 0 0 5 S S S

0 1 I 1 0 S S S I

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0

11010 011 10

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 10

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I

0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 10

%RA r

ORA r

CMPo

PP ADO M
ADC M

SUB M

S88 M

CC

CNC

CZ

ri/ CNZ
Cr'

CM

CPE

CPO

moved from temporary storage into the
program counter so that program
execution would continue from there.

It should be obvious that it will take
longer to process this instruction if a

branch to the subroutine occurs than if
it does not (the actual times are about
81/2 and 5'/2 millionths of a second
respectively). At the end of the sub-
routine would be a return instruction
which would cause the address stored
on the stack to be fetched, the stack
pointer returned to its original value and
the saved address put in the program
counter so that execution continued
from instruction five (execution time of
a return instruction is five millionths of
a second).

Where to from here?
Provided you have understood this
article, you are now in a position to
read the literature provided by the
manufacturer of the microprocessor you
are interested in. You have met the
parts of an MPU, seen what extra is
needed as well as the MPU to make a
working system, and, most important,
the types of instructions a micro-
processor can do. Study the manu-
facturer's set of instruction types and
you will have a fairly clear idea of what
that MPU can do. You will find timing
diagrams which tell you the exact order
of occurence of the various small oper-
ations which together make up the
execution of an instruction. They
become important when you connect
your MPU up to all those other com-
ponents which are needed to produce a
microcomputer.

If you have not quite followed this
article, try re -reading it. Microprocessors
are extremely logical in their organiz-
ation (pun intended) and, with a little
thought, all fits into place. Learning
about MPUs is like learning about any-
thing else - once you master it, it is

hard to remember what it was that
seemed so hard!

Beduin,. OF reinter von, A
0, register enth A
Compare It9iStel with A
Add memory to A
Add memory to A tenth CPI,
Subtract memory from A
Sublrac I memory from A

Cell on carry
Cell on no carry
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Cell on panty odd
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The complete 8080 instruction set is more
four times as big as this.
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When we heard about EMA Industries' PLRAM board, we were fascinated by the potential,
so we asked them to fill us in ...

by S. B. Jackson*
EMA Industries Ltd.,
PO Box 421,
Simcoe, Ontario N3Y 4L5
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EIGHT BIT MICROCOMPUTERS like
the 8080 can directly address a
maximum of 64 Kilobytes (KB) of
memory, or 16 "pages" of four KB.
Conventional memory realizations
require that pages be fixed at one of
these 16 !ocations, via soldered
jumpers or a DIP switch.

Here we describe a Program -
Locatable Random Access Memory
(PLRAM) card which allows 4 KB
pages to be "moved" under program
control.

The PLRAM differs from conven-
tional RAMs in that the locating
switches (or jumpers) are replaced by
a PORT. Hence the 8080 instruction
sequence:

MVI A, X
OUT Y

will act to position card "Y" at location
"X". Our realization will accommo-
date 32 values of "Y" (port address-
es) and, of course, 16 values of "X".
A page size of 4 KB was chosen to
accommodate one (single -density)
floppy disk track.

All PLRAM applications wyll require
some form of "memory manager"
software. This can range from trivial
to complex as a function of the appli-
cation and performance desired.

POWER -ON
At power -on, PLRAM cards are dis-
abled by a flip-flop. This prevents con-
flicts with other cards, in the time
interval before the cards are distrib-
uted by the memory manager. Card
locations are indeterminate at
power -on. This circuitry also write -
protects cards during the start-up
interval. This is valuable where the
battery -backup provision is em-
ployed.

The EMA Industries PLRAM card is
fully compatible with the popular
"S-100" bus employed by Altair and
lmsai 8080 microcomputers. The card
is fully buffered to minimize capaci-
tive bus loading. Schmitt gates re-
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ceive critical strobe signals.
The PLRAM concept will allow a

machine to address more than 64 KB
of memory. The upper limit is deter-
mined by the number of port address-
es, for a maximum of 128 KB. One of
the sixteen available locations can be
chosen for "storage" of inactive
cards. Any number of inactive pages
can be stacked there.

TIMESHARE APPLICATIONS
Conventional software can easily be
extended for multi-user applications.
A real-time interrupt triggers the ter-
mination of one user and the transfer
to the next. When a user change
occurs it is necessary to store all data
needed to re-establish operation at a
later time. This will involve all regis-
ters, the stack contents, stack point-
er, program counter, and any critical
buffer locations. The stack and buff-
ers should be positioned in a standard
format within the PLRAM pages
associated with each user. Where this
is done, no special effort is required to
store this data when users change.

Pages holding instruction and data
fields for inactive users are stacked at
the storage location. As users be-
come active in rotation, the relevant
pages are transferred to the "work-
ing" locations. The overhead for a

user change can be kept under 100
microseconds.

Where table or data field lengths
are unknown, PLRAM pages can be
appropriated from storage when ex-
cess length occurs. Indeed, an arbo-
trarily long table can be made to ap-
pear to occupy only one 4 KB page
location. When such a table is
searched, all of the component pages
are examined in sequence. Here
the card number (port address)
effectively augments the machine
address.

When pages are loaded from
secondary storage - e.g., a disk
track, this operation can be made to
occur with the page positioned in any
convenient standard location. For ex-
ample, a disk track can be loaded into
(or from) a page at 8000 Hex, for
eventual use at 4000 Hex at the same
time that data at 4000 Hex is being
processed by the 8080 CPU. Hence
time can be saved through the avoid-
ance of location conflicts.

The PLRAM offers a unique oppor-
tunity for memory resource economy,
since there is no need to duplicate
resources that are mutually exclusive
in use. Memory resources are posi-
tioned where needed, and only for as
long as needed.

With all forms of secondary storage

a penalty is incurred for access and
I/O times. With the PLRAM, recent
accesses can be retained. The last
four (say) accesses can be stored.
Before any access is made, it is de-
termined that the data is not already
in PLRAM storage. This technique
can yield significant time performance
benefits in some applications.

FAIL SAFETY
A final application involves automatic
maintenance for secure systems.
When a RAM failure is detected,
either by anomalous performance or
by an explicit memory test routine, the
defective page can be retired and a
spare card brought into service.

All systems employing PLRAMs
must include at least one conven-
tional (fixed location) memory card, or
PROM. This is required to hold the
memory manager software which per-
forms the initial distribution of the
PLRAM cards. The PLRAM may be
jumpered to perform as a conven-
tional RAM, with DIP switch locating.

The microcomputer environment
presents an opportunity to rethink
traditional minicomputer structures
and approaches. We present the
PLRAM concept as a potent new ele-
ment in the microcomputer arsenal. 

L J

We are looking for someone to work on the editorial of
ETI-Canada in Toronto.

As it's far easier to teach someone the journalistic side
than the electronics side, it's an electronics person we're
looking for.

Prime qualifications are a genuine interest in electronics
with a bias towards the hobby side. A fair knowledge of
modern circuitry, components and developments is also
necessary but we're not looking for a designer and many
enthusiasts have the necessary knowledge.

The work will consist of some writing, some research,
some working on other people's originals. The name of the
game is accuracy: presenting information in the most
readable form and making sure it's correct.

We've no strong views on age but guess the successful
applicant will be in his/her twenties. Salary is negotiable.
Incidentally, this is not just a 'prestige' ad - it's genuine
and it certainly isn't just put in to fill an odd space!

Apply in writing, with resume, as soon as possible to:
The Publisher,
Electronics Today International,
Unit 6,
25 Overlea Boulevard,
Toronto,
Ontario,
M4H 1B1.

Then well like to have

a word with you.
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Fig. 1 The HP67 keyboard is rather complex, but
logically arranged. You can have the pleasure of tickling
its keys for $575.00. (I wonder why dealers don't 'Ike
demonstrating it?)

IT IS NOW three years since Hewlett
Packard released the HP65 fully pro-
grammable pocket calculator and that
is a long lifelime for any calculator by
today's standards. Although the HP65
represented a considerable advance in
personal computing, technology has
progressed somewhat since then;
specifically, the level of integration
which can be achieved in LSI logic has
gone up, along with improvements in IC
packaging and tricks like pin multiplex-
ing etc. In addition, users quickly came
to appreciate the new approach to
problem -solving afforded by the pro-
grammable calculator and now want
more powerful machines.

The HP67 is the latest in the HP line
of programmable calculators, and is by
far the most powerful. It has 224 steps

of program memory and 26 data regis-
ter, with indirect addressing. An impor-
tant feature is the "smart" card reader,
which permits the loading or recording
of data, as well as angular mode, dis-
play and flag settings, so that initializa-
tion routines are not needed.

PREPROGRAMMED FUNCTIONS
The HP67 seems to have been de-
signed, keyboard -wise, at ;east, with
existing HP65 users in mind. Most of
the HP6 5's pre-programmed functions
are duplicated with the same keyboard
layout. Gone is the NOP (no -operation)
function: the PAUSE facility is more
useful for program cebugging as you
can see intermediate results without
single -stepping. The HP67's program

H
P

memory is line -numbered, not a rotat-
ing shift register as in the 65. Each line
of memory contains a complete key-

phrase, so that all prefixes are merged,
e.g. LBL f a (three key strokes) is one
memory step. By contrast, the LBL A
instruction on the 65 is two keystrokes,
two memory steps. The same applies
to TI's SR 52; a label occupies two
steps.

Several new functions have been
implemented on the HP67 - many of
them prompted by the desire for soft-
ware compatibility with the printing
HP97. The -x- or "flash x- command
halts the calculator for five seconds,
allowing output of data (analagous to
PRINT x). The REG and STK instruc-
tions are similar functions for reviewing
the contents of the registers or opera-
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HP67
tional stack. An HP97, encountering
this instruction in a program, would
print them.

The HP67 also includes functions
which have been found useful in recent
HP calculators - the PAUSE instruc-
tion, % functions, ENGineering display
format, mean and standard deviation
with automatic accumulation. The only
major new keyboard function is RND,
which rounds off the display to the
number of digits displayed. This is
important in financial calculations.

PROGRAMMING FACILITIES
With the W/PRGM-RUN switch in the
RUN position, programs may be loaded
from magnetic cards, or the machine
may be used as a conventional cal-
culator.

In the W/ PRGM mode, when a key
is pressed, that function is not imme-
diately executed, but is instead stored
in the program memory, and a keycode
is displayed. For example, the code 31
would represent the first key in the third
row (f). Similarly, the complete code
001 31 52 11 would represent f LBL A
and would be the first step of the
program.

A major advance on the HP65 is the
ability to nest subroutines three deep.
This is achieved through use of the
"GSB" instruction, and the program will
then jump to the designated label to
continue execution until it encounters a
RTN command, when it will return to
the instruction following the GSB. This
function can be used with the I -register
for indirect addressing.

The I -register is the key to the indi-
rect addressing facility. When the
number in the I -register is between 0
and 19, GTO (i) or GSB (i) uncondition-
ally jump to the label specified (0-9,
A -E, or a -e). If the I -register contains a
negative number, GTO (i) or GSB (i)
will branch backwards the number of
steps specified.

The I -register can also be used to
control STO and RCL operations on the
data register, i.e. STO (i) and RCL (i),
where the I -register contains a value
between 0 and 26. 0-9 refers to the
primary register, 10 to 19 refers to the
secondary storage registers, which are
not directly accessible by STO and
RCL, and 20-25 represents registers A
through E. An (i) value of 26 accesses
the I -register itself.

As we have said, the 10 secondary
storage registers, Rs0-R69, are not
accessible through the STO and RCL
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Fig. 4 This program listing was produced on an HP97,
but the program will produce a print-out of the open loop
amplitude and phase response (Nyquist plot) of a control
system. The various time constants are entered serially,
leads first, then a zero to separate them from the lags,
then the lags. The program pulls data from the secondary
registers and processes it as leads, until it finds the zero,
and then continues to process the remaining data as lags.

.

commands, except indirectly, and also
the E+ key, which accumulates statis-
tical information. In order to get at the
secondary registers, you have to swap
them with the primary registers using
the P'= -,S function. At first we were
slightly bemused by this method of
addressing storage in comparison with
the SR52's 00 to 19 (and 60 to 99, if

they're unused by program), but in
practice it turned out to be no problem
at all.

CARD READER'S ID
As the program memory is 224 steps,
this has to be recorded on two sides of
a magnetic card, using the same basic
method as the HP65. When one zips a
card through with the machine in the
W/PRGM mode, the first 112 steps of
the program are recorded in the form of
a header, program and checksum. The
calculator, before writing the card,

checks whether the program is over
112 steps long, and if it is, it writes the
appropriate 28 -bit header. This iden-
tifies whether the card is (a) a one-
sided program, (b) first side of a two-
sided program, (c) second side of a
two-sided program, (d) a one-sided
data file, (e) first side of a two-sided
data file, or (f) second side of a two-
sided data file. If the program is over
112 steps, the card will have to be
passed through again to record the
second side, and the calculator will
prompt the user to do this by displaying
CRD. A similar process is used to read
the card - the calculator will identify
from the header whether the second
side is required and prompt the user.

The ability to write data onto a card is
very useful also. When the W/ DATA
key is pressed, the calculator displays
CRD, and checks the contents of the
secondary registers to see if any are
non -zero. If they are all zero, this data
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is compressed and recorded, along
with the registers 0-9 and A -E, on the
first side; otherwise the calculator
again prompts the user to insert the
second side where it records the
secondary register contents. When a
program is running, insertion of a card
will not trigger the card drive, until a
W/ DATA instruction is encountered;
hence you can set a long program
running, insert a card and forget it,
knowing that your results will be re-
corded, even in your absence.

Finally, the card reader can merge
programs or data automatically. For
instance a numerical integration
routine may call as a subroutine the
function f(x) to be integrated. Several
standard functions can be pre-
recorded and loaded from cards, avoid-
ing the necessity to kay them in
through the keyboard.

WHAT'S INSIDE?
The microprocessor around which the
HP67 is very solidly built, is the Arith-
metic, Control and Timing (ACT) chip
used in the HP21, 22, 25 series of
calculators. In Fig. 2, it's the 22 -pin
plastic package at the right of the
board. This chipe carries eight
general-purpose registers, four of
which form the stack. In addition, the
instruction decoding ROM, clock, con-
trol and timing, keyboard control,
addressing and pointer logic are on this
chip. It can access up to 4096 instruc-
tions by sending out a 12 bit address,
least significant bits first, on the
instruction/address line.

Fig. 2 The main logic board.

A new chip developed for the HP67
combines 1024 10 -bit words of ROM
with 16 56 -bit registers in a single 8 -pin
package - this is why multiplexing
techniques are so important. Programs
are stored in these 56 -bit registers in
the form of 224 8 -bit instructions. This
allows 256 possible instructions, of

Amonsoon....-

Fig. 3 If you want a print-out, the $950.00 HP97 is
software compatible with the HP67.

which 250 are used. Another 18 -pin
ROM also carries the anode drivers for
the display.

Whereas the HP65 used a form of
DMA for card reading, with the micro-
processor not involved at all, in the
HP67, the card reader chip (CRC) and
ACT interact. The CRC contains two
28 -bit buffers which are alternately
loaded while the ACT chip deals with
the contents of the other buffer. Each
card side carries 32 28 -bit records,
either 112 program steps (31/2 steps per
record) or 16 data registers (1/2 register
per record), plus header and check-
sum. As each record is stored it is also
added to a running total, which is finally
compared with the checksum. If they
differ, memory is cleared and "Error" is
displayed.

SOFTWARE SUPPORT
An important application area for pro-
grammable calculation is the specialist
user who requires a wide range of
preprogrammed functions rather than a
truly user -programmable machine. HP
cater to this area by supplying a side
range of application packs. Now avail-
able are Stat Pac 1 (21 programs),
Math Pac 1 (19 programs), Electrical
Engineering 1 (18), Business Deci-
sions (22), Mechanical Engineering
(23), Clinical Lab and Nuclear Medicine
(19) and Surveying (19 programs).
Soon to be announced is a Games Pac.

The overall impression we gain from
using the HP67 is that it is a more
powerful machine than the SR52 if you
have really tough problems to solve. It
is more efficient in using program
memory, particularly STO and RCL in-
structions. The smart card reader is a
very useful feature and gives the
machine a real "data -base" of use in
business applications.

We weren't terribly happy with the
67's approach to indirect addressing,
particularly when trying to write a ver-
sion of the computer game -RE-
VERSE", for the calculator. No matter
how we tried, we always needed a
second I -register so we never did get
the program to run. We suspect that it
should be considerably easier on the
SR52. Please, HP, give us two I -

registers next time, or a similar imple-
mentation to the SR52's!

SUMMING UP
In conclusion, then, the HP67 is an
extremely efficient and powerful cal-
culator. The HP97 printing version, be-
cause of its data handling capabilities
should be popular in commerce. But we
can't help feeling that the efficiency has
been achieved at the expense of ease
and flexibility of programming, so that
it's just not as much fun.
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BUYING
COMPONENTS

THE CHANCES OF WALKING into
your nearest electronics store clutch-
ing the parts list of your chosen pro-
ject and emerging ready to plug in the
soldering iron are, unfortunately,
close to nil. Getting all the parts to-
gether, especially for beginners, can
be a very frustrating experience.

ETI appreciates your problem and
is working on it.

Wherever possible standard com-
ponents are used, and suppliers are
contacted to check that parts are
available.

Enquiries are being mailed to likely
suppliers across Canada, but it's not
always an easy matter to locate them
so if your dealer has a good selection
of parts by all means ask him to mail a
catalogue to ETI if he hasn't already
done so.

Finally, for what it's worth, here are
some solutions of one hobbyist who
first encountered the problem when
combing Toronto for a transistor (any
transistor) in the days when the near-
est approach to an integrated circuit
was a multi -element tube.

Beginners in the hobby can take
some comfort from the fact that the
situation does get easier as you go
along; your "junkbox" stock inevitably
grows and, as you become familiar
with local stores you get to know who
is likely to carry the part you are
looking for.

Before we start looking for parts
there are two very important consid-
erations for the hobbyist - quality
and price.

FIRST THE QUALITY
In building a project there can be
problems enough (solder bridges,
wrong connects) without having to
consider the possibility that one or
more of the ICs is faulty. The average

by Roy G. Cooper

hobbyist doesn't have the facilities to
check out a wide range of ICs, and
projects are designed and testes
using units meeting the full specifica-
tions for that part. If a faulty IC is
finally found the builder may well de-
cide that he must have "blown" it by
some error. With solder on the pins
that is the assumption that the dealer
will make and you won't get a
replacement. (If you're sure it's a
"dud" clip all pins at the shoulder and
remove individually.)

Whether you believe that "fallout"
semiconductors are a great boon to
needy hobbyists or feel strongly that
they should all be collected under
armed guard, finely ground, and used
in landfill projects, the fact remains
that nothing that even looks like a
semiconductor is ever discarded.
Sooner or later every unit, whether it
almost met specifications or some-
how got sealed up without its chip, will
be offered for sale to the hobbyist.

This is fair enough if it is very
clearly identified. Advertising being
what it is, these parts are usually
given a more glamorous treatment in
the catalogues, but they are easy to
spot if you have the code. Current
codes are "hobby material-, "for
experimenters", "fallout", "barrel",
"untested", "unmarked", and "yield
x x % "

Quite a few dealers stock both
"fallout" and "prime" material and if
you read the catalogue with reason-
able care and watch for the code
words you'll have no problems sorting
the sheep from the goats. Very rarely,
fortunately, will you come across a
catalogue where the goats begin to
look so sheep -like it would take a
sheep (or a goat) to tell the difference.
Codewords here are "tested", "100%
functional", and "100% functionally
guaranteed". Know your dealer!

NOW THE PRICE
Electronics is a fast-moving field;
prices of ICs can drop very rapidly.
This is one of the main reasons that
ICs are not readily available locally
and also why those that are available
vary widely in cost. The only way that
you can be assured of the best deal is
to know what's being offered. How?
Catalogues. Lots of catalogues. Most
are free and you can pick them up at
local suppliers as well as through the
mail.

Most parts stores have their own
specialties and it pays to visit each
one periodically to see what's new. In
downtown Toronto there are several
stores, e.g. Dominion, Radio Trade
Supply, etc., who will carry quite a few
ICs, readouts, etc. and, unless your
project is CMOS, you might well end
up with all the parts right there.

If that still doesn't do it look
through your Radio Shack catalogue.
They carry an extensive range of
components and materials that will
probably complete your list - again
with the exception of CMOS.

For any toughies left over try
Electrosonic. While they are primarily
wholesalers they do retail, and their
stock is very comprehensive. Their
giant catalogue is a standard refer-
ence in the field; many dealers will let
you look at their copy. If you find what
you need there I would advise phon-
ing to check on availability and price.
Stocks and prices change faster than
the catalogues.

SOUTH OF THE BORDER
You may have drooled over some of
the ads of mail-order dealers in the
US and decided that getting an order
through customs was probably costly
and difficult. Actually it's neither. Nor
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is it risky. Over the years I have or-
dered from at least a dozen such
firms ranging from the "wild" surplus
type to the strictly first -line compo-
nents dealer - some of them many
times - and have found no reason for
complaint at all. Any minor mix-ups
have always been quickly corrected.

As with any mail-order dealings it
does take time - from two to six
weeks - and the duty is not peanuts.
The duty applicable for electronic
parts - ICs, surplus computer
boards, grille cloth, nuts and bolts, or
whatever you order from an electronic
parts dealer - is 15% of the total
value. Total value is what you paid for
the parcel - postage, handling, and
any other charges included. After the
duty has been added to the total value
taxes are applied to the new total. For
Ontario residents that's 12%. As a
rough rule of thumb that will allow you
to make price comparisons and avoid
embarrassment at the customs
counter; your extra cost will be be-
tween one third and one quarter.
Don't forget to add sales tax to a local
component when comparing prices.

There are literally dozens of deal-
ers to choose from, and their number
is growing rapidly. I have selcted four
of those with whom I have dealt. Start-
ing with surplus (genuine surplus)
and ending with a "primes only" deal-
er their catalogues will give a pretty
good idea of the whole field.

John Meshna Jr., P.O. Box 62,
E. Lynn, Mass. 01904

Poly Paks, P.O. Box 942,
South Lyn field, Mass. 01940

International Electronics Unlimited,
P.O. Box 3036, Monterey,
CA 93940

Digi-Key, P.O. Box 677,
Thief River Falls, MN 56701.

Waiting for several weeks to begin
a project that has been decided on is
too much for most of us. Besides,
there is a little-known derivation of
Parkinson's Law that states that if you
order 100 items by mail and one of
them is out of stock, the chances of it
being the very one you need to finish
a project are very much greater than
100 to 1.

There are two good approaches
here that can be taken together.
Firstly, order the items and have them
waiting in your "junkbox- for your pet
project to appear in ETI. You don't
need a fortune teller or a spy in the
ETI lab for this. There are a few items
that are so versatile that they crop up
again and again in all projects: 555,
741, 309, 380, 3900, and 324, are
magic numbers in just about any parts
list. Add some LEDs and CMOS
4001s and 4016s to be even more
prepared.

Of course you can't win them all,

but why not start your project any-
way? DIP sockets are always a good
idea, especially for the more costly
ICs; if you use them the project will be
complete the moment the last IC ar-
rives. If you maintain this practice it
will often be possible to borrow ICs
from previous projects to check out
the current one.

When ordering from the US don't
forget that a penny saved is a penny
and a third earned. Handling charges,
postage, and discounts all favour
larger orders. One large order is usu-
ally more economical than several
smaller ones; if you have friends who
are into electronics it makes good
sense to combine your orders.

THE PROCESS
As with any mail-order, make the
order crystal-clear and keep any en-
quiries on a separate sheet.

Now trot around to the post office
and buy a money order in US funds.
Depending on the current rate of ex-
change the total cost will probably be
not much greater in Canadian funds.
Fill out the thick sheet, seal it in the
envelope, drop it in the box, and try to
forget it: the flimsy sheet is your re-
ceipt.

A long time after you have decided
that your order must have jammed in
the mail box or that the parcel is
circulating forever in a bureaucratic
backwater of customs (about 3 weeks
in most cases) you'll get a card in the
mail from your local customs office.

Everything you need to know is on
the card, but you may be worried
about the instruction to bring or send
"invoices or sales slips" (which you
don't have). Don't panic! - they're in
the parcel. If the duty and taxes sec-
tion has been filled in and everything
seems to be in order, you can, if you
don't mind waiting a few more days,
send a money order and the parcel
will arrive in the mail in the ordinary
way. If the duty and taxes section is
blank you can still do everything by
mail, but it will take a four-way trip.

COLLECTION
How long it will take to collect your
parcel in person depends a great deal
on where the customs office is lo-
cated. The main Toronto office is a
very busy place. If you have to go
there, locate the US mail section and
be sure to grab a number as you go
in. Other offices in the city are less
busy and you shouldn't have long to
wait. Customs offices outside the
large cities are much quieter and
there's no waiting at all.

If the duty hasn't been assessed
the customs officer will open the par-
cel and go through it with you At this

stage you may be tempted to sort out
some items that you consider should
not be classed as electronic parts
(hoping, of course, for reduced duty).
In general, this is not a good idea.

You will find that most customs offi-
cers are sympathetic to non-commer-
cial importers and will normally inter-
pret in your favour if an ambiguity
exists. A safe exception is technical
books which are tax and duty free.

Be sure to keep all the papers.
Almost any mix-up you might discover
afterwards can be straightened out if
you have all the documents.

At this level, that's all there is to
international importing.

So, in conclusion, while it's obvious
that getting your parts is not a one -
stop, five-minute deal, you can get
any available electronic part, at a
reasonable price, and from any loca-
tion in Canada. And ETI is trying to
make the process a little easier.

Soldering irons (well tinned) at the
ready.

In the Toronto area:
Dominion Radio & Electronics Co.,
535 Yonge Street,
Toronto
(Good general source of supply)
W.A. Components
65 Granby Street,
Toronto
(Good for European components)
Canmos
Box 1690
Peterborough, Ontario K9J 7S4
(Can supply PCBs for ETI projects)
Electrosonic
1100 GordonBaker Rd.
Willowdale, Ontario
(Huge catalogue)

Other areas:
Coronet Electronics Supply Ltd.,
649A Notre Dame St. West
Montreal, Quebec H3C 1H8
(Many up-to-date components)

J&J Electronics
Box 1437P
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Supreme Electronics
Box 327
Victoria, B.C.

Telus Electronics
77 Leacock Drive
Ottawa, Ontario K2K 1S5

Hamilton Electronic Distributors
PO Box 6070
Postal Station "F"
Hamilton, Ontario
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tech -tips
Tech -Tips is an ideas forum and is not aimed at the beginner.

ETI is prepared to consider circuits or ideas submitted by
readers for this page. All items used will be paid for. Draw-
ings should be as clear as possible and the text should prefer-
ably be typed. Circuits must not be subject to copyright.
Items for consideration should be sent to ETI TECH -TIPS,
Electronics Today International, Unit 6, 25 Overlea Blvd.,
Toronto, Ontario, M4H 1B1.

RECORDING LEVEL METER

The circuit shows a two -stage voltage
amplifier driving a recording level
meter. The AC signal input is amp-
lified, rectified, and the resultant DC
voltage shown on the meter. The
circuit can be used with a tape -
recorder or audio mixer and should be
fed from a point early in the pre -amp.
Current consumption in a no -signal
state is 2.8mA. The 12K preset gives a
variation in sensitivity. The meter can

U Tbe any general purpose type.

t120k 27k

12k
2k2

100p
25VA

10p
16V

+0I
GE18

C=147p
m". 3V

470

27k 47p
3V

25p
16V

+11

1k

+18V
0

ov
0

SWITCHABLE RUMBLE FILTER
The circuit shown provides a cut-off at
25, 40, or 80Hz. C1 and C2 in con-
junction with R3 - 9, form second
order Butterworth filters with 12db/
octave roll -off below the turnover fre-
quency.

Unlike most designs, the feedback
is taken from the inverting input. In
practise this works well once the signal
at this point follows exactly that at
the non -inverting input.

A useful feature is the deep bass
boost provided by the feedback loop
proper.

S2 in position 3 gives a +3db point
at 100Hz whilst position 2 provides a
+3db point at 150Hz. A supply 6-35V
DC at 10mA is required.

SW1 -3d8

1

2

3

4

25Hz
40Hz
80Hz
FLAT

WINDICATOR

SW2 +3d8

1

2

3

Flat

150Hz
100Hz

With two TTL ICs and a handful of
other components, a circuit can be
constructed that will indicate which of
four buttons was pressed first, as well
as lock out all other entries. It is thus
suitable for quizzes, games of Snap
and the like. The appearance of a logic
0 at one of the Q outputs, lights the
appropriate LED and locks out other
entries by taking the clock input low.
The TTL outputs are capable of sink-
ing 10 TTL loads or 16mA. Running
the LEDs at 5mA leaves adequate
margin to sink the 1 load of the 7420
gate.

SW1a

R1
39k

C1 I C2
100n 100n

R2
39k

0
+6-35 V

R4,39k
C5 I .1.C6

e-Attf"-. 470n 680n

R5,22k

C-OM-0

SW1b

Cli

..,R7 R8 R9 C4
39k 22k 2k2 T 100µ

C3
47

R10
1k

SW2

+BI-°
C7
10µ

O

N/0
PUSH
BUTTONS
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1k 1k ilk
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2

D3

7

1 0

2 u2

7475

D4 03
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:1 j4 112

7420
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C1
100pI

R1
47k

2N222

LS1
80HVIS

0

R2
5k6

R3
2k7

R4
68OR

C2
10011

C4lOpi

C3
5p

C5
2p 2

RV1
47k
LOG

12V P.A. SYSTEM
This circuit was originally built for use
in a negative earth car. A miniature
speaker, impedance immaterial, is con-
nected in the emitter circuit of 01,
and acts as a microphone.

Q1 operates in the common base
mode and a highly amplified signal
appears at its collector. Q2, used in the
common emitter mode, provides furth-
er amplification and the signal from its

R5
100k

R6
'5120k

RV2
2k2

R10
2N1420 5k6

R12
1k

C7

R7 5n6
47k C6

100p

R8
1k2

R9
56R 2N2222

collector is fed via the blocking capaci-
tor C3 to the volume control VR1.

Overall de -stabilisation is provided
by obtaining Q1's base bias from the
emitter of Q2.

The power amplifier is fairly con-
ventional and fitted with a heavy duty
output stage to enable a pair of 3s2
P.A. type horns to be driven in parallel.
Under these conditions 8W is available.
A single 312 unit can be driven to 4W.

GE32

2N2222

R11
680R

2N3055

2N1420 129

+12V

07
2N3055

0

,L+ C8
100u

LS2

0\i

Since the unit 's intended for the
reproduction of speech a wide band-
width is not required and C7 is incorp-
orated to roll off the response above
5kHz. C6 also provides a rapid roll off
in the bass region. Q7 and Q9 should
be fitted to a 5" x 4" finned heatsink
and the body of Q4 should be therm-
ally in contact with this.

Fig. 1

SIMPLE CROWBAR CIRCUIT
This circuit provides overvoltage pro-
tection in case of voltage regulator fail-
ure or application of an external volt-
age. It is intended to be used with a
supply offering some form of short
circuit protection, either foldback,
current limiting or simple fuse. The
circuit is less effective in the latter case
however, as a good deal of damage can
be done in the time taken to blow a
fuse.

FUSE
REGULATOR

CIRCUIT

Fig 2

The most likely application is a 5V
logic supply, since TTL is easily dam-
aged by excess voltage. The values
chosen in Fig.1 are for a 5V supply,
although any supply up to about 25V
can be protected by simply choosing
the appropriate zener diode. When the
supply voltage exceeds the zener volt-
age +0.7V, the transistor turns on and
fires the thyristor. This shorts out the
supply, and prevents the voltage rising
any further. In the case of a supply

with only fuse protection, it is better
to connect the thyristor across the un-
regulated supply as shown in Fig.2 to
prevent damage to the regulator circuit
when the crowbar operates.

The thyristor should have a current
rating about twice the expected short
circL.k current and a maximum voltage
greater than the supply voltage. The
circuit can be reset by either switching
off the supply, or by breaking the
thyristor circuit with a switch.
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R2
1OR

+E 15V
O

R1
100 R

R3
1R

3

SW1

R4
1M SW2

+Ve IN

WIDE RANGE AMMETER

SW1 FSO
1 10mA
2 100mA
3 1A
(SW2 CLOSED)

SW3 FSD
1 1pA
2 10uA
3 100p A
4 1mA
(SW2 OPEN)

3

IC2
2 741

4 5

RV1
10k
SET
ZERO

The instrument shown will measure
currents from 14A to 1A F.S.D. in
seven ranges.

ICI is connected as a unity gain
buffer and the input current flows
through the resistor selected by SW1 to
earth. In so doing a voltage propor-
tional to the input current is

developed across the resistor and this
appears at the output, pin 6.
Small currents are measured by IC2.

In this mode the current flows into the
non inverting input. Since this is a virt-
ual earth, the output will generate a
voltage proportional to the input
current.
In practice, this voltage is developed

across R9 and hence provides a prop

OV

R9
1k

O

2N1420

01 R5
A 1N914 1M

2_4A R6
*2004.

1173121_.(
4

SW 3
R8
lk

M1
lmA FSD \ 1

- RV22N2222
82ORL)

-6-15V
O

ortional current through Q1 and M 1 .

Q2 and RV1 form a meter protection
circuit and the latter component
should be adjusted so that Q2 starts to
conduct at F.S.D. D1 is included to
prevent damage to the base emitter
junction of Ol in the event of an input
of wrong polarity.

D = ANY SILICON
DIODE WITH
SUFFICIENT
VOLTAGE AND
CURRENT RATINGS
e.g. 1N4001

TO 7 SEGMENT DISPLAY

D

TO OUTPUT A

7447 DECODER

A B

I

IMPROVING 7 -SEGMENT DIGIT
APPEARANCE
The display font of some 7 -segment
output devices produce the digit 6
without the top bar. Examination of
the font reveals that whenever the
bottom segment ('d' segment) is on, so
is the top segment ('a' segment) for all

C D

I I

the other digits. Hence all that is need-
ed is a diode connected so as to light
segment 'a' whenever segment 'd' is
on. The diagram shows the idea app-
lied to a 7447 decoder. The drive
capability of the device may be
exceeded by this addition, so a buffer
circuit may be required as shown.

2N5367

TO

OUTPUT D

BUFFER CIRCUIT FOR
GREATER CURRENT
DRIVE

a

d
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX

INFORMATION
SUBSCRIPTIONS
The annual subscription to ETI for
Canadian readers is $12.00, a two year
subscription is $20.00. For US sub-
scribers, one year is $15.00, two years
is $26.00. Please send orders to ETI
Subscriptions Dept.

NON-FUNCTIONING PROJECTS

We cannot solve the problems faced
by individual readers building our pro-
jects unless they are concerning inter-
pretattion of our articles. When we
know of any error we shall print a
correction as soon as possible at the
end of News Digest. Any useful
addenda to a project will be similarly
dealt with. We cannot advise readers
on modifications to our projects.

PRICES

All prices quoted in the editorial of ETI
are in Canadian dollars, except where
stated otherwise. Advertisers in US
may give US dollar prices. Where we
only know an overseas price, e.g. in UK
pounds, we convert approximately to
Canadian dollars, erring on the
conservative side, where possible.

COMPONENT STORES

ETI is available for resale by compo-
nent stores. We can offer a good
discount and quite a big bonus: the
chances are customers buying the
magazine will come back to you to buy
their components.

 Uses Encoder MOS ROM

Outputs - standard
ASCII 7 bits
plus strobe
N Key Rollover
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$179.00 Power $16.95
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Paper Tape Punch
8 Level, Punches ASC II
Needs INTERFACE

$29.95

tR. CPU N58080AD
New.° Processor Chlp

$19.95 ea. Prune
40 P.n sorkel $.50 with each 8080A,

TV TERMINAL KIT
 Single + 5V power supply
 Crystal Controlled Baud Rate
 2 pages x 32 chor x 16 lines
 Read from memory
 UART on Board

ARKON ELECTRONICS
333 Queen St. W.

Toronto, Ont. M5V 2H4
All Prices + Postage Ont. Res. +7% OST
We accept Chargex and Mastercharge.

ABBEY ELECTRONICS 3
ARKON 67,69
BRAND X 45
CANMOS 45
DOMINION RADIO 51,69
ELECTRA ELECTRONICS 12
EMA INDUSTRIES 69
LEN FINKLER 67
GAMASONIC CANADA LTD/LTEE 2
GLADSTONE ELECTRONICS 4,10
HEATHKIT 12,21
HEWLETT PACKARD 25
ILP ELECTRONICS 71
PHILIPS ELECTRONICS 10,72

PUBLICATIONS

At the moment we have five special
publications available - Circuits No. 1
($5.00), Top Projects Nos. 3 and 4
($2.50 each), and Electronics - It's
Easy, Vols. 1 and 2 ($3.50 each or $6.00
the pair). Orders to ETI Specials Dept.
please.

EDITORIAL QUERIES

Written queries can only be answered
when accompanied by a self-
addressed, stamped envelope, and the
reply can take up to three weeks.
These must relate to recent articles
and not involve ETI staff in any re-
search. Mark your letter ETI Query.

GET YOUR FREE

CATALOGUES... NOW!

LENLII)IE

Here are two fully illustrated,
specialized complete -line cata-
logues for the C.B. and elec-
tronics enthusiast.
Lenline Cat. #1: with 35 pages,
it provides a broad range of
quality electronic tools, acces-
sories and hardware. Choose
from adaptors and heat guns to
screws, testers and wrenches.
C.B. Accessories Cat. #2: with 27
pages, it offers a complete range
of dependable C.B. accessories.
These include antenna mounts,
boosters, coax connectors, noise
suppressors, speakers just to
name a few.
All merchandise is available at
authorized distributors, located
across Canada.
Mail the order coupon today and
get your free catalogues now!

71 len finkler ltd.
25 Toro Rd., Downsview, Ont..
M3J 2A6 416-630-9103
Telex 065-24010

Email to: len finkler ltd.
25 Toro Rd., Dovr nsview, Ont. M3J 2A6

Please send me the free catalogue(s) I have indicated:
Lenline Cat #1:
C.B. Accessories Cat #2.

Send to: Name.
Address.
City: Prow
Postal Code.L
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tech -tips

Cl
100µ

0-
C2

R1
100k

R2
1M5

R3
680k

0

CLASS A AMPLIFIER

Q1
2N2222

R4
5k6

The main advantage of class
amplifiers is the absence of crossover
distortion. Against this major advant-
age must be weighed the disadvantage
of permanently hot heatsinks and large
capacity power supplies.

The circuit shown here contains
several novel features and will deliver
5W of pure class A sound into an 8p
load.

A

Q1 and Q2 form, with the
associated components, a high quality
voltage amplifier with overall ac and

R5
1k

R6
39k

R8
6k8

R7
6k8

C5

Q3
2N2222

R10
0.47R

2W

GE33

0
+24V@
1 .2A

'14
2N3055

2 7

IC1
741

4

Q2
2N1420

dc feedback applied from the collector
of Q2 via R6 to the emitter of Ql.

The output stage proper, consists of
Q6 and Q7 connected as an emitter
follower
transistors are driven by IC1, a 741 op
amp, and are included in the latter's
feedback loop.

These three form a near perfect
output stage with an input impedance
of several megohms and a bandwidth
extending from dc to over 100KHz.

Quiescent current is provided by
the constant current source Q3, Q4,
Q5, R9 and R10. The use of a

GE33
R9
4k7

Q6
2N3055

C6
2000

8 OHM

 0
constant current source here
effectively isolates the output from
line variations and ripple.

With the components shown, the
circuit has a bandwidth of 10Hz -

30KHz -3db, a distortion of less than
0.1% before the onset of clipping, an
input impedence of 1.5Mnand a sensi-
vity of 180mV for full output.

Transistors Q4 to Q7 must be
mounted on an adequate heatsink, a
5" by 4" finned type is suitable, but
must be mounted vertically and in
such a position as to allow ample
ventilation.

COMPARATOR VOLTMETER
This circuit, although simple, is
capable of accurate voltage mea-
surement. The input is applied to
the high impedance input of IC1 via
the attenuator comprising of R1 to
R5 inclusive.

Since this IC is used as a unity gain
buffer, the output at pin 6 is equal to
the input voltage at pin 3, but at a low
impedance. IC2 is connected as a

comparator driving a pair of LEDs, D1
and D2.

The inverting input samples a por-
tion of the unknown input voltage,
whilst the non -inverting input is con-
nected to a 1V reference obtained
from the stable voltage across ZD1.

In use VR1 is adjusted till D2 just
illuminates. At this point, if the con-
trol knob is of the 0 - 10 calibrated
type, the pointer will indicate the
input voltage.

81
4 M 7 3

1 ,-`)
SW 1

03

R3
56k

R2
"S 10M

R4
470ko 

95
47k

741

+ -

7

4

R6
6808

IR V1
10k
L I N

?D1
5V6

2

3

741

R] -.+
3k9

R8

R

6808

9
1k

For example, with SW1 in
position 2, and with a reading of 2
on VR1, the input voltage will be
2V. With a little practice, the

7

4

0
+9V

SIIV1 F S
1 1V
2 10V
3 100V

R 0
'38)R

OV
0

LED1,2
TI L209 -9V

voltage can be read to ± 2%,
comparable to a moving coil instru-
ment. The input impedance on all
ranges is 3.2M0.
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DOMINION RADIO
& ELECTRONICS COMPANY

THE HOME OF RADIO & ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES

COMING NEXT MONTH
watch for our

BONUS CATALOGUE
with SPECIALS on*

Resistors
Capacitators
Transistors
Integrated Circuits
Cables

Connectors
Transformers
Speakers

Switches
Tools
Wire

Bulbs

Diodes

*CATV Accessories
Cabinets
Controls
Meters

*Telephone Accessories
Batteries & Holders
F uses
Relays
Integrated Amplifiers

*Tape & Accessories
Microphones
Tubes
Automotive Accessories
Stereo Equipment

DOMINION RADIO & ELECTRONICS
535 Yonge Street - Toronto M4Y 1Y5

$199

Comes fully assembled, tested and burned-in.Ready to

plug into your Altairilmsai/microcomputer. Supplied as a

conventional DIP switch addressed board. Just change

jumpers to convert to the Pt. (Programme Locatable) mode

Fully buffered for minimal capacitive bus loading.
Schmitt gates on critical strobe signals. MIL -spec PCB

processing. Full 50s in. gokl on nickel contact fingers.
Low power memory chips. Battery backup connector

Postpaid, F.S.T. Included
Ont. residents add 7.: P.S.T.

industries ltd.
P.O. BOX 421 SIMCOE,ONT. N3Y4L5

TOUCHTONE
PAD

Complete TT Pad
Uses Microsystems IC to
generage all standard
Uses 9-24V includes a

PTT relay to Key TX
and optoisolator.

$11.95

WE SUGGEST YOU BUY NOW
WHILE THESE LOW PRICES
EXIST AND WHILE THE
QUANTITY IS SO GREAT
We honour Mastercharge
and Chargex cards.

Calculator Keyboard

on -off. Not multiplexed
each key brought out
separately to common. I-
deal for MC i/o or combi-
nation lock. $2.49

RESISTORS
All E/A 1/4, 1/2 W values. 5% Values. 40 each
5 of a kind. 32 each 100 of a kind.

CAPACITORS
All below .001 disc & poper
All between .001 to .01 disc & poper 100
All between .01 to .1 disc & poper 200

DIGITAL CLOCK KIT

Mobile Version, .01% accuracy $34.95
Alarm Version, 12 hr. only $33.95
The best looking clock on the market
gold, bronze, blue, silver, black (sped ify

60 HZ SOCKETS
TIME BASE

Will enable
Digital Clock Kits
or Clock -Calendar
Kits to operate
from 12V DC

STANDARD, SOLDER, TIN

14 P,
16 Pon
18 Pin
24 Pm
78 Pin
36 Pin
40 Pin

1 24
027
030
035
049
0 99
1.39
1 59

25 49 50 100
025 0.24
027 025
032 030
045 0.42
0.90 0.81
1 26 1 15
145 130

ARKON
ELECTRONICS

33 QUEEN STREET WEST
Toronto, Ontario, M5V 2H4

Minimum order $5.00 - Under
$25.00 add $1.00 postage plus

handling
Ontario Residents add 7% Sales Tax.

FM Wireless Transmit up to
Mike Kit $3.50 300' to any FM

broadcast radio.
Sensitive mike input requires crystal
ceramic or dynamic mike. Runs on 3 to
9 V.

LED BLINKY KIT $3.50
A great attention getter which alter-
nately flashes 2 Jumbo LEDs. Use for
name badges, buttons, or warning type
panel lights. Runs on 3 to 9 volts.

DECADE COUNTER
PARTS KIT

INCLUDES
INCLUDES  7490A decade counter

 7475 latch
$4.95  LED readout

 Current limit resistors
Complete with instruction and details on
how to build an easy, low cost freq.
counter.

60 MHz PRESCALER

KIT
$59.95

Extend the range of
your counter to 600
MHz. Works with
most any counter. Available k it or assem-
bled and tested. Specify - 10 or - 100
with order.

POWER SUPPLY KIT -i15 V, +5 V
regulator provides adjustable -..L6 to 15
Volts at 100 mA, while a stable regula-
tor produces 5 V at 1 Amp. all parts
except case transformer $14.95.
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OPEN CIRCUIT

by Tom Graham

ANOTHER MAGAZINE with which I'm associated.
Canadian Transceiver, received a request a couple of
months back for a pass to the CB Trade Show that they are
holding at the Skyline Hotel, Toronto, at the end of March.
The request came from a company out West who called
themselves Tackle Box.

Since receiving this I've often joked that you can't tell by
the company name if they're in the business of selling CB.

THE CHATTER BOX
I got quite a chuckle when this company actually phoned
me to say that the sales of CB were going so well that they
are changing their name to The Chatter Box!

We even had a garden nursery company call us about
being listed in CB Buyer's Guide. It was checked out and,
lo and behold, nestled between the geraniums and chry-
santhemums was a CB set! Just one though.

They didn't get a listing.

NORTH BATTLEFORD FEEDS
What prompted me to write this particular column was a
request for a pass from North Battleford Feeds. We had
made it very clear that the Dealer must show proof that he
is in the sales end of CB so this request was sent along
with an accompanying full page ad that appeared in The

Advertiser -Post, North Battleford, Saskatchewan just to
prove the point that he was in fact a CB Dealer. The title of
the ad said, "WHAT? C.B.s IN A FEED STORE - YOU
BET!" In the ad they featured a Johnson Messenger 190,
a Messenger 250 Base, a Jana Interceptor, a Jana Ag-
gressor and a Jana Dominator. Most amusing was the fact
that the ad also contained a couple of cartoons at the top.
One was of a horse, the other of a cow - both holding CB
microphones in their hoofs!

YOU SHOULD BE IN THE BUSINESS
With everybody jumping aboard this, the fastest selling
electronic product since the advent of TV, the electronic
servicing company should be number one on the list, for
marketing CB. As I've said before, you can advertise that
you can service what you sell and remember that here you
can service CB equipment without any special licence,
unlike our friends south of the border. Even if you are just
now considering the idea, you should attend this show.

To give further incentive for people to come arrange-
ments have been made with Forest Belt's Training Work-
shops to hold a day seminar for the three days prior to the
show to instruct anybody from the novice to the expert on
how to service CBs.

For passes for the show or for more information, contact
Canadian Transceiver, P.O. Box 569, Don Mills, Ontario
M3T 2T6.
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HY5
Preamplifier

HY30
15 Watts into 80

HY50
25 Watts into 80

HY120
60 Watts into 80

HY200
120 Watts into 80

HY400
240 Watts into 40

15 240 Watts!
The HY5 is a mono hybrid amplifier ideally suited for all applications All common input functions
Imag Cartridge tuner etc I are catered for internally the desired function is achieved either by a
multi -way switch or direct connection to the appropriate pins The internal volume and tone circuits
merely require connecting to external potentiometers (not included) The HY5 is compatible with all
I L P power amplifiers and power supplies To ease construction and mounting a P C connector s
supplied with each pre -amplifier
FEATURES: Complete pre -amplifier in single pack - Multi -function equaliration - low noise - Low
distortion - High overload - two simply combined for stereo
APPLICATIONS: Hi-Fi  - Mixers - Disco - Guitar and Organ - Public address
SPECIFICATIONS:
INPUTS Magnetic Pickup3mV Ceramic Pick-un 30mV Tuner 100mV Microphone TOrEtV
Auxiliary 3100m1) input impedance 47k%) at 1kHz
OUTPUTS Tape 100rnV Main output 500mV R M S

ACTIVE TONE CONTROLS Treble 12dB at 10kHz Bass at 100Hz
DISTORTION 0.05% at 1 kHz. Signal/Noise Ratio 6806
OVERLOAD 38dB on Magnetic Pick-up SUPPLY VOLTAGE 16 50V

The HY30 is an exciting New kit from I L P c features a virtually indestructible I C with short cociot
and thermal protection The kit consists of I C heatsink P C board 4 resistors 6 capacito-s
mounting kit together with easy to follow construction and operating instructions This amplifier is
ideally suited to the beginner in audio who w shes to use the most up to -date technology available
FEATURES: Complete kit - Low Distortion - Short Open and Thermal Protection - Easy to Bin
APPLICATIONS: Updating audio equipment - Guitar practice amplifier - Text amplifier - Audio
oscillator
SPECIFICATIONS:
OUTPUT POWER 15W R M S into 8'.) DISTORTION 0 1 'r at 15W
INPUT SENSITIVITY 500mV FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz 16kHz - 348
SUPPLY VOLTAGE 18V

The HY50 leads I L P s total integration approach To power amplifier design The -amplifier features an
integral heatsink together with the simplicity of no external components During the past three years
the amplifier has been refined to the extent that it must be one of the most reliable and robust High
Fidelity modules in the World
FEATURES: Low Distortion - Integral Heatsink - Only five connections - 7 A-np output transistors

N-.rr-- components
APPLICATIONS: Medium Power W-Fi systems - Low power disco - Guitar amplifier
SPECIFICATIONS' INPUT SENSITIVITY 500mV

t, byx, RMS in 811 LOAD IMPEDANCE 4 16.1 DISTORTION 0 04., at 25W .17
tkHzr
SIGNAL NOISE RATIO 75c1EL FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hr 45kHz - 3LIE1

SUPPLY VOl TAGE 25V SIZE 105 50 25rnm

The HY120 is the batty of IL P s new high power range designed to meet the error exacting
requirements including load line and thermal protection this amplifier sets a net, standard in modular
design
FEATURES: Very low distortion - Integral Heats nk - Load line odd, tion Thermal protection
Five connections - No external components
APPLICATIONS: Hi - High quality disco - Public address - Monitor amplifier - Guitar arid
organ
SPECIFICATIONS:
INPUT SENSITIVITY 500mV
OUTPUT POWER 60W RMS into 8i) LOAD IMPEDANCE 4 16.) DISTORTION 0 04 at 60W at

1 kHz
SIGNAL NOISE RATIO 90,1B FREQUENCY RES°ONSE 1()Hz 45k/-11 - dB SUPPLY VOLTAGE
15V
SIZE 114x50.85mm

The HY200 now improved 10 give an output of 120 Watts has been designer) iti stand due most
itpicil conditions such as disco or group while still retaining trior F t -dormant e

FEATURES: Thermal shutdown - very IOW distortion - L nod line prone tion - Integral Healsink

APPLICATIONS: Hi F - Dtst o - Monitor - Power Slave - Industrial - Priblo add coo
SPECIFICATIONS
INPUT SENSITIVITY 500mV
OUTPUT POWER 120W RMS into 8r) LOAD IMPEDANCE 4 16-7 DISTORTION 0 05 air 100A
1 kHr
SIGNAL NOISE RATIO 96,18 FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hr 45kHr 3c1B SUPPLY VOI PAGE

450
SIZE 114 100

The 15400 is I L P s Big Daddy of the range 1,10,110 ing 2411W into 4, )1 it 00, beim tlesigne1
high gr..- dtst o to bublir address apple anions I the ampirlier is to he iseit in e britinuoris high [Pi,-

levels a r circling fan is recommended The anptiilier inc irides all the guatities of the rest if the f.11111 1y ti,
It market as a true high ;tower h, fidelity power module
FEATURES: Thermal shutdown Very low distormion - Load o - oal..111

pent,
APPLICATIONS: Public address - Disco - Power slave - Industrial
SPECIFICATIONS:
(1111 PUT POWER 740W RMS into 4.) LOAD IMPEDANCE 4-16'! DISTORTION 0 1 .at :411W
1 kflr
SIGNAL NOISE RATIO 94116 FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10H, 45kFtz 1013 S(IPPIS VOL 1410
- 45V
INPUT SENSITIVITY 500erV SIZE 114 x 100 L 85mm

TWO YEARS' GUARANTEE ON ALL OF OUR PRODUCTS

Available in Ontario from:
DOMINION ELECTRONICS GLADSTONE ELECTRONICS0 ELECTRONICS LTD.
UNIT 12, 7222 TORBRAM RD, MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO L4T 3V2 - TELEX 06-968653 - TELEPHONE: (416) 678-0562

Now
Available

ILP
MY 50

I.L.P. Electronics Ltd
Crossland House
Nackington, Canterbury
Kent CT4 7AD
Tel (0227) 63218

MULTI MARK AGENTS LTD.

IL IF' Dealer inquiries invited

4
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PHILIPS
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PHILIPS

SUPER QUALITY

THE COMPLETE HIGH QUALITY CASSETTE RANGE FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Though they differ in performance and price they all have qualities that make them unique on the market.
Available in Canada from any Philips Consumer Service Branch.

Service Depots from coast to coast: Halifax: 902-429-0260 - Quebec City: 418-681-4639 - Montreal: 5.4-342-2043 - Ottawa:
613-829-9295 - Toronto, West: 416-781-5201 - Toronto, Central: 416-489-2022 - Toronto, East: 416-438-9822 - Hamilton:
416-547-4914 - London: 519-686-9671 - Sudbury: 705-560-4866 - Winnipeg: 204-774-1931 - Regina: 306-543-0446 - Saskatoon:
306-244-2299 - Calgary: 403-243-7737 - Edmonton: 403-452-8491 - Vancouver: 604-434-6647.
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